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Don't Spend All Your Time Talking About Swatting the Huns. Take a Smash at Them by.Buying W.
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Campaigners Say Duke City Former Dictator Coming to
Is 'Laying Down on the Job1
America to Plead Cause of
for the First Time Since the
His Countrymen; Manner of
U. S, Entered War,
Escape Is a Secret,

Having Cowett
the Austrians, All Eyes Now
Turn to the Battle Area in
Franco and Flanders,
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GERMANS ARE EXPECTED
TO LAUNCH NEW DRIVE
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Kaiser Realizes That Haste Is
Necessary as He Sees the
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For the flint time, Albuquerque
citizens are "laying down on tho job."
After an exhaustive campaign yesterday, in which eight-fiv- e
persons
gave almost their entire timo to canvassing, tho committee' in charge reported that the day's returns were
discou racing.
The total amount of
yesterday's pledges was not known
until a late hour last night when the
committee completed auditing the reports of each campaigner.
Today one team will be selected
from the list of workers which will
consider nothing smaller than a $1,000
pledge. This team- will canvass among
persons who are well able to purchase tho stamps and It is expocted
that a large number of big aunscrlp-tlon- s
will be obtained.
Henry (I!, von, who Is In charge of
iWfwIi-h- l' 4liti" Wemny of tins inrtVth.
Fourth Street school, will hold a special meeting at the school at 2 o'clock
this afternoon. At that time a
man will give an explanatory
addrrss and the entire proposition will
be mado plain to those
attending'.
The necessary blanks will be provided
and every opportunity given for, the
purchase of stamps.
On the principal streets yestorday
young women sold Thrift Stamps and
War Savings Stamps from specially
This feature of
constructed booths.
the campaign was quite attractive and
materially aided In the sale of the
stamps.
Guy Rogers Is in charge of the
campaign in Albuquerque.
little Support Received.
"People seem to think when they
have purchased one $5 stamp that
they have done a great thing," one
worker said yesterday, "and they settle back In smug satisfaction and refuse to aid further. That Is not the
It
spirit that Is going to win the war. to
Is easier, and Just as Justifiable,
buy War Savings Stamps than it is it
And yet
purchase $50 Liberty Bonds.
y
many who bought large sums of
to
realize
this.
seem
not
Bonds do
'.
"Unless the people get behind this
proposition thev will bo paving Isex- a
orbitant taxes to the Huns. That
fact. Unless wr win the war Kaiser
Wllhelm and the clown prince will
., Invade this country with their savage
hordes and then we will he forced to
give and they won't pay Interest on
what they get either. We can't win
the war unless we have the support
We need supplies
of every American.
for our soldiers and sailors and we
can't get them without money. And
we can't get the money unless every
person puts his shoulder to the wheel
and assists. Many are buying large
amounts of stamps who are far less
able to purchase than a great many
who are finding excuses for not buying.
' This Is the first patriotic duty on
has failed the
which Albuquerque
And there stilt In time
government.
to keep the campaign from being a
The United States governfailure.
ment la the best paying Investment
- and the most certain to give nesults.
on the globe today. Uncle Sam never
.
auks someforgets a debt and never
We have found
thing for nothing.to the
plan among.
some opposition
the middle class of people, flnancial-ivThis is the every class Of persons
for whom the Savings Stamps werei
tney migru
originated; In orderon that
the proposition
Invest and 'got in
with as small an amount as 25 cents.'
The Workers.
A list of the workers who assisted
In the campaign yesterday and who
will work today, follows:
Miss Ilda Sganzlni, Miss Winifred
nnhorsnh. Miss Dean Beaubien, Mil
dred Larson, KvaM. 'Hicjcey, Mjjggff
Continued on Page Two.),
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London, June 27.- - Alexander
dictator of
Kerensky, the short-live- d
beHELD
Russia, whose sudden appearance
fore the British labor conference yesnot
the
startled
laboring
only
terday
men but the British public generally,
looks toward America as the goal of
his Journey. He hopes to be received
E
.there as the spokesman of his councause
to
wants
He
plead thq
trymen.
n
Kussiun democracy
of tho
to the great republic overseas.
Kerensky within a few days will go
OF
to France and thence to the United
i
forme
the
friends
His
say
Stages.
"
premier does not like the word
In relation to allied aid to
Russia, but prefers tho phrase, "help
m MOMIR( iO,lfNkt MKCfftk Ltytn WIKMI
How Kerensky
and reconstruction."
June 27. - "ly
escaped from Hussla and how his 000Wahiiing'on,
youriff melt of il who
comrades shielded him from the
Ad
'.)iiiH.-- s..V4
ent he is evading ull uninvited visitors. their order in the draft clauses fixed
,
No conjuror pulling a white rabbit
by a second national diaft lot-from a silk hat ever startled an audi- today
ut
the
formal
ceremony
with
held
tcry
d
ence of
children more thor- senate office building.
oughly than Arthur Henderson surJust 1,200 numbered slips rolled into
conference
the
labor
yesterday capsules enough td cover the list
prised
in introducing Kerensky.
in the largest local
Amazement pervaded the meeting of new registrants
district in the country were drawn
hail, to be followed by cheers, as the from
bowl
and the numa big glass
d
and
slight, youthful,
recorded in serial order. Under
smooth-shave- n
man slood up beside bers law,
all the new registrants go at
Mr. Henderson. Kerensky told the la- the
of the classes to which
bor delegates that the Russian people, the bottombe usslgncd
and the order in
may
figh'ting against tyranny now, would they
which
number
the
appearing on pat h
soon take part again in the lists
card came from
man's
against the central powers. Tho sit- the bowlregistration
to determine his place in the
uation in Russia today he summar- list of additions.
ized as follows:
The task was done In nbout two
"One can break the Russian people hours.
After a brief explanatory statebut one cannot subdue it."
General
An important assemblage of Rus- ment by Provost Marshal
Maker, blindfoldsian diplomats will meet M. Kerensky Crowder, Secretary winner
Gen246.
first
in Paris. A. P. Iswolsky, the former ed, drew the chief
of staff, Chairman
Russian foreign minister and now eral March, and .Senator
Warren of
head of the Lcagueof Russians faith- Chamberlain
senate military committee; Chairful to their country and her allies, the
Kami
which has been organized in Paris, man Dent and Representative
the house military
and tho ambassadors of the Kerensky of Californiaand of,
several
officers,
army
administration in Paris, Rome and committee,
Then Major
each drew a number.
Madrid, will attend the conference.
woman ema
young
Wellborn,
Billy"
It Is expocted that a manifesto will ployed in the provost general's
office,
be issued before Kerensky goes to
donned the blindfold and proceeded to
America.
take out capsules.
Tho dramatic interest that attended tho first drawing, which actually
determined the original order of spiw-Ic- e
YANKS
TO
of 10,0110,1)00 registrants, was almost wholly lacking in today's proceedings. Since men placed in elans
one are certain to I called to the
colors within a few months at most,
the order iir which new registrants
arc placed IS relatively unimportant.
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London, une 27 (via Ottawa.)
losses for the
Merchant
tonnage
month of May due to enemy action
and marine risk, the British admiralty's monthly statement shows, were
as fellows:
British, 124, 73S tons.
Allied and neutral 130,959 tons.
This aggregate for May of 355,0114
tons compares with un adjusted aggregate for April of 311,456 tons, and
a total of 630,336 tons In May of lust
year.
The losses foom Marine risk arc
stated to have been unduly heavy
last month.
The shipping ministry announces
that steamships of BOO gross tons or
more entering and clearing in United
Kingdom porls during May, exclusive
of coastal and channel traffic, totaled
7,777,843 tons.

.
says:
"In the course of our dashing attack to the north of Renneres wood
(northwest of Siecheprey) the American occupants of a position which
had been untouched by our preparatory fire refused to- surrender and
fought hopelessly, outnumbered, to
the last. We could only bring as
prisoners two men who were overpowered."
The dispatch goes on to say that
these two prisoners declared their detachment had fought so desperately,
because they had been told that Germans tortured and mutilated prisonof
which the correspondent,
ers,
course, qualifies as a base calumny. FRAZIER WINNER IN

JOUHNAl

.
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Virginia, illnn., June 27. Rescuers
working in the levels of the wreckNew
2".
For
June
ed Silver Open pit mine, destroyed toDenver, Colo.',
Mexico: Friday and Saturday fair In day by a premature explosion of more
west, becoming unsettled east portion; than thirty tons of dynamite and
Fri- black powder, tonight had taken out
slightly cooler southeast portion
bree miners, alive but unconscious.
day; fresh northerly winds south porFive others entombed by the blast,
tion.
Arizona: Friday and Saturday gen- had been located through alrpipes.
In temThev are injured but probably not
erally fair, not much change
,
fatally.
perature; fresh southerly winds.
j
Officials of the D. R. Hanna
Co.,
"'
' owners
LOCAL REPORT;
of the mine, reported tonight
men had been enthat twenty-nin- e
tombed but the number of dead will
Am summary of weather conditions
r
at
not be known until the entire pit is
hours ending
fo'ivthe twenty-fouOne body
explored by rescue parties.
t Pi m .yesterday follows: Maxi.'nurrf has
been recovered. minimum,
degrees;
'temperature.
p. m,, S! south
fctt. range, 40; at
lightning was . responsible for the
west winds; clear,explosion, according to mine officials.
-
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Asterdam, June 27.. Telegraphing
from the German headquarters on the
Lorraine front under date of June 2"4,
Herman Katsch, war correspondent
of the Koelnlsche
Volks
Zeitung,
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Fargo, N. D., June 27. The nomination of Governor Linn J. Frazier of
leage candidate,
Hoople,
over John Steen of Rugby, endorsed
association
voters'
the
by'
independent
In the republican gubernatorial race
In the primaries held yesterday; was
conceded late today- - by the supporters of J5teen here by a majority of
more than 5.000 votes.
With 695 of 1,978 precincts in the
state missing, returns tabulated here
gave Frazier 28,434 and Steen 26,768.
The heavy Frazier vote In the rural
districts steadily cut down Steen'
lead until the
candidate
- . .
j
went ahead today."
from
the "contest
Although returns
for the democratic nomination for
governor - are still far from complete,
available figures give 8. J. Doyle a
good lead over G. W. Wilkinson, who
was supported by the league.
,.,

'

National Prohibition as a War
Measure Is Provided for in an
Amendment to Agricultural Bill
In Senate Committee's Report
(By Morning Journal Sitcclul Leased Wire.)
Washington, Juno J 7.
Carrying around tho Mare Island navy yard
an uniendnicrr'. providing for national and the Newport torpedo station, the
showed greater efficiency
prohibition an a war ineasure, but nut workmen
the outputs of both plants Increasing.
fully effectiie until Juno 30, 1919, He said
this Increasing efficiency was
the eleven iuilllon dollar emergency
further indicated
by the record
bill was
agricultural appropriation
launching- of a torpedo boat destroyer
lai - u",y o tho aeimtg- The at the Mars Island yui d in 1" ,1t3 days
present plan Is to call it up after the alter thj keel was laid.
army bill Is disposed of and a bitter
Irv leaders Confident.
Senator Sheppard of Texas ami othiigm is expected by tunny senators.
The prohibition amendment offered er prohibition leaders were confident
by henator Norris of Nebraska as a tonight of t In? passage. (i( the
substitute for that by Senator Jones bition amendment. They saidprohithat
of Washington was adopted today by since the senate last year .adopted by
the senate agricultural committee, S u two thirds vote tho resolution to
to 3. It prohibits the salo of dis- submit to the states a prohibition contilled spirits and the manufacture of stitutional amendment,
a majority
wine or the removal of liquors now vole in support of the present proThe posal easily could be securedheld in bond after Juno 30,
Opponmanufacture of beer would be stopped ents .however, expected a strong fight
three months after passage of tho to be made In view of I lie fact that
bill.
the constitutional anftuulnicnt now is
The amendment was approved by awaiting action by the states.
the committee at a three hour ses"The new amendment provides;"
sion during which opponents
made
"That from and after June 30, 1919.
futile efforts to have it amended so after the approval of 'his uct, and
as to permit the manufacture and during tho continuance of the present
salo of beer for six and then four war, for the purpose of conserving
months after enactment. Efforts to the man power of the nation and to
have the committee recommend pasincrease tho efficiency in the producsage of - prohibition legisla tion In a tion of army, war munitions, food and
separate measure also were unsuccess- clothing for the army, it shall be unful.
lawful to sell, for beverage purposes
Extensive lleiiriiigs Were Held.
except for export ,any distilled spirKxtenslve hearings on tho question its and no distilled sph'itH held in bond
of prohibition during the war were at the date of the approval of this
The proposal act shall be removed therefrom for
held by the committee
was opposed and approved by high beverage purposes.
officials
and
others.
"From and after Uirrc months afgovernment
Chairman Hurley and Bainbrldge ter the approval of this act ntul durwere ing tho continuance of the present
Colby of Ihe shipping board
among the chief opponents, because war. no grain, cereal or oilier food
of thu effci-- they feared the taking of prniliietx shall be used in the manubeer from the workmen would have facture or production of beer or othon the shipbuilding industry.
er Intoxicating mall liquors.
"From and after June 20,1919. afSecretary Haniels disagreed with
officials.
the view of shipping board
ter the approval of Ihts act ami durMr. Daniels, who did not appear as an ing the continuance, of the present war
advocate of prohibition, but at the no foods or friilts slmll he used In tho.i
request of tho committee, smid that manufacture or production of vinous
after the sale of liquor was prohibited intoxicating liquors except for export."

WAY BEING PAVED

FOR FOURTH ISSUE
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declared, "that, Germany up to tills
day has been triumphant In this war.
"It is time to quit day dreaming,"
.Senator Meed asserted. "Germany hat
today even with the million Americans on the front, an advantage in
men, according to information I get.
I am very sure she has an advantage
1 am also very sure if the
in metal.
war is won it must be by the United
States putting forth so great an effort
that wo must have not begun to
TO
dream of it."
Russia, Senator Reed said, collapsed overnight and he urged that an
army of sufficient size be sent to
with as little delay as possible,
:SV iORh.Nt .OURNAL
LVAtPO W'CB
so that if a similar collapse should
Washington, June 27. Speaking on happen to any of the other nations
the $12,001000,000 army appropriafighting Germany, It would be able
tion bill, Senator Reed declared in the to defend itself.
favoring an extension o
senate today that although Germany theAlthough
draft ages. Senator Xtecd said
will
be
be
will
it
defeated,
eventually
he was willing to abide by the war deaiccoiafpllshcd only after tiro allies partment's Judgment at this tbnehave suffered severe losses. He said
the central powers hold the adavntage REBELS PUT TO WORK
m heavy guns on every front. Senator
Reed asserted that American haB no
BY MEXICAN GENERAL
heavy guns except those that have.boea
taken from the supply of the
MONNIHIS
JOURNAL P(CIAI. LAtO WIBBI
anJ" that it will require
Mexico, June 27, Instead
nearly two years to get a sufficient of Juarez.
executing them or placing them In
supply,Murgula has
The United States will have to ex- prison, Gen. Francisco
tend the draft age. limits, declared adopted a new plan of dealing with
aenator Reed. The central powers, revolutionists who have been fighting
he said, have a greater population against tho government forces. Exthan the entente countries and were cept in the case of responsible leaders
better prepared for war. Italy, he General Murgula has been putting
captured revolutionists to work
said, was "totally unprepared in arms the
and material when she entered the on farms in northern Mexico, where
war." He added that tho break in they are badly needed for harvesting
its lines last fall cannot be disregard- the large crops this year.
ed, for both French and British div' To
Present- Athletic GootR
isions are still kept on, the Italian
Fanta
frontFe, June 27. Gov. W. R.
failed
to do ita duty T.lndsey expects to present formally
"Ireland has
n this war," he asserted, in support to the athletic commission at Camp
of his claim that the complete man Cody the $1,000. worth of athletic
power of the allies could not be must- goods purchased for the use of the
men at the camp. The' presentation
ered against the Germans, ,
he Was opposed is to be on Saturday and Governor
Senator Reed-saito preparing for the prosecution of Llndsey will leave here Friday, stopthis war in a "piece meal fashion." ping en route at Albuquerque to
and warned against over confidence.
the Mothers and Daughters
"Let us not deceive ourselves," he
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GREATER EFFORTS
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Wilit the return of almost normal
conditions on the Italian front and
with no Indications apparent that it Is
the Inteintion of the Austrian In the
the intention of the Austrians in tho
stroke against General Diaz's armies,
the eyes of the world are being ceo
tered once more In expectancy on the
battle area In France and Flanders
as the possible theater of early encounters on a large scale.
This expeoctancy is heightened bv
the utterance of Lloyd George in the
house of commons Monday when he
said another enemy attack might be
few
looked for, possibly within
hours and certainly within the next
few days a blow on which the Issue of the campaign might depend-rat- her
than by any outward signs of
preparations by tho Oermans.
British Lines Shelled.
Although the infantry operations
u
except by the Americans in the
wood have scarcely risen In Imencounters
above
patrol
portance
recently, the Germans are trying out
with artillery the stability of th
British and French positions on various sectors from Flanders to the
Marne. Southwest of Armentlores, on
the Lys sector, and between Glvonchy
and Robecq,.. the Brltiah. Jines .have
been' heavily shelled with guns of All
numcalibres and with considerable
bers of gas projectiles. ' The Frenrh
have been receiving similar .visitations
between the Oise and Aisne rivers,
especially in the region north of VIP
where the recent. GerIts greatest
man offensive reached
depth in the attempted dash to Parts.
When or where tho next offensive
is to bo launched cannot be foretold
hut It is said It will be started and
carried out In an ambitious manner,
tor it seemingly Is realized that time
now is working against Oerman arms
in the west and thai haste Is neee.
This fact apparently is being
sarydeeply impressed on the German high
command .especially as it daily is witnessing the arival of increasing number!! of Americans on the battle front
and is coming to realize that they are
,
foemen of the highest merit.
'
,
Hum Hewlgnctl to Their IiOms.
For the moment the Germans seem
resigned to their loss to the Americans
of tho Belleau wood, northwest of
Chateau Thierry. No counter attacks
have been mado In an endeavor to regain the lost ground. The latest
of the Americans' victory shows
that the troops front overseas, In addition to killing or wounding many of
the enemy .took 311 prisoners, eleven
machine guns and ten automatic rifles
and a large quantity of ammunition
pud other war stores.
All is quiet along the Plave where
the Italians o'roTioeure In the position
from which they drove the Austrian.
In the mountain region there has been
considerable
fighting In which thB
Italians seem to have had the upper
hand.
i
Announcement has been made by
Secretary of War Baker that a regiment of American troops from the expeditionary forces of General Persn-lu- g
has been ordered to the Italian
frontOn their arrival, which is ex
pected shortly, the Austrians will have
facing them men of Paly, the United
States, Great Britain and France.
r
Bel-lea-
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Flowing in
Strengthen Allied Lines,

"I hour witness
N
London, July
4
&
'
that the Russian people, never will
f
I
tf
x
k
treaty,
recognize the
which hurled Hussla into the abyss of
f
F.
Alexander
annihilation," said
Kerensky, former premier of Russia,
In an address at the labor conference
were sn late In muiiiiig; the scene anil
This
slitws where iiitmt or the iierformem in the HiiKeiilieek- - evplnlns why the lire tlt'Pariiiit-nl.i- '
t
to dentil In the wreck or their circus train at lighting the hluzc.
ure
to have tiled In the wreck,
today.
Wallace eiifiiM wei-was
Russia
said
whlt-that
was
of thet picture)
Kerensky
by the Iraiu's hreaking down and being hit hy u upccding
litiry. Intl. The smoke In rising from the spot (In the
and
s
insults
German
under
IihIIchIi-The
the
the
Iclorc the engineer of
bleeding
charred bodies were fonnil.
where neurly
tiuctniilng tiaiu miw the
bleeding at every pore, but still opof the district, distant from the city, where the wreck occurred, and tlaimer signals.
posed the enemy invasion.
27.
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Guy Ji. Hotter, who Is In
charge of (lie chive. announced
Inst night lltu pledges
yesterday amounted to 25,O0O.
This means that that amount In
be- stamps will be punthu-setween now antl January I,

inV,

:,

COUNTRY IS BLEEDING
- UNDER GERMAN
INSULTS

MOHMIN

IN WEST
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ALBUQUERQUE FAILS
TO MAINTAIN RECORD

hM

Never Will Recognize

People

f

BY-HUM-

BEAST OF BERLIN

lmost Their Entire Day in
Effort to Help Uncle Sam's
'Win the War' Movement.

EDITION

T0.BE DELIVERED
3

'

CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mall, 70c a Month
Stnle Cnplea, M

28, 1918.

WHERE 78 DIED IN THE CIRCUS WRECK

IN AGONY

W. S. S. DRIVE IS
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June :!7 Another
Washington,
bond bill, authorizing eight billion
tlolltti-sof ;bl!' rty 1. inds In addition
to
heretofore
authorized, was
framed today by the house ways and
menus tooinmlttee in prepurutln for
the next issue expected in October,
and to provide for a subsequent issuo
when necessary. Authorization Is outstanding for J9. 0011, 000, 000 in bonds
and the next issue probably will be
-

around

$6, 000, 000, 000.

Besides authorizing $8,000,000,000
more bomls for domestic purposes, the
bill, which was approved by tho committee for immediate report to the
house, 'would authorize $1,500,000,000
more for loans to the allies. Increasing the total provided for this purpose from $5,500,000,000 to
In transmittingthe tentative draft Secretary McAdoo stated
iliat advances to tho allies for July,
AugiiHt and September had been estimated ul $500,000,000 monthly and
$7,000--000,000-

added:
'Ijoana to the allies have fallen considerably below that figure and IheI
additional appropriation would,

hope, carry us though curly winter."
"Karly enactment, (of the lull submitted) would put the treasury in
position I" make plans beforehand
for the Fourth Liberty lian in the
fall." said Mr. "McAdoo. This author'
Ization Is greater than would be Issued in the fourth loan but if tho
practice which was adopted success-alfully In the third loan of making
lotments In full upon nil
is followed. II will he neces-sar- y
to have n substantial margin to
cover any possible over subscription."
Under the new bill only banks and
trust companies which are qualified
government, depositories would be
to take subscriptions for future
loans. Mr McAdoo stated that failure of sont banks which lunl taken
deposit for loans had created great
hardship in some individual cases
nnd he desired to confine futuro fiscal operations of the treasury to the
government dcspositarles.
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Tononah, Nov., June 27. Thirteen
pairs of socks In thirteen days is the
knitting record of Mrs. Margaret Blue,
who lives near Rye Patch. Mrs. Blue
had set hrself to the task of knitting
twenty-fiv- e
pairs of socks In twenty-fiv- p
days but at the end of the. thirteenth day her eyesslght was so Impaired by constant knitting that she
was compelled to desist.
SLAV
Mrs. Blue, who lives alone and devotes most of her time to raising
chickens, cultivating truck garden
and feeding
freighters, who pass
through the deser wrote the local
WMl
LAMO
JOURNAL
MOftNlh
P(tlAL
imf
Red Cross chapter that she hoped
27. Further each of the wearers of the thirteen
Juno
Washington,
revelations by Dr. Muchlon. director pairs of socks would "got thirteen
who Is in Germans."
of the Krupp cojnpany,
Switzerland, showing that Germany
falsified stories of Russian atrocities FIGHTERS HONORED
:
are
during the early days of the war,from
summarized in a dispatch today
BY EL PASO CLUB
Berne.
According to Dr. Muehlon. the
1IT MONIN
JOUNNAl. fPBCIAL LI ASKB WlftlT
commission of cabinet officers sent to
Kl Paso, Tex., "June
27.
PhotoKast Prussia to Investigate, returned
without evidence of utroclties and graphs of two generals and one capIn
now
room
tain
the
directors'
hang
with a report that the population
the University club, representing
spoke In terms of praise of the con- of
the three honorary members named
duct of Russian soldiers.
Dr. Muehlon also is quoted as say- by the club during the three years it
.i
ing that in August, 1914, high Ger- has been In existence.
One Is the picture of Gen. John J.
man officials boasted that Germany
was
means
of
who
stationed
the
.destroying Pershing,
possessed
formerly
Russia without a single battle, by in - here. The other is that of Gen. Anson
Ger- Mills (retired)
and
who surveyed
citing revolution, and that the
man yian also Included the "llbera-Balti- c named El Paso. The third ' photocounRichard
F.
is
of
I
Finland and the
Burges,
tion"
Capt..
graph
nstailment of. the first honorary member of the club,
tries, he pretended
Poland as a kingdom, the turning'over who gave up an extensive law pracof Bessarabia to Rumania and the giv tice here to enlist at the outbreak of
ing of the Caucasian territories and the war. But one honorary member
Persia to Turkey.
Jof the club is named each year, ,.
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GET A PAIR TODAY

MORNIN journal special mill WIRE
Washington, June 27. Efforts to
bring the house resolution proposing
submission of the Susan B. Anthony
eijual suffrage amendment to tho con
stitution to a vote in the senate today failed.
debate and pre
After a three-hou- r
liminary jockeying, the resolution was
withdrawn, with a promise that next
week the fight, would be forced to a
Some' of its supporters,
conclusion.
however, expressed belief that action,
be
postponed indefinitely.
might
Churges that unfair advantage was
sought were exchanged by leaders of
both sides. Opponents asserted mui
a vote today was being demanded- be
cause Senator James of Kentucky was
unable to be present and could not
secure the customary privilege of being paired. Managers of the resolution charged its opponents with fili
bustering to prevent a vote because,
with Senator .lames absent they lucked
votes to defeat tho resolution.
Muv Prevent a ItecchM.
The date next week on which the
resolution will be called up, .Senator
Jones said tonight, depends upon
clearance of appropriation and other
bills in preparation for tho recess.
Positive of having a majority of the
scniite, at least, lie ami other suffrage
leaders declared (hev could and would
prevent a recess until tho resolution
is disposed of and expressed confi
dence of its final adoption.
Few set speeches on the resolution
were made. Without objection the
until 2
senate
debate
proceeded
o'clock, when the army appropriation
bill automatically was laid before the
senate. Senator Jones then moved to
M'l it aside jinn prui ecu wiin me
resolution.
Senator Reed of Missouri, in the debate on the motion, declared refusal
of the suffrage leaders to arrange a
pair for Senator James demonstrated
thai "the first fruits ot suffrage are
tn s"l astdo courtesies ami decencies
of senate procedure," and then spoke
for nearly an hour and a half, but
mostly on the army bill.
Chairman James of the senate woman suffrage committee made an effort to force a vote by moving to hold
the resolution before the senate and
displace the $12,000,000,000 army appropriation' hill. The plan was abandoned anil tho resolution was withdrawn after opponents had Indicated
debate would continue Indefinitely,
loncs Withdraws Motion.
Stating that it was evident, "great
delay" would result not only tn disposing of tho suffrage question but the
army and other important appropriation measures, Senator Jones said he
withdrew his motion but only until after tho important supply bills are
passed.
"This resolution," he added, "then
will be brought before the senate and
kept before the senate in the face of
any attempt for a recess of congress
for the summer."
over the outcome
Disappointment
was indicated by friends or the resolution.
Mrs. Kmmiliano J'ankhurst,
tho Knglitih suffrage leader, was an in-
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(By C. C. Lyon, Staff Cirros;xnloiit
Attached
lo General Pershing's
Army, Wlio Is Home on
Washington, Juno 27. Evidences
accumulate, day by day, that we, the
allies, are going to win this war.
Don't 1ft any pacifists, pessimists,
knockers or traitors tell you we're not.
When the pessimists fay: "Well, it
heglns to look' as if Germany is gutting the best of the argument over in
France." come hack at them in this
faun ion:
"Germany lias shot hor wail. Since
March 21 she lias been making the
supreme effort to put over a knock-oon the allies, yet today they are
still in the ring ami going strong!
"In trying to end the war before
thi full strength of America can bo
thrown in on the sido of the allies;
Germany has sacrificed the. lives of
hundreds of thousands of her best
soldiers, and all she has to show for
it is the gain of some ground.
"If Germany can't win now, how
can she expect to win in six months
or a year from now, when the allies
will be stronger
two million
by
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Americans?
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''EVery day now flic Germans are
growing woaKer whlln the' allies are
week or
growing stronger. Within
so we will have more than one million
fighting men in France, and it won't
take Ion? to got thq second million

'.

.ioi.Ti
eill
o

there,

;

.

"When Genef.il Foch pulls his offensive, watch out! His steam roller
will be a crusher. The big wheel in
front will represent the three million
Incomparable troops of France. One
of the- big side wheels will represent
three million' Britishers, and the Other
will represent two or three
big wheol
million ' Americans, who enter
the
fresh
ani confident and bound
fight
to win,
Once the Foch steam roller gets
started it won't stop until the 'Huns
either quit cold or are pushed back:
across their own frontiers; and then
the war will be won, the terms of a
lasting peace will be- - dictated by the
allies, and there will be no future
menace of Prussian militarism."
.That is tho way the situation looks
' '
to me.
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'All the swimming pools and some,
of the publik baths In I.mdon are being used for communal kitchens.
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However, Now Reed Would Call Bachelors of
30 to 40 Ahead of Married
That the Matter Is Shelved
PostMen of 21 to 30; May Pass
Be
That Action May
the Bill Today.
poned Indefinitely,

fY
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Troops en the western front huve
ifone buck lo the middle ages for
protection from machine gun bullets
and ndoptPd. the visored helmetttfh-lla- r
to those seen on ancient armor.
This photograph shows a Belgian
soldier on sentry duty in the trenches
jected,
wearing one of tho new helmets,
Senators Reed of Missouri .dem- which protect not only the head but
ocrat member of the senate military t. face.
committee: Lodge of Massachusetts,
and Cummins of Iowa, In urging upon
tho .senate the necessity for immediMAY NOT A GOOD
,.
ate extension of the draft ages, chalFOR
SUBS
MONTH
the
of
Baker
opinion
lenged
Secretury
and Gen oral March, chief of staff, that
the legislation is not needed at this
IRV MORNtNO JOUMNAL
SPECIAL LEAEFfl WIRE)
time. The Missouri senator said lie
London. June 27. "Tho month of
would bow to the decision of the war
May was really the most favorable we
department officials.
yet had."
"Before we are through with this have
This Is the comment of Archibald 8.
war, we will have to put five to seven
writer in tho Dally
million troops in Europe, I think," Hard, tho naval
Ho adds:
continued Senator Reed. "Bachellors Telegraph.
"It is common knowledge- that ow
of thirty to forty should bo called belng to tho largo numbers of subma
fore the married men of 2X to 30."
rines destroyed tho enemy paid a high
Haps the XcwHpuiH'.rs.
er price for every ton of shipping
American newspapers said Ihe sencorresponding period
ators "have handled the war like a link than in any
piracy was inaugurated.
good political paper handles Its paper since,
"The
offensive
by sea was still being
affairs," adding that the people of tho maintained by the
Germans during
country need rot be "boosted about May with tho utmost vigor
but in spite
our side of the case."
of
the
unprecedented number of sub
Stories that Autsria is about to fall
to pieces ,that food riots are frequent marines sent to sea only 224,000 tons
lost as com
and the country is about to rebel of British tonnage, was
were regarded by Senator Reed "as pared wjth 374,000 Ux May of last
part of a skilfully laid plan to lull the year.
world into slolhfulness"
Senator Lodge of MaRfsachusrrfts,
KUEIILMANN4.00KS
...
Urged that the draft' age limits be
extended now, declaring that it would
A
LONG WAR
FOR
eliminate possibility of dei. y, which
ho asserted had been "our great trouIRT MORNINS. JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED W.RE)
ble" in the conduct of tho war. He
London, Juno 27. Dr. von Kuehl
opposed lowering tm; draft limit below 21 but favored its extension to 40 mann, German foreign secretly, reyear?.
plying lo ciiticis during the course or
' Senator Cummins of Iowa ,said that yesterday's debute
in the German
if the senate adopled the resolution reichstag, said:
he offered last month calling for in"Once legends have arisen they are
formation from departmental officials difficult to destroy, but 1 must demilman
needed
for
power
regarding
clare, with a' view to
the growth of a legend, that thefe
itary, industrial and agricultural purposes, it now would have information can be no question of my having
that "would make it imperative for bound myself to the idea- - of a long
.
the senate to act."
war."
The foregoing was evoked by a
who referred to, "Dr. von
deputy
Kuehlmann's expectation of a war of
very long duration."
I!
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Washington, June 27. The army
casualty list today contained eighty
names, divided us follows:
Killed in action, 20; died of wounds,
6; died o accident and other causes,
4; died of airplane accident, 2; died
2: severely
wounded,
of disease,
31; wounded,
degree undetermined,
4; missing in action, 2.
Lieut. R. Cooper, Stoneholm, Colo.,
and Bugler Albert W. Johnson, San
severely
Saba, " Tex.,, are reported
woiirided.
'
Tho list:'' '"'
Killed in Action.
Lieut. Krnest A. Giroux, Boston;
Sergeants. ICl'wood G. Allen, Northo
DcAter, Me.;, Harrison 'Gallnmore,
Creek, Ky.; Harold McKlhiney,
Skowhegan, Mo.; Aloyses J. Polilmann,
George
Covington, Ky.; Corporals,
Fred K.earns,
E. Friday,
Detroit;
Richard
N.
Y.; Buglers,
Plattsburg,
M. Lutcr, Martin, Tenn.; Joe Mayuiers,
Gary, Ind.: Privates, William L. Allen,
Plalnview, Minn.; Chester L.Briggs,
L.
Buck,
Stanley
Me.;
Ifoulton,
Strong, Me.: James S. Cusack, Melvoe
Park, 111.: Joseph N. Guyette, Pena-cocN. H.;'Finslow Hodgdon, Sau-gu- s,
Mass.; F.dgar W. Julian, Hamilton, O.; Maxwell H. Marshall, BrunsCenwick, N, J.; Angus Nicholson, La Newter, Wash. ; George M.L. Pelkey,
:Plier, 1'lanton,
port, Vt.; Portor
Ala.: Elmo Ridges, Salt Lake; Arthur
E. --Shaw, Franklin,. N. 11.; Loony
Smith, luka,' Miss.; Gustav Tack, Detroit; Thomas G. Uren, Iron MounDetain, Mich.; Joseph Waligurski.
troit; Raymond L. Walker, Patten,
Me.: Nicholas Weber, Madison, Ind.;
William F. Weeks, Brooklyn.
Died of Wounds.
Lieut. Daniel '.I. Carney, Yonkers.
N. Y.; Sergeant Everlt A. Herter, New
T.
Farmer.
Yofk; Privates Joseph
Yonkers, N. Y.;, Arthur Garber, New
William'
James, Springcrton,
York;
111.; Otto Turkofski,
Waukesha, Wis.
Pied, of Disease.
Sergeant Ebenezer Bull, Fairhaven,
Vt.; l'rivate Thomas J. Provence,
Clinton, Ind.
Pled of Alrjilane Accident.
Lieut. William F. Chamberlain, ArJames F.
Calif.: ' Sergeant
eata,
O'Flaherty, N. Y.
Pie.1 Fnmi Accident and Oilier Clauses.
Maj. George E. Hilgard, Belleville,
III.;. Privates Jack Brown, Columbia,
S. C; Neal Chase, Hannibal,
Mo.;
Tudger Rocheford, Woonsocke't, R. I.
Wounded Severely.
Lieuts. Robert K. Cooper. Stone-haColo.; John fW. McCTure. Louisville, Ky.; Evcrard D. Seely, Dorchester, Mass.; Sergeant John Saglet,
Hungary; Corporals Omar O.
Smiilr, Fouke, Ark,: Michael Marshall, Jr., Wallington, N. J.;
E. Williams.Clifton Forge, Va.;
Buglers Albert W. Johnson, San Saba,
Texas; Edmund Plazewski, Chicago;
Wallace H. Smith. Glendalc, Md.; Privates Alfred E." Bates, lironxville, N.
Y.: Amo K. Benbow, Muncie, Ind.;
George ,1. Bicrman, Milwaukee; Clayton Carmichael, Hartford, N. D. : Santo Castagna, Brooklyn: Delbert T. Carmichael, Heuvelton, N. Y.; Charlie
Cross, Pikeville, Ky.; John II. Green,
Alderdale, Wash.; Frederick Kerner,
Burke, S. D.: Earnest Kimbrell.
'a. C; lisllo 'Knose, CleVes,
O.; Loren B. Mecham, Glyndon, Minn.;
John F. Mumaw, Dayton, Va.; Gilbert
Newton, Tatt, Calif.; Irving Noodo- vitz. New York; Harry T. Olson. Spokane: Oliver F. Skaggs, Fort Thomas,
Ky.; Cyretius A. Skidmore, Plalnview,
Minn.: Howard C. Slater, Milford.
Dkl.; Zygmont.Vlenckowski, Paterson,
N. J.: Fred Watson, Roxbury, Mass.
Wounded, Degree I lido crmincd.
Clifford Gaylord,
Fort
Corporal
Madison, la.; Privates, Floyd Baker,
Jewell, la.; Taul T. Groves, Des
Moines, la.; John H. Stacy, Fremont
Neb.
i
Missing in Action.'
Privates Vernon R. Davis, Ekalaka.
Mont.; Eriberto G. Rocha, Los Angeles, Calif.
Previously Reported Missing, Now Re-- s
turned to Duty.
Privates, Stanley Bager, Chicopee,
Mass.; Edward C. Cermak, Chicago;
Albert L. Mahon, Friendship, N. Y.
Previously ItcMrtcd Missing, New
Ki sed in Action.
Private John Teraka, Oak Park,
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Holders of Liberty Bonds of the
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have these bonds converted into the
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Washington, June 7. Debate on
the Fall amendment to the twelve-billio- n
dollar army appropriation bill,
providing for extension of the draft
ages to 20 and 40 years, was resumed
in the senate today, but consideration
bf the measure was so delayed by the
fight on the suffrage amendment resolution that, a vote was not reached,
leaders tonight hoped to dispose of
the amendment and possibly pass tho
bill tomorrow.
At tho conclusion of JJe brief discussion today, Senator FaTi said he
expected that his effort to extend the
draft ages would be futile and Uie
general opinion of senators seemed to
be that the amendment would bo re-
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patch states, indicate that the recent
have
whereabouts of the
not been definitely known. (This
statement seems significant as in conflict with the German reports of the
former ruler's removal to Moscow.)

FORMER EMPEROR
NICHOLAS
BY

ST

SLAI

BOLSREII

Washington, June 27. A report of
the killing of Nicholas Romanoff, late
czar of Russia, was received at the
state department today from Stockholm. It was transmitted as a Swedish press report, which, according to
the Soviets, "needed confirmation."

MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASSO WIRS1

Paris, June 27. A dispatch- - from PRAIRIE DOGS KILLED
Kiev, under date of Wednesday, Juno
BY EDDY COUNTY EXPERT
26, declares that the report of the assassination of former Emperor NichUPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNIND JOURNAL)
olas of Russia has been confirmed. It
Carlsbad, N. M., Juno 27. Hopo
is declared he was killed by Bolshecommunity, Eddy county. Is proud of
vik troops during their retreat on Ye- the work of one man,
Doc Vest, whom
It estimates has saved the community
katerinburg.
at
dollars
thousand
was
received
eight
The Kiev message
by his work
in eradicating prairie dogs
and
Basel, Switzerland, 'and forwarded
'
gophers.
here by the Havas correspondent in
Doc Vest is working under the dithat city.
rection of the county agent and the
biological department, and the state
The first report or tho assassination council of defense was also active in
of Emperor Nicholas was received in securing the assistance of the biothrough Stockholm on logical department in its war on
Copenhagen
Tuesday. The Copenhagen message prairie dogs- Vest is in receipt of a
quoted the Russian newspaper. Vjia as letter concerning his work at Hope,
saying that Russian red guards had which includes the items of 12,410
in his resi- acres of land covered at a cost of
murdered the
dence at Yekaterinburg, where ho was $148 with a result in killed of more
removed recently from Tobolsk.
than 90 per cent,
the Hope
An Exchange Telegraph dispatch community not less saving
than $8,000.
21,
June
from Moscow, dated Friday,
Hope is planning to eradicate after
and received in th this country on the rabbits, and English sparrows.
Wednesday, declared there was no
foundation however for the rumors of
op costiveness.
the assassination and dispatches from
headache,
German sources last week reported
irritability, "blues," sallowness,
that the former emperor was not at blotches, are among thn results of conYekaterinburg, having. ben removed stipation. If long neglected- It muy
to Moscow ffor safe keeping.
uause piles, ulceration of bowels, ap
Dendicitls, nervous prostration, paraAmsterdam, June 27. Reports that lysis. Don't delay treatment.
Best
former Emperor Nicholas has been remedy is Foley Cathartic Tablets, as
murdered in Yekaterinburg aro in- many thousands know from cxporl.
creasingly persistent in Moscow, ac- ence. They not only do their work
cording to a dispatch from that city, surely, easily, gently, but without In(date not given)) received today by jury to stomach or Intestinal lining.
way of Berlin.
g
Contalh no
element.
The Moscow newspapers, the dis- - Sold everywhere.
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Amsterdam, Juno 27. Grand Duke
a younger
Michael Alexandrovitch,
Eleven million
women and girls
brother of the former Emperdr NichIK.
a
in
is
terested spectator in the senate galdispatch from are at work in our industries.
olas,
reported
Moscow received here today by way
lery.
Alice Paul, chairman of the nationof Berlin, to have placed himself at
al woman's party, in a statement to'
the head of the new Serbian government and to have issued a manifesto
night, charged President Wilson with
ar vt PNtr.c journal special leased wirei
for
sethe failuro lo
responsibility
San Francisco, Calif., June 27.- The to the Itussian peoplecure a vole.
California supreme court today, set
"We face this second postponement Monday,
July 1, us tho dale for oral GERMAN. PRISONERS.
only because President. Wilson failed
to work with sufficient earnestness
J. Mooney, under sentence of
GET SHORT RATIONS
and determination for the amend- Thomas
ticaiu jor murder in coiiiiccuun wnn
ment," was the statement. "Is his sup- the
bomb
explosion,
preparedness day
ISV MORK'INO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
port mere prepense? The patience of for a writ of probalilc cause.
Charles
American women cannot much longei
An Atlantic- Port, June 27
a demand made today in
Following
W. Jack man, a resident of Chicago,
lo taxed."
tit, tif.riiip ,,mn. liv A tlni'iuw X'illllull
Coghlartj
representing Mooney, his a British subject and foreign, buyer
taken
wife Rona, Israel Weinberg and Ed- for a Chicago firm, who was
prisoner bv the Germans In 1916PROGRESS SLOW IN ,
ward Nolan, defendants in other of from
Rethe
Konningen
steamship
the bomb explosion murder cases, for
last January,
FIRST DAY OF W. S. S.
an immediate triul of either one of the gentes and held until
or Weinburg, Deputy Dis- arrived here today on Froneh steamHe, was released ill an exchungt
DIVE WORKERS' REPORT Mooneys
trict Attorney Berry said the stato er.
wouict be reaoy to so to inai juiy o. of prisoners,
"Germany Is decidedly short ot food
Tin tuibl I'nirMun would noon bo noti
are made to feel it,' he
fied which case would De taken up at and prisoners
'
'
said,
t
that time.
Kerr. Alice White, Mrs. Floyd.
court
the
today
Weinberg
petitioned
Mrs. A. D. Ogle, Mrs. G. L.
Creel Xo to Comply.
his
to
visit
mother,
for
permission
Hogei-3Mrs. Harry Benjamin,
Mrs.
George
"and
Washington. June 27.
ill.
P. K. Schcck, Mrs. C. F. Wade, Mrs. who, he said, Is 70 years old andconCreel, chairman of the committee on
in Ohio. Judge Dunn
She
lives
K. It. Edgar, Mrs. M. K.
comto
declined
Wylder, Mrs. sented, providing
Is public information
no objection
S. J. rowinson, Betty Klinms,, Alexanon a $15,
ply with an invitation from the house
dria Vsughoy, Katherine Angle, Alma made by Weinburg's sureties
military committee to appear before
000
bond.
Paldridgo, Margaret Lee, Ruth
it tomorrow In connection with a
Nina
Uuby Rhea,
Hevdt, Mrs.
by Representative Treadway
Xftw vnrk. June 27. A resolution
T. N. Linville. Julie Girard, Mrs. 12.
the
regarding
war of Massachusetts,
N.
urging President Wilson as a iuu-eiMrs. George
H. measure
Kavdnaugh,
of official war pictures
Photographing
ui
remove
state
to
irom
F. LcSuer, Mrs.
Wheeler, Mrs.W
the contract for their use by;
Jurisdiction the cases of Thomas and
Julius Mandell. Miss Florence Weiller,
film firm,
and ....
Warren Billings, labor
Miss Lillian Kempenich.
. .... Mooney
Miss Adele J.
f?nliin
nV . ......
rtiur.lnr. ...
..i.
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Carr, Miss Vera Kleth. Dorothy Row-ma- leUUClH, was
Conditions Bad in Budapest.
adopted unanimously to
Maud Howell, Thelma Howell, forni.i,
Juno 27. Budapest
Amsterdam,
un.ou
tne
iuuur
oy
central
night
Kdith
Chidester, Mrs. M. Mandell,
advices received here say Oiat in the
Miss Reglna Unsenwald, Mrs. W. W. Brooklyn.
lower house of parliament Wednesday
Bowers, Mrs, George R. Craig, Mrs.
Dr. Alexander Wckerlo, the HungarFAIL
SALES
Frank Stortis. Mrs, A. Socll, Mrs. K. STAMP
ian premier, drew a gloomy picture
.
Miss O.
The preSpitz, Mrs. I. L.
conditions in Budapest.
TO REACH GOAL SET of
i'. Porter, Mrs. Albert P. Ixiarnai'd,
mier said most of the factories had
deMrs. J. X. Gladding, Mrs. F. M. Lyons,
ceased work and that' the
Mrs. L. It. Campbell, Mrs. Joso
K.
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of the newspapers had retv
191S.
Perea, Miss .Gladys
Haydon, Miss
Juno 27. Pledges for sulted in a rogrottable; spreading of
Pauline Davis, "Margaret Lee, Ruby theWashington,
installment purchase of more than false rumors which had fanned the
Uhea, Ruth McKowan, Mary Bright, a half billion dollars of War Bavings agitatioa among the working people.
$1.49
$2.98.
Jean Sheridan, Moiso Bergman, C. G. anri Thrift stainns have been received
uro llio
Ackermun, J. C. Boyd, A. D. Ogle, in ih last two weeks bv war savings ' June, .Inly and August
George C. Taylor. A. Fleischer, Ward workers, throughout u.e country, and months when lioe on poultry aro at
Anderson, Clyde Tingley, D. A.
will be doubled tomor- their worst. Tlicy aro to be found in
this
Jerre . Haggard, Frank E. row, probably
designated bv President Wilson every poultry yard. Ono of the ways
Andrews, C. T. French. John L. as "National Thrift day," according they are
1 by sparrows.
Phcno
Mail Orders
Lewis McCammant, Victor to reports today to war savings head Chloro isspread
Clarke,
liaulrt vermin destroyer.
a
E.
'
Bruce, F. C. W. Quarters here. .
Wtsenbcrg, A.
Costing about 2 cents per gallon when
Solicited-nuL.
W.
H.
F.
G.
J.
Pooler,
Lee,
Logan,
The success of the war savings diluted witJU water. When applied to
Coons, L. C. Merafelder, Paul G.
vermin Infested parts,
movement' depends largely on the re- the mwU-aiu- l
Promptly
Mrs. Harry Strong, Mrs. John sults of tomorrow's intensive nation' of ponltrv huildiiiKH It .destroys every
Wfc.Vl
ii
.';,."
Fleming, Charles Roehl, C. S. Cald- wide canvass, officials declared today. one It touches. 25 cts At) cl H1.00
.''V
Filled.
well.
Heretofore sales of Thrift and War iw bottle full directions on ' each.
Phone 283.
S'V-'V''V'31W15
Stamps have been less, than K vi,.viiJSu ..
....
... ii :v,Kvv
.
Australia has cows enough to give Bavings
the government had hoped, amount .
each man, woman and child in tbe ing to $300,000,000 since last Decern
Women, teaqhers ; in. Pittsburgh's
choo receive, a JiQO ,W VpUUS, j
continent three each.
ler 3'
.
'(
i
i
t ...... t
1
:.".
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"Albuquerque' Big Hardware Store.''

JULY

You Will Need Several of
These Lovely Waists

'

Mor-risett- e.

,

Provided with suitable underwear the hot- test days will be endurable. Here are light
weight union suits, carefully designed and
service. These
made,, insuring comfort
Union Suits on sale (FRIDAY ONLY)
A Suit, Either Loose or Tight Knee

'
'

ii

,J7S

FdSrTOASTiES

s

45c

ai

Waist Values Without Rivals

n.

Voiles and organdy- are the ruling fabrics
among the whitejivaists,
Pretty frills, exquisite. laces, mark these
cidedly the best styles of

Mat-Heat-

Priced at

and

n,

,

"
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'
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Sell the
Gordon flose
"Hard to
Wear Out."
We

I

Red-Ingto- n,

l a.;:?
in ''

'

.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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through the Qiind.! Canyon and the

FLIPS FROM THE FILWMS

i.l

,

at

OCW,

S

.

In company .with! Virginia ValH, Mr.
Holmes' leading lady in George K.
iSnoor's feature, "Ruggles of Red
(jap, which la appearing at the B
theater today, Mr. and Mrs. Holmek
also soent an entire day exploring
around the Roosevelt dam.
"From a height of nnnv hundred"
of fet above th's dam." explained
Mr. Holmes, "we crawled down to the
eon-- i
road that c:yiies you over It.
ss I have never before so thorough-'- v
in my life.
emjovort
The achievements of the men who
made this dam is marvelous.
"One need not go nbrond to get all
the thrills of mountain climbing, and
For our great west conevnloring.
tains every known natural beauty:"
The aove is followed bv the Mack
'Tlioe
comedy.
Athletic Oitls."
:
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That Our Big Sale on Suits

Right-seegin- g

,

I i
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Pennett-Pnrnmmi-

Tin: i.vnir.
at"Tho
Planter."

rK'

announced

super-featur-

nt

at

scene-takin-

super-featur-

WarTime

Economies

Save

WorkTime
dar

.

-

First consider the OCedar Polish Mop
of
It saves
as a saver of work.
getting down on the hands and knees to
dust, clean and polish the floor. It 'saves
time by dusting cleaning and polishing all at
one and the same time.
the-tvor-

k

AT TIIR IOKAL.
Miss Ann Murdoch has a remarkable part in the new Mutual production, "The Hichest (.lirl," wherein she
'falls in love with a poor young man
in her role of the millionaire chocola-Here'- s
daughter and gets the man she
is after despite conventions and other
"'
obstacles.
Miss Murdock's curious little stage
her French shoulder
mannerisms,
shrugs, her. impish fits
and her simple ways of doing shocking things get her across with a bang
In motion picture drama.
"The Richest Oirl" Is based on
what might be called a risque Idea,
but nothing is risque in Ann Murdock's
clever hands. She wrifrgles out of difficult situations with consummate
skill and leaves everybody happy in
the conviction that she knows how to
take care of herself.
,
In connection with the above play,
which is t the Ideal today anad tomorrow, there will be shown a cartoon
reel of the famous "Katzenjanimer
Kids."
.

Polish
By saving time and work it saves money.

In addition the OCedar Polish Mop saves
like
money because it will not wearhasout
it
practic
brooms do and in many homes
ally replaced brooms.

.'

O-Ce-

dar

refund your money if
Polish
the
does
not
prove
Mop
its own worth.
O-Ced- ar

Channell
sli vu.
v,nenucai
-

'

Chicago-Toront- o

Lontjon

and Gents' Furnishings Is Nearly at an End

v
Come in

1 ore

rive

Don't Delay

Make Your Choice Now

--

su

DEPARTM

You Can Pidk Your Fall Suit Now, Thus Saving From

$15.00 to $20.00 on Each Suit
You can get now an
suit made at home, cheaper by $15 than
J
you will be able to get a cotton mixed suit next fall.
all-wo- ol

mis

Department

Complete With From 25 to 33 3 Per Cent Off Original:
Price on Each Article
1--

"

;

.

Read These Prices'- - Come See the Goods
'

MEN'S SHIRTS

At Less Than Market Cost
$1.25 Shirts for.'
.$ .95
1.15
.
$1.50 Shirts for

Shirts for. .
$2.50 Shirts for.
!3.50-$4.0- 0
Fiber Silks.
$4.50 Silk Shirts
$5.50 pure Silk Shirts. .
$6.50 pure Silk Shirts. .
$175-$2.0- 0

.

.

.
. .

.......

.

. .
. .

1.45
1.85
2.95
3.35
4.35
5.05

MEN'S HATS
At Less Than Market Cost
$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00

UNDERWEAR :l
At Less Than Market Cost

$1.15 $1.25 Union Suits..... '.$ .85
Hats for
Straw, Felt Hats for 1.65 B. V. I). Union Suits. . . ..'V .95'
2.05 $1.50 Union, Suits.... ...1.15
Hats for
2.45 $1.75-$2.0- 0
Union Suits.'. 1.35
Mats for
3.85 $2.50 Union Suits . ..... ,1.80
Hats for
2.15
4.05 $3.00 Union Suits
Stetson Hats .'

wmaemmmamm
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National

War Savings

T O D A Y

BuyW.S.S.
Your

Save Here for Your
Purchase- - of, War
Savings Stamps

TOD AY

June 28

With

mmnmmwnamsm

Phone 520.

114

at

Saving
This Sale

West Central Avenue

U. N. M. TO GIVE

LECTURE COURSE
ON WAR PHASES

ar

Simply deposit the
price with your dealer and
get a Battleship
will
Mop on trial.

He-to-Ord- er

,

Prove it to your own
satisfaction: the time
the money
the work
Polish Mop
the
will save you. Prove it
at our risk..
O-Ced-

ISN

Money

Polish Mop carries
war time efficiency into the home in
the saving of time, in the saving of
work and in the saving of money. To
waste any of these unpatriotic.

The

"'i

the

by

Mutual .film corporation, one of the.
most spectacular of recent screen ofss
Ii
ferings, has been produced without
recard to expense.
The new drama is a pictured version of thn famous novel of tbe same
n line written bv Herman Whitalcer.
It dotJn with conditions in the rnhher
The
plantations of southern Mexico.
novelist personally supervised the pic
tur)7fition.
The Planter" contains some of the
most interesting scenes imaginable.
Chief among thesp is the destruction
of a native stockade village by fire
conafter a revolt among tho forced Nattract workers of the plantation.
ural scenery of the jungle country In
which tho greater part of the action
takes place, is among the most attractive aspects of this production.
Lucille King and Lamar Johnstone in a scene from "The Planter,"
Over $2fi0,lan was spent In the
Seven-ReMutual Spectacle..
T-r- -r
;'
building of "The Planter." Tt was
necessary to move an entire company
AT Till". LYKIC TOD AY AXI TtniOIJKOW.
of 200 men and women to locations
in southern Mexico where the. great
nortion of the play wan filmed.
a'ker's novel: also "Ry the Sad Sea scenic
o
AT THE TIlEATKItS TOOAY.
This great special
a comedv of two reels.
"B" Tlicuter Repeating
will be r.een today and tomorrow nt
Taylor Waves,"
Pastime Theater Select Pictures the l.yrio theater, and besides there
Holmes as the star in "Ruggles of
corporation presents the 'amotis Nor- will he shown a two-recomedy en
Red Gap";also the Mack
ma
Talmadge in "The Secret of the titled "By the Sad Sea .Waves."
comedy, "Those Athletic Storm
Country," followed by a "Pathe
Cllrls."
Weekly News" picture.
Park,
Cryslnl Opera House
AT THE PASTIME.
Ideal TlnuK'r Ann M unlock will
"The Secret of the Slorm Country,
v
Tiir: n."
appear an the leading character in
the new Select production in which
"The Richest Oirl"; also cartoons of Taylor Holmes and his wife have Miss Norma Tallnmdge Is being pre
the "Kat.enjammer Kids."
finally satisfied their yenruirygs , for sented, has. been heralded as one
g
in
Duiinffrf
of the big hits of the season,
Lyric Theater Tyrone Power star- mountain climbing.
e
ring in "The Planter," a speciul
trip out in Arizona the Holmes it Miss Talmadge combines palhos and
taken 'from Herman Whit- spent many hours in wandering humor, deep emotions and the joy of
living, and hf.r interpretation of the
little squatter girl is one of the finest
picture
things she has ever done. The
will be the chief attraction at the Pastime theater today and tomorrow.
Tessibel, known to the countryside
as Tess, is the daughter of Oin Skinner and the Idol of tho despised squatter village, known as Squattertown,
on the stormy shores of Iake Cayuga.
Tess, whose father is serving a life
sentence in the penitentiary, has lost
her heart to Frederick Graves, a divinity student whose mother has high
hopes for him of a wealthy marriage.
Frederick, equally in love with Tcs
and fearing to brave his mother's displeasure, has persuaded her to consent
,
to a secret marriage.
Her eyes blinded by love, Tess fails
of
see
Frederick's
to
the weakness
course, and her day's are spent in a
fool's paradise. Throughthe kindly
O-Ceefforts of Lawyer Young, the squat
ters' friend, t'rn Skinner's term is set
aside and he Is allowed to return to!
his home. Tess, who has been hiding
an escaped prisoner in the attic,, welcomes him thankfully, und together
they continue to shield little Andy
Bishop, the hunchback.
The above will be followed by an interesting ;eel of "Pathe Weekly News"
i$
pictures.
Sennett-Paramou-

eA-,,t-

Complying with
National
Security
that all universities

'mm?

mm

a request

the

of

league, namely,
and colleges offering Instruction in the summer of
1D18 should give a series of lectures
on the war, the authorities of the
university have arranged a course of
lectures on special aspects of the war.
Such questions as, "who started the
war," have been avoided as It Is believed that the puhlio has been, given
enough information to, enable it to
form., definite conclusion. The Intention of the course Is to resent some
phases of the war which may be new
or on which the public has not received so much Information. These
lectures will b given in Rodey hall
at 8o'clock. Admission will be free
and the public is cordially invited to
attend. The lectures follow:
1. .Peaceful America, Armed Europe, and Militaristic Germany, July
i
2, President Boyd.
2.
The Historical Background of
,
the War, July 9, Professor Prichard.
3.
International Law and the
War, July 16.
-

-

- 4.
European Culture and
sian Kultur, July 18, Professor

5.

Olimpses

of

Belgium

PrusSher-wi-

and

flermany, Professors .Frances and
Ray, July 23..
6.
The German Educational System and the War, July 25, Professor
'
Bassett.

Germany and the Doctrine of
the Survival of the - Fittest, July 30,
;.
Professor Weese,
8.
and the
Racial Psychology
WWr(-- ; August
1, Professor Ijinders.
9.
Why the United State Entered 'the War and liaMlx " Alms,
August 6.
10. A" League to Enforce Teaco,
August 13, Dean Mitchell. " It, is 'hofced that the governor of
the Rtate can be' setcured for one
...f .
number of this course,
7.

.

i

MEXICAN LABORERS
FIFTH MILLION DOLLAR
SALVATION ARMY WAR
HUNS EXPOSE PRISONERS
BE
IMPORTED
WILL
CONCERN FILES PAPERS
WORK DRIVE ENDORSED
TO FRENCH CANNON FIRE
DURING
PRESENT MONTH
BY ELKS OF SANTA FE
lV MORNINa JOUANAL .flCIAL LBA.KO
That tho

priHOiierg to

ncrman..aro

the French

.

WIAK1

expoHing

Kimsi iH

a fact

HOKNINS JOURNALt

UrCIAkCOIIII.ONO.HC
told in a letter received here hy
Santa Fe, Juno 21. Santa Fo dodge,
Lee frotfi hia younger hrothcr,
B.
in
France.''
if. O. I'J.i rallliiK in line wnn nm
Floyd, who Is "somewhere
An extract from the letter, which was Ijs Vexas Itaton and other lodges inal
New Meflco, last evening passed
dated June 7, follows: t ,
resolution endorsing the war drive
.. "I think that thift is a little interof the Salvation Army ami urg-- j
husThe
work
war,
esting thing about the
Interest In
band of the woman, at whoso homo I ing P'lks to take a special
am staying, ls a prisoner in Germany. it. Kxnltctd ituler r. A. M. Lineau,
home and tell assistant superintendent of Insurance
They allow him to writehim
to the fire for the state, is in charge of the drive1
her that they uipose
of the French cannon, and that he Is for New Mexico, the miota for the1
workiiiR ul in the Herman Jines and state being $ J S, 000.. Governor W. R.1
Hho has Lindscy has tnidreHsed the. following
is almost dead witb the butf-fsix letter to Mr. I.ionau In reffrence to
two little kids, one llttlo girl4
He has the drive: 'T am pleased to note that
a
years and little, hoy, years.
when he was you have undertaken to interest tho
only seen the hoy twice
"...
members of the Order of F.Iks, and the
honfe on leave" ... V
people of the state, of New Mexico,
in raising tho amount of money
to this state as a contribuJURY DISAGREES IN..
tion M. tho Salvation Army work.
MURDER-HEARIN''.J BOY
Wdfle the services of the Salvation
Army are rendered in a relatively Inconspicuous way, it Is my opinion thnl
(SV MOftNINO JOURNAL trcctAL LIA..0 WtRCl
beneficial
greater
proportionately
'Chicapo, June 27. Trial of the service
Is being accomplished' because
youngest boy ever brought before the of the very
modest and economical
criminal' courts here for murder endmanner of living- observed by those
ed' late tonight when the Judge disengaged as war workers in
agreed in the ease of Joseph McDon- actively
this army. It is with pleasure that 1
nell, 14 years of age, Indicted for slay- endorse
undertaking In this mating of David Srery. a junkman, who ter, and your
sincerely trust that your apwas beaten to death with. a baseball
will
have ready response from
peal
hat.
people of tho state of New MexTwo 11 year old boys testified for the
ico.
the state that they were companions
The state council 'of dt feline has
of McDonnell when an attempt to also
warmly endorsed the drive.
rob Prery was followed by the assault
with the bat. Uiu-renc-

e
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ViIlMIm Is lVe-fcd- .'
"London, June- - 27. According

MORE-AMERICAN-

IN GERMAN PRISONS
to an
Amsterdam dispatch to the Central
rav uo.nih jou.HAi meiA, lia.io wihii
News the German emperor has sent
the imperial ohalicellor, Count von
Washington, June 27. Nnmos of
Ilertling, "a furious telegrnm" about four additional American soldiers held
GerDr. von Kuchlmanrt's speech.,
prisoner at Camp Dflrmstndt,
many, were announced tonight hy the
Cane seed for fodftp. r Now it Mil war department. They are Corporal
hnvo Jloyal 3. Lnceurcierer Mcridon, Conn.,
tlnw to plant It, At present we
ft and Privates Chester ,D. firavatt,
a nio stock. If you .need cam- would be wise to bay now. Stocks ore Orovtv N. J.-- , Clifford N. Mark In, New
llniltitt and freight is moving blowly. Haven,- Conn., and Elijah Collins,
Warwick, R.l. .
,

(

Sacratrjento, Calif., June 27. One
thousand Mexicans will be Imported
into California as soon aB possible to
relieve the, present shortage of farm
labor, under n, decision of the farm
labor bureau of the state council of
defense, reached tonight at an executive session of the bureau with P. C
Hoyeo of Kan Francisco, United Stales
labor commissioner for California.
Karlier today the furm labor bureau
met wrth the district attorney
and
sheriffs from twenty-tw- o
counties of
and
interior
northern California, and
a resolution .was adopted to the effect
that It wh the sense of the conference that the state council of defense
ofdirect all prosecuting and
ficers in the estate to enforco to tl
limit the "work or fight" regulations.
In conjunction with Ibor Commissioner boyee, the farm labor bureau
tomorrow will take steps to mtport
1,000 Mexicans in lots of 503.
e

T
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Santa Fe, June 27. --Incorporation
papers were filed today by the Fluor,
ine Mining company of Silver City,
$1,000,000, .. of Which
capitalization
are paid up, this being the
S7Go,00ififth million dollar corporation to be
chartered this month by tbe state cor
poaation Commission. Afvan N. White
is named statutory agent. The
ncor-poratiAn

commission. Alvati IV. White
Chicago, 1856. 000; WIN
F. Kullaher, Hloomlngton, III., $355.-00Harvey Knox Hell of Sliver City,
140,000. v
, ,
...j.
The K. & It Fluorspar Mining company of Silver City was incorporated
at the same time, the capitalization
being 1750.000, of which $600,000 is
paid up. The incorporators and directors are: William O. Krueger, $250.-00.William F. Kallahar, $i49,999;
Alvun N. White, $t.
,
O. Krileger,

0;

0;

-.-

It Was stated that applications for
300 Mexican laborers to work on rice

Terrorites Passeng-rra- .
Garden City,; Kans.,' June 27. A
farms already had been "received. The
Imported laborers will be established well dressed man, said by" local auIn two camps in different parts of ho thorities to be temporatlly
insane,
'
terrorized the passengers In a chanstate.
cer of the Atchison, Topeka A Santa
Fe train
Iter this aftPARDON IS ASKED
ernoon by driving them from the car
at the point of a pistol. He was finFOR BOY MURDERER ally subdued
and arrested by-- Sheriff
Krown of this ctty, who shot the pis.......J his hand.- - wounding,
tol
(BV MONNINa JOUNNAL ...CIAL L BASKS MR
him
New York, June 27.
Governor slightly.
Papers indicated the man's,
Whitman was sslied tonight by the home was In Calumet,. Mich.'f

which-arrive-

v

Legislative League of New York to
pardon Paul Chapman, the 16 year old
IJrooklyn boy in Sing Sing prison under sentence of death for murder. It
Was contended that the youth did not
plan the burglury which resulted In
the murder and ran awuy before it
was committed.
Tho speakers deplored the present
law under which youths 16 to 18 years
nt ago are judged by adult standards.
They criticised the - statutes which
would permit the execution of a boy
seventeen years of nge for murder If
in be s'Himl in laind when the
crime was committedpn-ver-

i

"

(iround oats an a Oitc, savtiur- - Aq
animals digests all the grain when
properly - ground. ted 'Whole a blfr
pcnt'iitiigc is an absolute waste. Ami
an inini'jr to the anlniaL Our ground
oatu aw
belor going tui
tho null. That
all dirt trasb
ami light weight grain . The- grinding
in done on tiigh caiMcUy snaohlne by
,
t--

re-no-ve

-

vxtrii lienvy power.
'. Queen
milk.

Wllhelmlna

i cow, chut'n

tscellont bread.'

Wf 1'EB-

of Holland can
butter and mak
-

;

,
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CONTINGENT

ROLAND DEFEATS

Come and see our busy

Retreading Kettle

10

WHITE SOX

Where Worn Tires Are Made Fit for
the Road Again

T
Veaclr's

USE HITS

Fl

E. E. BLISS
Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.
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Tenth Straight Cleveland
the Season From Washington
Chicago
Iitiis
Braves; San Antonio Pitcher SI.
Delnilt
Philadelphia
Game,
First
, Credits Victory

37
35

Game of

L'S

29

.

2.r.

21

Roland, p
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24

l.if t.
AH. It. II. I'D. A. E.
4

II)

0

4

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4
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HI

0

0

0
0
0

10
1

1

0

2

3
2
3

f.
1

0
0
1

0

1
2S
(i 27 13
Totals
000 000 ooo 0
Cbiciigo
01.0 100
0x
Delro.t
Two-bas- e
hits Jones,
Summary:
Veach, Cobb. Stolen buses B. Col- 1ms. Sacrifice hits Heilmann, Veuch.
usuDie play Kisoerg and (landil.
Hoses on balls Off Holand f"2). Hit
Hy . Roland (Danforth).
by pitcher
H.iuck out By Roland (4), bv'
t
'
1

.431
.350

(1

av unaMiMdi JOURNAL
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.

.

.030
.4S3

I'D.
1

.

31.

.RBI

Yell.--

2
0
0

...

Cunningham
2l
Young,
,

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
WiRIl
''lAL 'Boston, June 27. New York used
three pitchers but eusily won its
fourth straight game of the scries uud
its tenth straight of the season from
Boston.
Ross, from San Antonio,
pitching his first game, was credited
with the New York victory. Score:
New York.
AU. R. II. I'D. A. E.
0
0
3
4
3
Hums, cf
Young, rf
4
Fletcher, ss
Wilhoit, If
Zimmerman, 3b

of
If

h,
I'ct.
,JS3 Heilinann,

,T,9

30
33
33
39

4

I

Rush, ss
l(. Jones,

r. ii

.1

...

Totals

Cobb,
Vea

.

.

Daiit'orth, p

4
;i7."i

AMERICAN LIvHJCF.

Giants Win

ICisherg, ss
Schalk, c

.7.07

.lit
27
20
24
24
21

Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. !,otiis

.

I'ct.

Ii.
17

4

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

AGAINST BOSTON

Murphy, rf
Weaver, 3b
H. Collins,2b.
(iandil, 11)..
Felsch, cf
J. Collins, If

OF THE TEAMS

Chicago
New York
Boston

WITH 3 PITCHERS

D

SPLAYS

F LAGS

I.EWrE.

Philadelphia nt New York.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh at St. l.ouis.
Brooklyn at Roston.

Albuquerque.
publicly
Italian flag were borne as an honor
to the Greek and Italian members of
the contingent.
At the first roll call, held in the
Chamber of Commerce at 10 o'clock
to
yesterday morning, six men failedwere
renort. Their places, however,
filled with alternate;..
Seven men were transferred to the
local board here from r!her boards,
for entrainnient, aa follows: D. C.
Damllton, Luis Baca, Pollcarpio
Dominik Tralla, Julian Minucci,
Amerigo Minucci nnd Reyes MontoyaSeven delinquents also were entrained They are: Albiiv Plisko,
Bustos. Miguel Snbedia- Felipe
Sabedra, Manuel Ruiz, Narciso Ruiz,
Jr., Isidro Apodaca.
men who formed the
The sixty-nin- e
regular quota are as follows:
Frank Freancear, Cosme Gurtile,
Wilhelm Anderson. Antonio Joso Sanchez. p'U'imio Aranda, Newton Henley, Fernando Smith, Jesus M. Castillo, Melquiades Jaramillo, Jose E.
Terpiindros Smlrnalos, George
E. Slf'J, Frank McClure, Antonio
Bolseslo Montoya, Epifunio
Subedm, Jose Chaves!. Paul HutchinAdrian
Montano,
Elias
Vigil.
son,
L.
Frank RomJoso
Cas.ido::,
Merced
I:
Eddie.
Slnnock,
ero,
Garcia-Juan Sedilln, Miguel
Alfredo Sanchez- Fred Clark,
Bruno Armijo,
Abenicio .Jaramillo,
Domiciendo Flores, Daniel Martinez,
Manuel Garcia. Onofre Candclaria,
I'eltrnm Baca, Jos., Rodulfo, Miguel
Jaramillo, Serafico Sanchez. Mamie1
Jaramillo. Louis Persiana, Mariano
Madrid, John Maskiotis, Nlcodemos
Mon'ova. Anpelo Handoni, Fernando
D. Gallegos. Juan Padilla, Pete
Jacobo Apodaca, Atanado
Lolmto, Leopoldo Chaves, Chus. A.
Kahnt, Daniel Pavlantos, Leopoldo
Melo, Pilar Munlz, John Matteuccl,
Adrian M. Sanchez, James W; ProvaH,
Manml (l.'ircin. Leo J. Luna- Manuel
Padilla, .1. Felipo Ilubbell, Santa
Cruz C'lellar, Jacobo Torres, Elfido,
Mora, Telesfor Armijo, Plucldo Luccro,
EarK C. Montgomery, Maximiano
Jesus Montoya-

A dance for all delegates and the
Camp Cody milituiy band a. the armory last night ended the fourth day's
conference of the mothers and daughters congress. A picnic was to huve
been held in the afternoon at 'the
Alameda grove but owing to lack of
iiutomolles to cany the crowds the
affair "was turned into a dance and
held In the evening.
The principal orucr of business ai
the morning session was the passing
of a motion to make the congress a
permanent organization during the
period of the war. The motion carried
with It the clause providing for a conference at least once a year. Mrs--.
Isaac Hartal was elected president. THe
olher officers will be elected at the
session this morning.
A resolution favoring national prohibition, and asking that grain and
fuel be conserved lor food purposes
Instead of being wasted in the manufacture of liquor was adopted- Resolutions thanking Major J. H. Toulouse
rind the food administration for their
efforts In bringing about the conference were also adopted. The resolution woj sent over the wire to President Wilson and copies will be mailed
to members of congress nnd to Mr.
Hoover. The chief speaker at the
morning session was Mrs. Georgia
Rensley Bnrlinghain, wiln of the
American consul to Mexico. Mrs. Anna
VV
Slrumquist acted as chairman of
Iht meeting.
The program yesterday morning
with cottage cheese demonstraMrs.
tions In the various kitchens.
Sarah Van Vleck, county demonstration agent In Valencia County, and
Mbs Lilian Randall had charge of the
demonstration in the extension service
kitchen where the instructions were
explained in Spanish.

MOHNINO. JOURNAL BClL LlAMO Wll)
Detroit, June 27. Detroit defeated
the visitors helm? unable to
hit Boland with men on buses. Veach's
double, Heilmann's sacrifice and an
error by Kisherg gave Detroit its run
in the four.h.
Manager Jennings was suspended
indefinitely today because of his dis
pute yesterday with empire
Score
.
Chlt-ago- ,

national

DAI

Double,

V

NEW YORK WINS

IT

eighty-thre-

WORK GUARANTEED

STANDING

LEAVES FOH CAMP

FOR DELEGATES

the principal
Marching through
HeilmaniVs Annual Conference of Mothers streets
led by the Camp Cody military
e
men who last
the
and Daughters to Be Held band, left
Sacrifice and an Error by
for Camp Cody, displayed
night
Greek
anl
American,
During Period of War; Mrs, the
Risberg Give Detroit Winflag's. The display of the Greek flag
mucked the first time it has been seen
Barth Elected President,
ning Run in Fourth.
It and the
in

We Uae the Factory Process

.
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Dan-for-

h 3.

With an

"ffj

Fewer people will "go away" this summer than ever before.
will he in the big
"The
majority.
The home routine will have to go along
about as usual and it will be a case of keeping cool in spite of the hot weather.
stay-at-home-

Cur-rasc- o,

,

Is a home essential You'll find it useful
in every room in the house.
NOTE If you are at all in doubt as to the size of Fan
needed for a rertain purpose, drop in, or call us on the
'
. phone, and we'll tell you. '

Git-tul-

i

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Co.

D
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"At Your Service"
Fifth and Central.

Phone 98.
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The Electric Fan

Mrs. I.ura Edna Ross, emergency
home demonstration agent from the
state
AMKIIICAN IKAC.it:.
college and Miss Bertha Becker,
York
Ft. Ixmis at Chicago.
took the lead in the American league demonstration agent in Dona Ana
race ny defeating Boston. Rodie put county had charge of the work in the
Detroit at Cleveland.
New York ahead in the sixth inning council of defense kitchen, and Miss
New York at Philadelphia.
with a home run after Plpp had sing- Frances Lathrop of the food kitchen.
Roston at Washington.
Miss Tura Hawk, state loader of home
led Score:
demonnstratln work in New Mexico
Boston.
AB rt. ii. PO. A.
explained at each kitchen the inocu1
5
3
1
lation of skimmed milk with pure culrf
Hooper,
.
Kodrlguey., 2b
ture and rennet and showed the steps
2
1
LEAGUE
COAST
PACIFIC
Holke, lb
such as cutting,
in cheese making,
0
Schang, 3b
Rarlden, c ....
2
heating and draining. Cottage cheese
Ruth, cf
in
OF
Sicking. 2b, 3b
was
served
cottage cheese
then
lfi
Mclnnls,' lb
I os Angeles 7: Salt
0
Causey, p . .
I.
VVhileman, It
salad, In cottage cheese pio and in
.
.
.
Boss, p
2
co"UKe cheese salad dressing
Los Angeles, June 27.
Scott, ss
Anderson, p
4
1
The girls canning club under the
R. II. TO. Agnew, c . . .
Score:
0
.
x
1
4
3
0
0
Thorpe,
direction of Charles (Orchard Smith,
Salt Lake
Hush, p
1
7
11
0
.
AT
.0
I.os Angeles
gave a demonstration In cold pack
xTruesdale,
37 10 13 27 14
Total
o
0
xxThomas .
Batteries: Pennor and Dunn; (
canning. The teams were trained by
x Halted for Causey
0
club
0
Mrs. Elizabeth Kcgeriv.assistant
and Lupan.
Ruder, p . . .
inembeis
leader.
a
in
7
5
2
18
39
K.
work
1.
flhe
club
A.
'their
AH. II. II. I'D.
Totals
explained
Sacramento 8; San Franris'-V?.
4
New York.
fpniitsh.
Sacramento, June 27.
Automobile fares may be only a
nawlings, hs
5
AB. It.. II. PO. A
It. II E.
Following the morning session the part of the
Score:
at Traction park
llerz.ig, SI.
0
1
5
6
.
4
Pan Francisco
delegates journeyed to the Elks club on the afternoon of July 4. Manager
Oilhooley, if
Powell, cf
0
8
The
served.
rooms
was
3
13
ss .2
where lunch
Sacramento
Peckinpaugh,
Wieklanrt, rf
Dionicio Chaves of the Highland
4
fooil administrator gave a toast ap4
McKee; Paker, 3b
Scaton and
Batteries:
J. C. SmUll, 3b
Sluggers' baseball team received word
4
.
to
occasion
2b
the
5
following
and
propriate
Oardner
Easterly.
Pratt,
Kone.chy, lb
from the Estanela nine yesterday that
3
.
dinner.
thi
Plpp, lb
Kelly, If
the valley players were coming to Al'
4
fed
ore
.
4
being
Rodie, If
Nearly 1,000 persons
Oakland 1; Vernon 0."
Henry, e
buquerque on the Fourth to defeat
4
rooms
.
club
.
nt
the
earh
3
Marsans, cf
according the
day
San Francisco, June 27.
Mlllnglm, p
Sluggers. They are goingMan-ug-to
4
In
toe
.
Mrs.
of
to
Perrln
c
0
H.
R.
charge
Hannah'
Mary
R.
Score:
p
200 'rooters" with them.
Regan,
2
,
0 Mogridge, p
1
meals which are being served. Those bring Chaves, however, is not so cer0
9
z
Vernon
1
0 Caldwell, p
who are taking the chief pail In as
3
1
Oakland
to the Kstancia team winning,
as
tain
7
4
37
9 27 17
sisting Mrs- Perrln aro Mrs. Walter although the Kstancia team defeated
Totals
Chech and Devormer;
Ratteries:
12
7
33
o?
M.
man
Hard
Mrs.
J.
Totals
Rayburn,
Batted for Killlngini in eighth. Prough and Murray.the Albuquerque men 3 to 0 several
and Mrs. weeks
x Batted for Bush In eighth
Williard, Mrs. Macbeth
10
New York.
100 0.12 020
The Estancia playem have!
Charles Porter. Jh members of the a cleanago.
xx Ran for Truesdale in ei ,'hth.
4
030 000 001
Boston
record for the
having;
.
Girl Scouts help In the serving In tho won games from Beien,season,
Two-bas- e
Score hy innings:
. Summary:
hits VVilhoit,
Wlllard and
210 010 0105 morning and students of the univeri
Boston
towns.
Henry. .Stolen bases Witholt (2),- III
other
200 012 20x 7 sit y and high school at noon and In
New York
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
Rodrlguess (2), Young, Kelly. SacriManager Chaves is already negohits Hooper th i evening.
flee hit Young. Sacrifice fly Wil-j- l
Summary: Two-bas- e
in,
the committeemen
The program at the dance last night tiating ofwith
holt.' Double play- - Konetcby, Raw- - V.
(2), Ruth. Home run Bodie. Sactho automobile races In nn
rifice hits Peckinpaugh, Mogridge. was curried out almost In the same charge
at
to
lings, Konetchy. Ruses on balls Off
have
the
offer
game
staged
At New Orleans
Birmingham Sacrifice flies Shean, Mclnnis, Ptpp. ordere as il, would have been had the Traction
tiff Ipnut,
J1,IMV
r,ff Anilnpunn
park. If the game can be
Double plays Mogridge, Pratt and party Journeyed to the Alameda grove.
off Flllin'giin B. Struck out Hy Kosij 2" 0.
2.
played there, it is thought that twice
Nashville
Rock
At Little
8;
and Peckinpough. Rase on1. Marian D Fox was chief speaker and as
z, Dy Anderson 1, by PMitnglm 5,
Pipp
Pipp;
a
will attend as would
No other games scheduled.
told what the state college Is doing to if large thecrowd
balls Mogridge, Caldwell 1. Bush
1.
Wild pitch Elllitigim. Inraces were held. If the
only
3,
Caldwell
war.
1,
win
out
the
Mogridge
Struck
nings filched By Causey 2, hy Ross
plan is favored by the backers of the
Miv: Hawk spoke of the extension
2
Rush
Innings pitched Mogridge
by Klllingim 8.
racing program, the box receipts, ex7
service oof tho college and explained
Bush 7.
cluding the expense of bringing the
the divisions of the department of
ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
Estancia team here, will go to the Red
Chicago 7; Cincinnati I.
l;
an dtouched upon the ways Cross
Philndo'lpliia
Washington
'
society.
In
27.
coiild
Informain
taking
Cincinnati, O., June 27. Chicago
June
which
get
persons
Washington,
As a third attraction, Benny CorWashfolr
a
of
tion
easily defeated Cincinnati, which has
mthe
Dancing
both
college.
frq
games
At St. Paul 3, IndiFnipo;is, 2.
over lowed the speeches nml lasted until a dova, lightweight, has issued ji challost thirteen out of its last fourteen
ington made it five straight
to anyone for a five.round boxAt Kansas City 4, Toledo 5.
The shutout scored by Into houre. Following is tho, program lengecontest.
fume. Score:
Philadelphia.
.
ing
Dp to last night ho had
Chit-agofof today.
Johnson was his sixth this seasonno
however. As a practice con
takers,
R. H. B.
AU. R II. PO A. E.
7:00 a. m. Breakfast, Elk's club.
Score First game:
000 0000 6 1
'i 1 0
8:30 to 10:00 a, m
Flack, rf
Quick bread test to their game with the Estancia
Philadelphia ..000
7
the
2 demonstrations8
1
1
3
Mr. W. T. Conway, players, the Sluggers will meet Sun-da. . 200 000 24x
liollocher, ss
Washington
nostpffiee team at Hopewell field
Mann- If
4
2
2
Batteries: Adams, Holmes and
general supervisor food administraafternoon.
5
Merkle, lb
tor, kitchen. Mist Frances Lathrop,
Johnson and Alnsmith.
4
R. H. K. Extension service kitchen. Mrs. Lura
Paskert, cf
Score Second game:
Hulk Seeds- Or In Tie Package.
5
3
3b
001
000
Deal,
..010
1. Ross, state council' of defense and
Philadelphia
4
10 2 woman's
kitchenMrs.
ZeiJer, 2b
Purple Top Wliito Globo Turnip.
.. .001 001 000
IT
committee
Washington
2
Detroit Hurk Red and I'Vlipse Meets.
Killlfer, c
Batteries: Perry and Perkins; Shaw, Walter Danburg. Mrs, Geo. W. Prich-an- t
1
Radish Scvds Sfvcral Sorts.
O Farrell, c
nresidine.
Ayers and Piclnlch.
n
Buucli Bean-t- .
3
m-sing-i10:00 to 10:30 n.
Douglass, p
Play and
Polo Beans,
v
Carter, p .......... 1
Carrots.
10:30 to 12:00 mChild's Welfaie
LEADERS
WILD
CATS
Gain
of
34
.
7 10 27 14
2
Remarkable
Totals
Thirty
Division, Mrs. Max No.rdhaus and Dr.
Our I'ivo Cent
are put up
EveH'n Frlsble.
Cincinnati.
ON GAME WON FROM
Is
Man
Tulsa
out of tested kcwIk.
V. VKl 212-2- 1
Pounds
by
12:00 in. Dinner, Elks club.
AB. It. II. PO A. Ii
West
Ioiul
Phono
16.
NINE
Ave.
Vocal
2:00
to
m.
3:00
RABBITS
selec'ion,
p.
JACK
3
Oroh, 3b .
Mrs. K- L. Bradford: address, GovStriking Example,
1
Magee,
ernor Lindsey; address, J. H. Coons;
SEALED BIDS
Roush, cf
The Wild Cats took the lend yester- ndress. Ralph C, Elyl vocal selection,
Chase, 1 b
Jack
Ward
the
First
bv
Tan-laday
Aldo
c
whipping
preststeril.
Fountain
Leopold,
Millions of people have taken
rirr.M.h, rf
of the game was
"
Sealed bids will be received on and
Neale. If .
and hardly a day passes that does Rabbits. A feature
Richard Wilson, wno siding.
before June 23, 1918, at the office of
3:00 to 4:00 p. m.
Play.
not bring forth hundred's qf grateful the batting ofhome
tHlackburue, 88
Rabrun
the
for
out
a
swatted
the
4:00 to 6:00 p. m. Open time.
County Clerk of Bernalillo Counstatements from all parts of the UnitWingo, c
themty, New Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.
6:00 p. m. Supper, Elk's club.
ed States and Canada, each and every bits. Both teams distinguished
Regan, p
M.i
hitting.
selves
Mrs.
8:00
m.
pby
heavy
for
Georgia
Lecture,
furnishing and driving sixteen
one telling of the remarkable powers
The younger boys of the city also Bmltrcham,
piles and fourteen
.32 1 6 27 17
Total
of the medicine.
team
Each
a
"league.
10:30
organized
Taps.
forming an extension of the
boore by Innings:
Aitinpt the vast number of Interest- have
Yester- name.
a
iu
tuLo
natrlotle
tho
or
of
The
breakwater at the west bank
200 230 0007 ing statements
following! program
letty
Cincinnati
recently received Is
Central school Child's Welfare
nftorrmnn- - the
000 100 000 I ii. t of K. S. Flolds, an employe of
department will be of the Rio Grande above the west end
Cincinnati
the Fourth Ward held at 10:15 o'clock
from
o,nn
this
of
Barents
the
Two-bas- e
morning:
t'hits
bridge, ifi Los Kancho
Groh,
Posdon oil Beflnlng Company,
Summary:
of
Procession of well fed and well de Atrisco.
Merat 1232 Forrest street. Tulsa, American Eagles in the first game
Regan. Three base hits Chase, Killi-f'
Said work to be done under the
cawd for children.
,
kle. Sacrifice PaskerW Deal 2,
.
Okla., who in conversation with one theTheleague.
Third Ward Stars forfeited a
supervision of the County Surveyor
Baby soongs Mrs. J. O. Schwent-fccDouble pluys Groh to Magee to of the clerks in Roy Gettman's Rexall
Sox
in accordance with specifications
mJ
game to the Central school "White
CITase. Chase to Magee to'Ulackburne Store, on January V9th, 1918, said:
"Child Welfare Conditions In Bern-a- i on file In the office of the County
to Chase to Mugee; Carter to Deal to
"After going all winter so crippled yesterday.
B.
llo County"
Mrs.AClerk. Copies of sold specifications
Stroup.
5, with rheumatism that I could hardly
Merklo. Rase on balls Regan
axe to be obtained from the County
"Some Cases I Have Attended"
Douglass 1. Hit by pitcher Carter 1. stay on the Job, I started taking Tan-la- c
nurse.
Mrs.
charities
3.
Surveyor.
Sweet,
Struck out Regan
Innings pitchand have gained thirty pounds and
"Diet and Hygiene of Mothers and
Bidders must Inclose check payable
ed D'ouglasg 4.
can do as big a day's work as I ever
WESTERN LEAGUE
Dr. Evelyn Frisby. to the County of Bernalillo for 10 pef
Young Children"
could.
Drcent
of the amount of bids.
Margaret
"Infant Feeding"
"I had an awful time with my stomBrooklyn 5: Philadelphia 2.
Bids will be opened and contract let
Johnson.
11.
St.
Philadelphia, June 27. Meyers left ach, for nearly everything I would
At Sioux City 12;
Joseph
W. O. T. V, Representative Mrs. to lowest and best bidder at the meetthe Brooklyn club tonight to take up eat gave me misery from indigestion.
At Des Moines 0; Omaha 2.
J.
Kaslerdaying of the County Commissioners of
farm work after winning toduy's My nerves were torn all to pieces and
At
Oklahoma
City 5; Hutchinson
'e'onereal
Bernalillo County to be held at 2 p.
Child Welfare. Work"
game with a home run into the I was shaky and Irritable. I was weak
7.
Wichita
At
4;
Joplin
Dr
ni
Margaret Cartwrlght.
Friday, June 28, 1918, at th
bleachers with two men on bases in and worn out all the time and was
Court
House of Bernalillo county.
I
saw
the seventh.
AYlMt Canada Is lXiK.fi.
hardly fit for anything ot all.
A
CHARM.
SAYS IT ACTED LIKE
Thef; Board of County CommissionR. H. K. so much in the papers abou! Tanlac
Score:
27 (via
tune
Ottawa.)
Tendon,
ers reserves the right to reject any oi
1
0 and how it had helped people I knew,
000 001 0405
Brooklyn
Canada already has sent 400,000 men
all bids.
Philadelphia ..200 000 0002 3 2 that I tried it myself.
has
100,000
another
war
and
to
thl
the
at
wnlch
The successful
persist
troublfs
bidder will be
e
Batteries: Grimes and Miller; Wat"I weighed one hundred and fifty-fiv- reserve, T. C. Norris, premier of Mall-!- ., time of the vear
to furnish a satisfactory bond
usually are of an ob
son, Davis and Adams.
pounds when I began using Tan- Holm, annouunced last nlgnt in un- stinate cMcter. That Is all the more
according to law. In double tlu
lac and I now weigh on hundred and dressing a meeting In Edinburgh. Pre- reason
amount of his bid, and contractor wll
why u truly reliable remod
come
Mv appetite has
St Lotils, June 27. An error by eighty-fivsaid ho anticipated that like Foley's
Norris
mier
nd
Tar
not be permitted to begin work with
Compound
Honey
the rheumatism 315,000.000 bushels of wheat would should
Smale.
Baird, three singles, a bn.se on balls back in full force,
Mrs.
Margaret
out
be
usyl.
equipment adequate to the satis
off pouk, .and a stolen base in the nnd ndigestlon have disappeared and be produced by Canada this year.
Honey factory completion of the work.
Bishop, Calif., writes: "Foley's
third.1 Inflfng gave Pittsburgh four I just feel fine. When I found how
more
than
and Tar I" a gtand remedy:
ALFRED GRHNSFELD, i
Tanlac was helping me I told my
Officers lVomotcd.
Klglny-fiv- e
Is claimed for It. I wits suffering from
.funs;;, 'Score: i.f v,
Chairman, Board of County Com- them
of
it
and
friends
many
medl-MnR.H.E.
jbout
,4?
;
mlssloners.
Camp Lewis, Tacomn, Wash., June a cold last week nnd vsed the
officers
taking It with splendid results."
I'll ttftitirrh ...604 000 000 4 8 1 areTanlac
27. promotion of eighty-five- nnd It acted like a charm." Con- NESTOR MONTOYA.. County Clerk. s
Is sold jn Albuauertiue nt the of
I0 000 010 3 7 .1
at
St. lxmW
Camp tains no nlste vSnld everywhere.
the 166th depot brigade
r
"and Schmidt; Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv;
Batteries: Coope
Lewis was announced today. The offiHarry McDonald two years ago enClarke.
William
Victor
cers
Include:
Archer. Doak and Oonaales. 'i - '.J
Boston Latin school is the oldest Ijiytonville. " Colo.i Clinton Leslie lournal , Want Ads Pay Because tered 'the Columbus, O , prison weigh200 pounds.
When releasrd the
school in the United States and was Jacksort. Phoenix,- Arls.i Albert Kd- Choice old Alalfi. Itntrtit er!0
Journal. ing
the
Reads
$40 pounds,'
other
he
weighed
Everybody
day
I
1635.
23.
ounded
Ariz.
April
mund Ryan, Morenci,
I
E, IV- - FEU,
j
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Uf-hg-
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BE ALERT!
The local board reminds all class
one men that it Is their duty to keep
the board posted as to their latest address. This applies to all classes, of
cSnirse .but especially it is required
that cUis-- i one men bo In constant
communication . with their boards so
that they will receive instructions sent
to them by the board. It often happens that a man becomes a deserter
by his failure to keep in touch with
his board, and the Bernalillo County
Local Boa"rd wants
its registrants
to keep their records
absolutely
straight.

1

1

I

1

II

in your Home
you can be cool and
comfortable all summer long

San-linn-

New York 7; Boston Ti.
New York. June 27. New

....

tk3Ii?H
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X

Ba-rel- a,

Demonstration.

CIm

MVJ'M--

HELP

For fodder native squaw rorn. This
stools out wonderfully and makes big
of iccl. Will grow iimksI anywhere. I'., w. iav
lot

l-

lo: infection!
tract.

A remedy

Big (Q

uf tlta
!

urinary
will not

rainlMw,

tnd

1 to'&dbvt.
PRICE $1.20 Sold By Druggists
Treatise with each t.nttle or mailed ou reuuial.

PUEPAlthO BY
CO.,

THE EVANS CHF.MIUAL

HOT

FAYW00D

0.

CINCINNATI.

SPRINGS

For Rheumatism, Stomach Troubles, Kidney Ailments, .Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
etc.
Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Large
Booklet.
Modern Hotel.
Round
trip to Faywood from Albuquerque
S1S.70.

T. C. McDERMOTT

UNCLE
SAM

FAYWOOD, N.

SC.

LUMBER
Paints, Oils, Glass, Xalthold Roofing
and Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER

0--

,

double-heade-

,
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'

1
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MILLIONS BEING

-

BENEFITED

THE WM.
Wholesale
FltlOSU

'

.
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1

AND

COMPANY

Retail
Dealers In
SALT MEATS
a Specialty
nogs Hie Ruling
Are Paid

DUKE CITY

.

.

Fni-ke-

FARK

and

Sausage
For Cattle and
Market Prices

y

02
13

COMPANY

By Getting

W.S.S

Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

220 West Gold.

Phone

44,

v
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.
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-
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mi.,,
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The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Oddi
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th

and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

.

.

.

-

e

--

-

V- -

'

i

A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let UncIexSam Win

V

e.

?!

For Gold and Silver

LUMBER

Hudson for Signs f
--

X

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames f
Fourth St.

and

Copper Ave.

Wallace liesselden

Contractor

I General
a

position to give
more value for the money than
any olher BUILDING FIRM It
this vicinity.
Office With ',
We are in

The Superior Lum-be- r
& Mill Co.
'

PHONE

111

SePr

Albuquerque Lumber Company

i
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STRICT ECONOMY

PAN-AMERIC-

IN

Alt CAf S

Men Are Not Allowed to Throw
'

Away

Just

Garments

Be-

cause They Are Worn;
pairs Made by Tailor?

Re-

PtCtl LItO Wl)
Louisville, June 27. Some of the
economies practiced by I'ncle Sum In
Ve.se 4feiilihrift days would .nuke a
tlirlfty housewife envious. The good
old days in the army when the soldier
was allowed to overdraw his clothing
allowance without an explanation are
past.
A "busted" pair of trousers and
half woinout shoes are rejuvenated
at the army c .tontnents and made to
serve again. Even the manes of army
saved and
horses are scrupulously
Bold to ulhols;erers.
Torn trousers and warm shoes must
lie produced before a like article In
No limit is
good order Is Issued.
placed on the amount of clothing a
man rati get so long as he wears out
that which is issued to him.
Saving Is Watchword.
near
At Camp fcluchury Taylor,
Louisville and at every other training
center in the country no condemned
article is allowed to go to the scrap
head if some part of it can he salvager and used to repair some other
piece of equipment. No waste of materials about the camp is allowed to go
unnoticed or unchecked.
Too many broken pieces of bread In
a garbage can will bring to the commander of the unit a notice from the
commanding genorul of the camp to
have is cooks issue bread in smaller
slices so that none will be wasted. The
has learned of the waste
general
through daily reports laid on his desk.
F.very pair of shoes condemned as
unfit for further use passes under the.
eyes of skilled shoemakers In olive
drab, drawn from the ranks. A surprisingly large percentage find their
way buck to the quartermaster's stock'
10 be reissued.
Some of the lire
s
practically reconstructed,
llMt'clics Kcissiicd.
A soldier wears the scat out. of a
pair of khaki trousers, and gets a new
in the shops
pair. The soldier-tailo- r
of the condemnation and reclamation
division finds another pair which have
faded to about the same shade and
replaces the missing seat. The garment itself goes back into the store
and. Is reissued for garrison wear.
As with trousers and shoes with
every piece of personal equipment issued to a soldier. Nothing is wasted,
nothing is scrapped that possibly can
be of use, and the wrap material itself is carefully conserved tor sale.
All horses Used by the army have
their manes roached. White and gray
hair is kept together, while all sorrel,
bay and black hair goes into another
lot. Each kind of hair is also divided
Into two lots, that from southern
horses and that from northern horses.
Dark horses' hair brings about 70 per
cent more than light. .Southern horses
i
utAn tii nits malic
which is not so valilable as that from
finer-haire-

northern

d
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PURPOSE

OF URUGUAYAN

Stimulation of Trade Between
North and South Continents
Object of Move;, Canada to
( AsAnrlnttu rreea rorrenpumli'iice.)
P.uenos Aires, April SO. Dr. liunlon
Lopez Lomba, rrugnayan consul general to France, has arrived in this city
with the purpose of obtaining the
support of his project for the creation
union with
of a solid
a building in Buenos Aires, on the
union
same lines as the
at Washington.
is
Dr. Lomba
intensely enthusiastic
over the project, which he thinks
would be of immense advantage to
the social, mental and commercial development of the countries of the
American
continent. He has told
newspaper men that he is confident
of
that with the active
all interested forces, a building worthy of the nations of North and South
America could be erected in this city.
Canada Included.
Special Canadian and I'nlted States
sections would be set apart in the proposed building to further Increase the
commercial relations between Argentina, Canada and the 1'nited Stntes.
Dr. Lomba claims to have received
evidences of hearty
overwhelming
support of his plan from various soas
cieties, and,
special attention Is to
be given to the Canadian section, he
is now trying to get the support of the
many British organizations in Buenos
A Ires.
It appears that Dr. Loin hit's suggestion is for a
union on
popular lines instead of diplomatic
lines, as at Washington, and he is devoting his energies to interesting the
public rather than the governments of
the countries he visits. It is his idea
to have the building serve as a museum in which would be documents
and exhihits connected with Ihe discovery of America, historical documents relating to the battles of lnde-- j
pendenco of American rrptl'ics, bimls
of founders of nations, n general mu-- j
liscum of Ainericiin exhibits and
hrary and art collection

Hesires the condemnation
and recdivision is ceaselessly at
work in every training cen'er pushing
a campaign of publicity, and many of
lTnele Sum'axsoldiers when they go
back to civil life will go back better
business men because they have ben
trained to watch the little' "leaks."
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Eajy Reach of iVeythirfo

LOS ANGELEJ

Few bombs were
Paris,
dropped and no casualties were caused
by the German airplanes which raid
ed Paris last night, according to Petit
Parisien's report of the German attempt at an air bombardment.
It appears, says t he Matin, that
there were two groups of the Gothas.
The greater part of them had to
change the direction of t heir flight
because of the vigorous barrage fire,
and in the effort to regain their base
safely got rid ofx their bombs rap,
idly.

conferences and living pictures of
events in the life of Columbus and his
association with the sovereigns of
Spain.
Congress will be asked to provide
funds for the building. The municipality will be asked to donate the site for
the palace. The plan seems to meet
popular approval.
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AEBOi.TTKLY F1RKPHOOP
private hatha. Conducted on both the
aru Amfricun plan.
Hotel-ClarIs i tun tod In th-heart nf the
beautiful Central Hurk. Cart to
city,
Ueaches,
etc., from Hill Htroet Station ttirwtly nppofllte
hotel. European plan
Tariff fnim $1 M per day. New Mi'Klo patronage
solicited. Illustrated folder upun request.
"Vis-I- t
tli drill." F, M. Dinimlck. Jjeiifwe

Ml

FOUND HELPFUL TU

Doctor

Introduces

Sufferers in War,
tAhauclutcd 1'reoa Correspondence.)
London, May 28. Blinded soldiers
of I'lunce anu ijreut ltruuin are
oeniK
elec-tfic- ai
tuiignt to turn their living

manu-luciurin-

600 CHICKENS

After

forme.

"I

saw the Compound advertised in
our paper, and tried
it It has restored
my health so I can do all my work and
I am so grateful that I am recommendD. M.
ing it to my friends." Mrs.
R. E. 4, Oregon. 111.
Alters,women
whohave suffered thetor-ture- s
Only
of such troubles and have dragged
along from day to day can realize the
relief which this famous root and herb
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters
condition should profit by her recom-- :
menilntkra, nd if ther are any complications write Lydia E. Pinkham's
Mtdicin C Lytin, Mass., for advice
The result of their 40 years exprt)nce
'
is At your iwrvice,
.L
.

wvr;

AT

works

In

Neuilly-sur-Marn-

where

e,

more than 600 will be Installed. Kene
VUery-Rado- t,
president of the council of the pasteur institute, vice president of the society of the Friends of
blind Soldiers and
of the
great Pasteur, has founded the other
at Versailles, where several hundred
soldiers are receiving Instruction.
In Kngland, the British Klectrlcal
and Allied Manufacturers' association
through Hugo Hirst, president of the
General Klectric company, Ltd., working with Sir Arthur Pearson, head of
St. Luistan's and leader in the movement to aid the blinded s'oldiera, has
agreed to 'foster the movement and
give employment to all the blind who
may be fitted for the work.
Dr. Whecle.' Landed.

to-th-
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BKWAPWAT
SEVENTH
The center o( thopFinft. but ineis and theatrical diitrict'. Convenient to all cr lines.
30Ooutde ronmi with private bath. Eu.
ropeanplan. Hotel $1.50 and up. Dinint
room service retined and excellent. !
iluatrom Depntn. Folder upon request,
WILLIAM R. FLOOIl, Man.ser.
.. B. LANKKRSHIM. Owner.

a personality distinctively Ita,
l to M per
'I'aritT, Lur. plan,
day. Amor, plan, $E per doy up. Fire
RuruKo
proof
nearby.
MuniiKetiient
.f OLadlnh Ttleh
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EXCfcPTiCNAl SPECIAL EMNERRATES

Offers Full Promise of a Happy Healthful Vacation
ONE THOUSAND AND ONE DELIGHTFUL RECREATIONS
TO BOTH DIVERT AND AMUSE

LOS ANGELES
FIFTH ST.NrMAIN
RATES

-

$10$3!J?

PER DAY
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AMERICAN TfiODPS
TO BE SENT TO

Metntpolllan llntitrlry In Kntim Crewent lliy lU(rlet.
and beautifully furnished rmnnn. Ahaolutely firepr-iofir0
situated In ronter of smusenients and hut a few steps fniu the
breakers. Amer. and Kur. plana. Kur. plan from $1 per day up.
ArtanKe for reservations now.
;heck your baggage direct.
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The Enchanting Crescent Bay Resorts of California
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la oocil and InvlKni'HlliiK.
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Cool Sea Breezes.

FRANCISCO
STEWART

Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation

step..S-iOT- EL

JpOTjlJfclr,

taaaio Miaai
ISeueral
unilor Instructions from Washn
ington, has selected a regiment of
tit rv t be sent immediately to ItHA IT IK 1'R K KK METHODS
aly, Kecrelnry linker announced toduy.
Beautifully Mltuatd In the city, fumout
The siM'ictnry would not disclose tha
fur Ha cttoi nummcr climate. The finest
Identity of the troops.
Institution of ltd klnrl In the Writ, ExThe regiment Is n tralnliiB in
ceptionally flna electric and
equipmethods. , ThoroUKhly
ment;
Frame and will be replaced there by
one sent from this side. Mr. Maker
competent corpa of men and women physicians and aturtfeona; graduate rturspa;
Indicated that the sending of the regihealth lecturei. American plan tcrvlfe.
ment was not to be taken as repreBperla) Hummer rates. For deacrtptlve
senting Ihe full extent of American
folder and rateH write
military participation on the Italian
W. KA? HI MI'S ON, Manaier,
front which may t.e carried out later.
Tenth and l.indeii Avenue, Uong Beach,
This first regiment will carry this
Cal...
American flag immediately
to Join
those of ltuly, France and Great Uri
tuln ugalnst the Auslrians for Its
Htircd us that America would not lake moral effect. The Vnitcd states alIn
war.
Admiral ready is represented in Italy by an
the
any active part
von Cappelle marked his entrance into aviation contingent.
the war with an effective result which
amounts to nll.N'ow there are
Americans In H'niiu e. '1'be suhtna-rlnr- s MINISTER TO CHINA
huvtf not bfeu ublo to Impede
them In any wuy.
IS RETURNING HOME
"This war was caused by Austria
The Flemish movement, that we
taV MORNINO JOUSNAL aPECfft'L LBAtlO Wll
is pure swindle.
Tho situation of Kslhonla and l.lvonia under
Peking, Juno 24 (Monday, by the
our occupMion Is deplorable anil Associated 1'ress.) Paul H. Iteinsch,
the American minister will leave tho
hopeless. That la what they pompoend of this week for the t'nlted States,
usly call liberation of the smaller peothe
If
Russian
from
having been recalled for conferences
oppression.
ples
t Washington.
Russian peoplo rlso aKain it will be a
John V. MucMurrny, counselor of
life and death struggle hetween us."
tho embassy at Tokio, will come tu
Sudan Onss for fodder. Grows Peking as churgo d'affairs while Wilthe first secretary here,
nlivly on medium Alkali liuid. K. W. ling Spencer,
'
will go to Tokio.

each
innCalifornia
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for good accommodation from S1.50
day 'no. Breakfast 35c ' au'd 60s (Suu
days 7Sc) Lunch 60c, Dinner II (Sunday! 81.2B).
v
The STEWART on Geary Street, Jint off Union Squaro is close to
everythini
worth while. Municipal car line passu the door. Stewart Motor Bui
meets
principal trains and eteamera.

Absolutely

,G. M.

Fireproof

,

700,-MO-

Bur?ank

Maliag It.

SANTA CATALINA ISLAND

The Ideal Summer Resort
Summer Season, 1918

Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Golf, Tennis, Mountain
Swimming, and Many Other Diversions.

HUN SOCIALISTS
Hiking,

Bnd Concrrta and Dancing- - After June 29kb, Tree ynly To Patrons of Itunnlng
Line Hteitmera.
,
Xrxr Hotel St. Cnthrrine, Inland Tills Collage nml anva flly In Own In iune.
For turther infnrmatlnn, foldera, etc., nd for reservations In Hotel Ht Catharine.
Inland Villa or Canvaa City, write to Bann ng' Company, Aient, 104 PaoKIo liiactrli
Bldg., Los Anselea, California.
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Tha treat ImaorHnet of tha tractor tadav bat Muta (mbm.-.- ,
etans ler traetor aairaten an nealr men.
Raachcrs rvprywhera want
BIO
GREAT
trartloiiMri.
competent
PAY.
OPPORTUNITY
NOW
OFFERED VOUNO MEN In thll new trad,.
Wt.rn Amtrlea't Olrfaat.
ane Moat Rallabli Tradf School hu Inaugurated a wecial eauraat
Litjnt
In TrartltinMriug sag eaa PERFECT YOU
a an axaart.
Wrlta (or D4- NATIONAL
AUTOMOTIVE
SCUnnl
gait catalog.
Fllutroa at Elntith Etraat, La Auoloi, Cel.
.
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BEDS IMPROVISED

s
In the trench
officers have
8tnw to sleep on, the utmost comfort
din?-out-

TROOPS

BY YANKEE

'

'

they can expect.
Men on leave from' the trenches
( Aaocluted
pay that for the firs; Nw nigrhta they
trr ( orrenponrtince.)
unablo to
are
Go
sheets on
29.
where
Paris, May
you may
behind the allipd llnps in France, one a sou spring bed.
style of bed predominates- It is crude
but comfortable and very popular now
n.xrsiira dackaciie.
I
among tho troops.
Mrs. Effle E. Kloppe, Averlll, Minn.,
The bed measures about six feet writes: "I was at a sanitarium three
feet wide. weeks at one time, two weeks another
long by two and one-haThe framework, is made of any ma- time, for Hieumatism and Kidney trouterial that happens to be available, ble and got no relief. On my return
and tho support is wire nulling or home I begun using Foley Kidney Pills
sand-hag- s
securely nailed. - Thei.JeKa and found immediate relief; a halt
stand about eighteen rncnes from the bottle) completed th .cure.'.1 iThla Is
floor. Where the met obtain the ma- further proof hat these , t'onderful
a mystery,
terial, for their, beds-Ipills glve,rellef where other' treatIn' the trenches, of course, no heds ments. fail. VnenunUd for .wrh, sore,
be.
A
hart.
lira to
waterproof sheet aching kidneys, Tjladdef, .1iacV,inuscle
aid a uijle blanket. Usually suffice. ot joiuts. 8oia,)VSi jrwherv t,(ft, ,
sleep-betwee-
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pouthern

In utry
HOHPITAMTYKenulne
n
v
eenae of the
nlv.v.ya
been a dominating fcatur) ot in
In
ha
It
living
al:ilc(l
Virginia.
ueac.i reeort a
tli is mamiiflcent
world-famou- s
repu:,iJ m. A distinct atmogphere of refinement,
luxury anil comfort In ever preaenf.
Thla pleununt lixlh hlualll v of the
Virginia ruuaea ii 'orii.1- from every vlKllor. Wrile ror folu-t- r.
iii.
rates,
Tennln, Oolf. Path- D.mc-ItiMoiorln.
Init,
.Klshlng and
Hornehack
lttlllig
are
uniong 1
eoiinllena illveral'ina.
Excellent BlllnmoWle
eiroi!
houlevinU
frotn l.oe Anji

front

rav waNiMa jnuaNAi. aeaciaL
WasliiiiKlon. June 2 1.

American Plan

son-in-la- w

Sir Arthur Is most enthusiastic over
the introduction of this new Industry
for the blinV'"The sincere gratitude
of the blind community of this coun-- j
try, he, said yesterday, "Is dueO Dr.
Wheeler for his public-spirite-d
and
generous action in making the dangerous journey from the United States
in order to give the benefit of his
I
practical experience and advice.
have every hope that his aciion will
mean congenial and profitable employment to hundreds, or perhaps
thousands of blind."
soldier blind,. it
In addition
is' Intended to teach the, work; to : a.
large number of the blind women of
the United Kingdom, for whom there

TAN

THE BIG HEALTH PLAYGROUND

WHpHP
System
England Which
Will Provide Employment to WnERE
in

NOW RAISES

II

J

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT

BLIND SOLDIERS

woi-Kers- ,'

Pink-ham-

CEAfeY

l OtllCAL X. M. 11KAIU AKTFKS
0o all
A clnna "A" fireproof mnnture,
ntitKiile nMinm, ear-with private hath.
On a iitrM't :ar Hue to all points nf
IntereBt and within walking distune
ilnme-llkuf slinpB and
thrillers,

with

ELECTA IGA L WORK

i.

's
Oregon, 111." I took Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for an or- trouble which
,gamc
I
liuJ
pulled me down un
til 1 could not pu t my
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
work, and as I live
on a small farm and
raiae six hundred
chickens every year
it made it very bard

E

New Mexico Headquarters
r,;:t ROOMS-

own,

.

.

Compound.

PRAHCISCO

All with
burupt-a-

subjects.
Celebration Planned.
It also is proposed to have an American week in October every year for
the observance of the anniversary of
the discovery of the Americas. Plans
are now under way for an American
week in October of this vear. the program to include Olympic games, regattas and races of ail descriptions,
flower battles, literary and artistic I

domy
cunsirut'tion
me system (irimnutea i,y lo.iuwing
an Aniuricun, iJr.
0.
Wtieeier.
who
bchuyier
returned to New lork alterreeenuy
sfiending
ttiree moiuns here and in Frunie
Colorado Woman Die
the worK.
in it present stage the blind are
Denver, Colo., June 27. Mrs, Bettie
lo
insulate
D. Green, executive clerk to the govtaught
cons for niotoia and
ernor and a member of the governor's dynamos and do a certain amount of
staff uder Shafroth, Amnions, Carl- assembling. Dr. Wheeler founded a
blind wornrooin for this work about
son,- and the present chief executive,
u ycur ago in Ampere,
died here today. She was the daughj wnere lieg
ter of the late Ja,mes A. Dawson, first is in eslaent of h large concern
eleetrictl
ColOf
of
the superior court
Judge
When It became inacnmerq.
known mat the
orado.
blind were able to uo the work and
10 earn good livings In
competition
with sigiued
the 'rench
government invited Dr. Wheeler
to
come to France and teacli the blinded soldiers. Subsequently,through
Sir Arthur Pearson, the Brliish authorities invited Dr. Wheeler to come
to England-WorKuonM Started.
lu France two large electrical workrooms have been started for the blindBeing Relieved of Or- ed soldiers. The French branch of a
American electrical manufacturganic Trouble by Lydia E. large
ing company has rounded one at their

Pinkham's Vegetable
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American
LIAIIO WIRI

California's Famous Hotels

FREE'INFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL

.'

.June 27.

ijj

BY

AIR RAID ON PARIS
IIV MOSNINS JOURNAL SPICIAL

'

f)1

Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem"
Health, Beach andLITERATURE
AND FULL INFORMATION
WRITING DIRECT, OR AT

lamation
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Read the Announcements

'
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Have Part in Plan,
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WAR ON AUSTRIA
r,

a

.?.

-

7

far oNtNa jouaNAL aeaciAL lkaskd ariaii
AVashington', June 27. German so-

cialists heard 6t Secretary Baker's
announcement on June 10 that more
than 700, 0UU American soldiers had
been sent to France In time to use
tha information in heckling foreign
Minister von Kuehlmunn during his
speech in the relchstug.
Advices reaching France through a
neutral country and received here by
cable today quote the socialist deputy
Uaure, as blaming; the war on Austria
denouncing the policy of the Uernian
government and ridiculing the failure
of the submarine to keep American
soldiers out of France. He said: '
"In our country the ruling party is
military.. It Is very desirable that thi
situation should be cleared up. at
least that General Ludendorff should
lake the responsibility of power instead of the chancellor.
"It Is said that money is the) ruling
motive wlh,''the English- Thisi'war
has shown that the homage of tha
golden' dalf'Is as ardent In our country as In England Or America..-"Many time we har been told that
victory is ours. On the-- first of J
when the submarine-war-fu- r
so-na- ry

watr begun,
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Albuquerque" Morning Journal "

SIX
AS

INDEPENDENT

NBW8PAPBB

ftrhirig Journal
JOURNAL

PUBLISHING CO.

Western

Representative
C J. ANDERSON.
Marquette Bldg., Cblcwo,

chemist111,

Eastern Representative
'RALPH R. MULLIGAN,

Kaet 42nd Street, New York.
Kntered aa secund-clas- a
matter at the
poetofflct of Albuquerque, N. U., wider Act
of Congress of March 1, 1871.
clrcuialloo than any utber paper
In New Mexico.
1t only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day In the year.

lrgr

7"tkkm5 ov '"bubscriptionI

MEMBER OF THB ASSOCIATED

THE JORNAL takes and print
alxty houra and thirty minute of
Aaaoclated Preea leaaed wlra
aervlce each week. No other newspaper publlabed In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated Press service during a week.

FRIDAY.

.

JUNE

28,

1918

Now would be a good time tik the
city manager to get busy and have
every
tree in the city
killed. There could be no mistake in
getting the right trees while they are
loaded with cotton and spreading it
all over town in the air. They, are
causing huy fever and throat trouble.

To cite Just one Instance, the
question, shows how readily we
can meet such a situation.
We are
now producing dyes which are not
only equal to but In most cases better
than the German ones. And we have
done this under abnormal conditions
and working against the tremendous
German propaganda that "Made in
Germany" label was esaentiut to'in-- 1
sure the value of an article. The public is fast gaining confidence in Amer
ican products, however, and is now
to create a permanent
confidence which we hope will not be
invaded again by a foreign propa-- '

ff

TUB SITFR.VKE
The suffrage amendment which
was to have come to a vote on Thuis-ilt;- y
has lieen before tho senate for
forty years longer than any nt.hpr of
the Seventeen amendments to the constitution.
Since it was introduced In
1S78, hundreds of thousands of women have labored for it and mora tlinn
a million dollars has been raised, contributed and spent to secure its passage.
UP.t0 S4S wom.ii in Increasing
'
numbers agitated in small school
bouse meetings and by neighborhood
petitions for recognition.
That year
ihey held the first large demonstration, a "woman's rights" convention
in Senaca Talis, New York. Krom
hen to the Civil War they worked in
individual states attempting to have
state laws altered' in their favor.
When the Civil War broke out suffragists were permitted to give up their
, work
by the promise of the men in
congress that "when the war was over
justice would be done them."
When the war was over they found
themselves without funds, without an
organization and justice was not done
them. To revive interest Miss Anthony
founded a woman's magazine which In
the days when literary offerings for
her sex were normally, called "Ladies'
Books" and "Rosebuds," she named
. "The Revolution."
The
and fifteenth
fourteenth
amendments were passed and for five
years the suffragists struggled to secure an intcrfiretatiqn of them that
Mtss
would permit women, to voteAnthony put the amendment to the
test in 1S72 by going to the polls and
voting. She was arrested, refused to
pay her fine, but was never jailed for

Simnlsli-Amcricn-

her attempt.
Tho suffrage amendment In Its
present form, which has never been
changed, was first Introduced in the
Senate by Sargent of California.
It
has been introduced 30 times, reported 11, and voted on twice in that
body. In the senate vote of 1827, a
little more than half the house voted
"No." The crfunt stood 16 to 34. In
HI 4, a little more than half the house
voted "Yes." the figures standing 35
'

to 34.

In both votes the number was 24
and during these last months' of delay the opponents have again numbered 34 a figure which mUHt be reduced by two for the passage of the
amendment-

-
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In a recent interview with a member of the American Chemical Society, several Interesting points concerning Germany's real position in the
chemical vrtrld were disclosed.
American invention plus German
research have been the keynotes, to
Germany's previously undisputed repr
utation along scientific lines. It is the
Ahierican who hashad the genius to
fcive new ideas to the world, but failing to work them out, Germany has
and
recognized ' their significance
value and adopted them for her own
use. When we stop to reflect, her
great achievements ard not tosuc-be
credited primarily to her and her
cess can be attributed In many case
to a borrowed idea worked up to a
perfection
state of approximate
and methodical
through systematic
'
'
'
'"'
research.
,
'J
,' Just a few inctances prove the truth
of this contention, for example the
submarine )s an American invention
developed in Germany, the aeroplane
and sister aircraft were invented here
alsd; arid the Incandescent lamp-wareadily adopted by 'the Germans. And
from England they have appropriated
the coal tar color Industry and optical
'
'
"'
'
glasi industry.
achieved
her wonderGermany naf
beful success In chemical-industrcause she ho;s fostered the idea of Investigation; has spared nO pains' to
get H the' truth from things scientific and thug, made research part of
her, national creed. By this method
ne has
perseverancs
of,, frtubhortt
enlarged her industries until she was
considered the leader 6n things chem''
t t
ical.
: AlthQugh at the outbreak of the
,

r- -
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;

;
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THE CONTRAST.

Stand

Mr. A. I?. Candelarla, Concho, Ariz.
My Dear Sir: 1 beg to acknowledge
receipt of your letter of the 4th inst..
in which, you report certain unfavorable remarks mudeiby prominent citizens with reference
n
to the
soldiers in this command.
I am glad to report that there is no
foundation whatever for the siate-memade by this man. We are proud
of the behavior and character of the
soldiers, and they
are making splendid progresH.4ii their
military work. Some of the best men
in the division are of this class.
1 cannot umXcrstund
how such a
could be made. I really believe
it was done to promote trouble as a
propaganda. The feeling of the officers and men of the din
vision toward the
is extremely friendly. I hope thaj you will do all you can
to counteract any such false statements.
'J
hanking you for your letter. I am,
' Very Respectfully vours,
E. S. "STRONG.
Major General, NA- Commanding.
to
In regard
the above letter, Mr.
Candelaria says ho was prompted to.
n
write on account of
soldiers by certain parties in Arizona.
,
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

NEWSPAPKIt I'OR WOMEN TAILS.
(New York Kvening Post.)
"Having for many years fostered a
theory that a daily newspaper for
women was in urgent request, I started one. This belief cost me
million dollars.
"Some pcoi-lsay that a wo .ian
Knows what she wants.
neverreally
It is certain that she knew what she
did not want tho
didn't want,
one-hu-

lf

Lai'y Mirror. '

iius sii ys Lord Northcliffo of his
failuremost
He was net
In the h'i!t of doing things y hj'es.
And so when he started the Daily
Mirror, he did everything possible to
success. 'J'he newspaper's
achieve
whole staff was composed bf women.
Women in newspaper life, at that time
(1S03), wero a somewhat new and
difficult development
for Kngland,
There arose considerable friction between the women reporters and the
editor: "Amidst the banging of doors
would be heard such epithets as 'creature,' 'impossible person,' or 'cat,' inwith angry commands,
termingled
such as, 'I say you shall,' followed by
the defiant retort, 'I say I won't.' "
Naturally, the Daily Mirror got
slightly cracked very soon under this
sort of treatment. Hut Northcliffe,
by a quick about face, snatched victory from defeat, turned the sheet into an illustrated daily, and promptly
made his usual howling success out of
tha venture.
-

'.

-'

Kaiser Wflhelm paid a visit to tho
western front not long ago to witness
the efforts of his troops to batter
The corresdown the allied defensepondent, in his account of the emper
or's trip, injected the statement that
his majesty was "clear eyed and ruddy cheeked" and "looked the very picture of health."
Why shouldn't the emperor look
veil? It Is quite within the range of
possibilities he is not living on the
fare now that he did before the war,
liut It Is safe to say that he is not
missing any meals and that the food
served to him is the best that can ee
obtained in Germany today. It Is a'so
ft safe wager that his six sons have not
been compelled to tighten up their
boits by reason of losing flesh through
hiirdshlps imposed by the war.
Almost coincident with this report
came rumors of unrest In Austria.
During the last few days the situation
l.as become more tense and now It is
a nuestion if Austria will bo able to
squelch the uprisings which have tak
en place as the result of remonstrances
on the part of tho laboring people
ri;l food shortages .Famine is
can
stii. 't.'i Ihroiifjh the land,
thr.ro
homes
in
be
many
had,
h.cJiy
h.ivi been no potatoes tot inonlhB and
other supplies are- correspondingly
scarce. Little children are going to
ate plnclicl
Face
scnool
and drawn, The civilians are ,woe:
fu'l undernourished. Tut tho Itaiser
it titer eyed and ruddy cheeked and
looks the very picture of health,'

Soldiers

n

Well Willi Army Ol'fiwrs.

KKHKNSKY'H VISIT.

The Lord may be on the kaiser's
side, but who Is responsible for the
rains that swelled the Piave river,
thtm upsetting the campaign plans of
the Anstrians?

g

SL'BSCHIfcSKK

We thought at one time that the
Russians would have to enter the next
marathon race alone. But we now
find they will have company in the
person of the Austrian who are not
so slow when it comes to going over
the top of the mountains
toward
home.

Just how much good the Russian
cause will derive from Kerensky's
visit to the United States is problematical.
Despite President Wilson's
utterances that America should stand
ready and does stand ready to help
the Russian people along the road to
Freedom, there is an unmistakable
feeling of resentment in this country
against the Russian loaders responsible for the failure of that country to
fulfil its part in the war.
Just now, beating Germany Is more
Important to the allies than setting
Russia on its feet or helping Russia
an organized government.
Speed in getting our own troops to
the alKurope; speed in
lied war plans; speed In the systema-tizatio- n
of America's war industries
are each more essential to the welfare
of the world than the rejuvenation of
the Russian people.
News despatches quote the former
provisional premier of Russia as an
nouncing in London that he was work
ing in the interests of Russian socialists.
The socialists have not proved
themselves popular in any country
during the course of the war.
The debacle they made of their at
tempt at government In the Slav nation did nothing to alter a growing
While
belief in their Ineffectiveness.
Kerensky is undoubtedly one of the
strongest men in Russia, and was for
months hailed as its savior, he will
find the accomplishment of real bene
fits for his country at the present time
beset with hardship and obstructions-
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Editor journal:
cotton-bearin-

A Till I'M PII IX --SIGN WHITING.
(Stars and Stripes, France )
Sign on the wall of a stevedore regiment's barracks: "You must not uese
EV
Bad Langnls aroundo Quurtes.
a pass for
chuaght WILL deprive ofYMCA
coats
mens going to
48 oures.
must be button up, and keep that way
Passes
on
while there. Before going
your shoes must be cleain, button re-on
your clothes and cleained." The
of
sult, as to neatness of appearance
y
the regiment, Is just as good proh-ablHenIf
hetter
than
a whole lot
ry James had written the notice.
THE ARMY STYLES CHANGE.
(Stars and Stripes, France.)
Your tailor announces his winter
few
Opening. Incidentally, he has a fall.
new creations for summer and
the
Your tailor, otherwise
Q.' M
has got a line not of talk, butsev-of
that is tho result of
wearables
expetfence showing5
eral months"
Just what huppens to arruv clothes
the flnes. and
behind
in the trenches,
In the wear and tear of toil in tho
bases.
new
Every alteration and every
issue announced (and there are sev-in
eral) is the outcome of a defect
wearing qualities and bodily comfort
or a worth while economy that did
not become apparent until the test of
war had disclosed it. And thereby
the
stands proved tho slogan of and
"Your comfort
army's tailor: first
Hence
concern."
welfare is our
new
the new blouses, new trousers,
boots and all
new
new
shoes,
gtoves,
To begin at the bottom, the new
shoe, of which you already have
heard was evolved after a
use of the old shoe in trench warfare proved that It lacked the qualities of wear and waterproofness
had
that a good shoe should have. It
in sham battle
stood
THB FALIi AMENDMENT.
underin the states, with dry ground
but over here it was different.
Defeat of Senator Fall's amendment foot, New Shoe's Service Kceortl.
he new shoe's service
Briefly,
proposing extension of the age limit
Is this:. Wider lost; higher
for draft men to forty years and record more
toe room, .(allowing tne
which is in opposition to both Presi Instep,
of additional socks) toe plate
wearing
heavdent Wilson's wishes and the wishes projecting up over end ofshoe,
d
in manof Secretary Baker Is practically cer- ier heel plate, sole aUa-trewaterner to prevent leaks, absolutely
7
tain,
','
' General
March, chief bf staff, and PFItfhas been tested at an A. E. F.
Provost Marshal General Crowder orthopedic hospital' and a fine report
given it. It is estimated that
have" recommended
that the present has been
new Issue will reduce shoe redraft regulations be left as they are; the
than 60
placements notis less
boot. The. boot
The chief of staff of the army and the
Then there a new to
be excellent,
was thought
provost marshal general are unques- wi had
hut trench use showed it wasrt t tne
needs
to
the
able
better
Judge
tionably
thing desired.
perfectnew
of the army' than is Senator Fall.
boot will be absolutely wn-tThe
'
proof Inside and out for persp
When the' necessity for :a new and
can easily spoil the lining and
enlarged army program' arises GenUltimately ror
erals March ana Crowder will be pre- the lining itself is proofed- Thera is
an.
pared to undertake the task. That
foot.
tne dooi to "
stage has not yet been reached; :ttow wear
can be lost through; ireHrg
ever, and the carrying out of plans aleM'f.'lit in tho muti ana
wen rer's 'eg-- ' In
uirnMi,.vv,...fl
llir unoiianani
ready agreed upon will succeed mors Wl ,1..
scum nbovs the viae
the
boot
the
hip
quickly if new ones are withheld.'
ta I cen changed to the. back, ? e
-
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only light objects of high value.
Now They Can't Sell Hip. Securities.''
The totul value of this household
plunder hns never been estimated. For
north France, the data exists, in tho
form of householder's declaration and
"oppositions" addressed to corporations and the state to S'Op payment of
stolen stocks and bonds.
1 have heard
the figure put for
north France at something like
In Belgium, it must be colossal.
As for moneys and spcui-UIpthus
stolen in private premises, the German government bus been trying for
two years to "shove the queer" in neutral lands and even as far us America.
They have even had the impudence to
make "oppositions" on the Book of
Rente
(he French
(government
bonds), in the fin meg of real French
to
tho
facilitate
"shoving."
owjicrs,
All this, robbery of private premlis-

$280,-000.00- 0.
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Kultur and Grand Larceny
r
Twin Products of Germany

I
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The Aaaoclated Preea la exclusively
entitled to the uae for republication
of all newa credited to It or not other-wla- e
credited In thla paper and aura
the local newa published herein,

AiNARcAjfs'fcAUSE

Communications

Dally, tiy carrier or by mall, one month.. Too
Yearly, In advance
it.s
NOTICa TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Sabscrlbsrs to ths Journal wben writing
to have their paper changed to a new address muet be sure to five the old address.
"The Morning Journal hai a higher circulation rating than la accorded to any other
paper la New Mexico." The American
Newepaper Directory.
garni a.
O
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THE HAPPY HUNTING GROUND.

-

dye-stu-

M

"

war many of our manufacturing industries were greatly hampered ' in
their work by the sudden shortage of
Imports from Germany, still this condition made us suddenly realize our
lack of
opportunities lost through
thorough research and also the Interdependence and ' necessary relationmanufacturer and
ship between

'

GERMAN UNEASINESS

.

(Aaanelateil Preea Oorrenpondenre.)

French Front, May 25. The total
the German and Austrian divisions
in the field from the Baltic to tha
Black sea makes a very powerful
army, which is under the command of
Prince Leopold of Bavaria. There
seems to be great uneasiness in Germany at the course events are taking
both in Russia and Rumania. This is
caused by the
attitude
of many of the Bolsheviki, the incipient monarchist movements and anarchist insurrections in which man former Russian officers are participating
and the unexpected resistance encountered in southern Russia, while in Rumania1 complications have arisen owing tothfr expressed desire of Bessara- fbiu. to join Rumania and the exaspera
tion caused by the cession of the
of

--

anti-Germ-

Farther afield the situation In Macedonia, where calmness had been recorded for some months, appears to
have ' become more agitated. The allied troops have been displaying
marked activity. In local sections,
which generally have been crowned
with success. In this locality the
now scarcely represented except on the army staffs, and the task!
of deftnding ttfb front has been left
to the Bulgarians alone. Their army is
numerous and well trained, but shows
no sign for the present of taking the
offensive,
Most of the Turkish troops are engaged on the Persian and Palestino
front, where they have suffered severe reverses at the hands of the British. A very small force of German
troops Is dispersed among their divisions, where they act as specialists,
such as machine gunners and grenadiers.
re

MOVIES GIVE RATE
JO UNIFORMED MEN
(aVIONIN

life

1

(Bv Sterling Helig in Utica (N. Y.) brae, rugs, carpets and Jewelry, stocks,
Globe..
bonds and other contents of the
Stoit thief!
safes and bureau drawers!
In North Italy, now. as in Belgium
In each
German city, th ofand north France, the Germans are fice has itsgreat
warehouses and continumethodically robbing private houses, ous auction salesThe
shops, mainifacturories, museums and are ftfll of advertisements newspapers
of
churches. When they ravish a church
who carry their business into ador museum the pretext is "to send the
joining neutral
by confidenprecious objects to Berlin for safe tial circulars countries,
offering "furs, laces,
keeping." For all the rest, it is baresilverware
artistic
silks,
and
furniture,
faced theft and the chief preoccupaart objects from tho war" at prices
tion to sell the swag.
which
constitute "notable bargains"
The italinn niithiirltiAo hm-In.
"the opportunity of a lifetime."
formed their colleagues of Franca and1 and
In neutral lands these sales languish.
As
reigiuiu inai me
imperial governhas
ments
have sent to German and Aus- beeneverybodyby knows, each object from
highway robbery,'
trian state museums a choice of the some taken,
north Italian family.
Rtolen old masters, but has turned
of which Is impudent defiance
over-ta department called "the of- of All
The
Hague Conventions to which
fice of wnr booty" the vast mass of
and Austria-Hungarhad
plunder which, according to experts is Germany
their seal and solemn oath. And
not of particular artistic Interest to set
let
theny not pretend that they have
the German public."
"forced" to such proceedings by
The troop trains on their return been
the
growing tension of war. From the
trips, more or less empty, to
are loaded to the limit with first days when they sot foot In
Italian agricultural machines, fac- armies and Viorth France, the German
systematically plundered pritory machinery nnd produce, artis- vate hoses.
tic and old furniture, often priceless,
Systematic Grand Larceny.
the massive silver table services of
Three times have I made considerwhich old Italian families are so
able stays at the Palace Hotel of
proud, rare tapestries, clocks, bric-a- Complegne, so that the evidence, the
phtographs, the people and their storare familiar to me,.When the Gertv no nway with the discomforts f ies
man armies rushing down on Paris
dialing.
before
the victory of the Marne, held
he most radical change Is 'n, the
Coinpiegne-ansurrounding Cities for
new breeches.
a
short
time, they had no idea that
The funny thing about the new
woyld be forced to retreat- They
b'teenes is that they aren't breech'"'. they
were sure
The retreat
victory.
trousers pain,
Tiicy'ro
ordinary, came sudden-of like
No
a thunder-clap- .
conn ii orm v ousers almost.
time
remained
to
cart
off
household
end where th foot comes out is narfurniture. They left entire French
rower, for one thing. The hips and cities
full of beautiful and valuable
knees are full. The regulation spiral
behind them. At Senlis they
logging will be worn over them just goods
blew
the main street as they ran,
up
as it is worn over the presTt i.isue. in
At Choisey-au- .
spite.
The new trousers will obviate all Bac rage and
they burned the lovely Summer
tho defects of their predecessors
villa
town entirely. But at Conr
y
ttgut lacing, Impaired circulation,
piegne, where only a few regiments
chillod feet
remained
with high staff dignitaries,
The naw blouse will be of better
it was hard hustling to get the waand shape and will bring- trie
out of the palace courtwearer more warmth and comfort. gon trcrins
had been
The cloth of both blouse and trotisers yard where their contents
under
these same staff eyes!
guarded
Instead
will be
of
So, the rich mansions and villas of
wool.
The pockets of the
give us an object lesson
blouse will be cut-i- n instead of patch.' Complegne
of
German
staff .plundering,
high
The woolen gloves you wear next without
pretext of battle, when they
winter will have such long wris's that
themselves
victors as they
imagined
IK- - wr'stlts tieiirg knitted for you at
to be all over France. Every
home had better be handed over to hoped
w p.u. o
Complegne villa proprietor
futher. For winter wear there Is also employed Hut
In, the local photograto
leather
provided a
to
interiors of the
take
pher
be worn ovei the woolen glove for state In whichflashlight
they found their rooms
waimth. In more temporise suasoi.s after the German
retreat!
raisI', v ill be used for heavy, cailou
s
and parlors,
Library,
ing work.
show
floors
thick with private
littered
Another 'eather working glove, thi? papers, ransacked from
open drawers.
one with all five fingers, is Ivslgncd These German
officers forced desks,
ftr the use of mounted Kjati'.zatlona,s, commodes, bureau
cupdrawers,
n.' tor units, wagon and truck
stevedores and other honest boards and secret hiding places, seeking for stocks andbonds which keeps
wen ng men.
and might have been forgotwill
provl.Ud at home
Spo...ai ekining
in flight
Thousands of private
drivers, chauffeurs and ten
motorcycle
letters were snooped
and
papers
Kersey lined
teamsters as follows:
through and scattered.
Fireproof
(for the safes
gabardine breeches, muffler
were forced with skill of profesman, not the machine), and winter sional
burglars.
Bedrooms were left In the same
A new slicker now la being tested
State.
Bureau
and closet drawers ranabin the effort to provide an artlcic
sacked, all the private papers of the
solutely impervious to water. Before
family scattered on the floor, the linlong a man will have to bore holes inl en
presses sacked, ladies' underclothhis shoes, boots, steel Stet.io i tai
silverfurs, jewelry,
slit Ktir If he expects any mois'.u.e to ing,
ware and all small portable objects of
get thrtgh on him. i
Value plundered on the spot where
these high German officers had slept,
A MATUIMONIAL RECORD.
after night, in perfect security,
night
(The Chicago News.)
while it lasted.
is
trifle
regarding
vague
TtiievcN Wlirr Keep Books.
History
the age ef Solomon and the size of hise
During tliose few days in Com"ITn-clplegne, the vast courtyard of the palfamily, but statistics concerning
of empty German train
John" Dempsey of Marlon, 111, are ace was full
"Uncle Jolin" died wagons. Across the courtyard, they
more accurate.
placed a line of heavy tables, filched
recehtly, lacking four, days of being from the palace.
Behind the tables
a centenarian, and he had been mar- sat bookkeeping
officers and. serried thirteen times. .
geants. To them came a continuous
Seven' years ago "Uncle John" rath-- r procession of German soldiers bearing valises, bundles, boxes and bags
startled Marion by buying his cof- on
backAll were full of plunfin and preparing his final resting der.the
as
Not
he
In
a
dying
cemetery.
place
German officers In mansions and
expected, ,nfter waiting two voir, he villas, had indicated the cream, in
moments.
Now In the palace
and
leisure
wife
livd
thirteenth
his
married
--
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The" present congress has seventeen
union labor members.

ise!

once asked Maximo Ducrocq, financial president of the committee of
the north, the amount of robbery of
merchandise and raw material fronj
Rhops, factories,
storehouses, etc.
which is quite another account which
the French hold, against Germany.
He could speak only for the department of the north.
Millions From Factories.
"It is calculated that tho Germans
havo carried away from tho Department of the North." he told me,
and raw materi.il to tho
amount of between $200,000,000. pnd
$350,000,000 independently of what
It was composed,
they destroyedroughly, of woolens and cottons (two
great staples of the north), wood,
iron, construction material and manof ell kinds,
ufactured merchandiso
particularly linens and stuffs in the
bolt as well as made up. They were
great stocks, which used o be shipped
to nil parts of the world."
This, in turn, does not includo machinery taken from factories. :
From all of which, you can judge
what is now going on In North Ita'y,
wherever the Germans panctrato. Nor
is this all. In Roumartia,
of all' food products belonging to
private families und the entivo tocks
of dealers have been "requisitioned''
As for cereals in
by the Germans.
bulk (ona of the great Routn mlan
staples); they have "confiscated" all
simply, putting
stocks, purely and
seals on what they leave ende,- - military guard. And imported Bulgarians
"terrorize and martyrize tho populations."
It is good to know the kind o( people we are fighting- .

JOURNAL 1PICIAL

Son Diego, Calif., June 2". Wear- a Uniform entitles n snldinr
oqUim
to reduced rates at several motion
nouses
a flat
Some
here.
make
picture
reduction for any seat in the house
but others have a sliding scale, selling
38 cent seats for 20 cents to soldiers,
GO
cent seats for 30 cents and so on.
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You'll

Never

Bake Another Cake
after you've tried these. That's what
one of oun customers told her friend.
And she knew what she was talking
about, for at first she was decidedly
skeptical regarding any baking dona
outside the home. But why prats
our baking? Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do tha praising.

rs

three-quarte-

Pioneer Bakery
k

N. BALLING,

Prop.

M7 South First ftareet.

,

ea-ll-

V

;r,

m

to-d-

ic.r-panie-

bric-a-bra- c,
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courtyard, It was classified, listed in
stock books, and boxed and bundled
for shipment to Germany! Packed in
,:
Storm in South Inkota.
.
Mitchell, S. D June 27. A severe the wagona trains!
few davs later., the Kreat
.When,
s'orm, accompanied by- - heavy rains, and
retreat of the Marna caused
swept central South Dakota last night. thempanic
to rush 'off, the gettlnsr or these
At Fairfax damage to crops and" oth'"
wagon trains safely out ot the palace
'
er property resulted.
courtvard . savad Complegne
from,
e
v ,l
spiteful burning. Thev were ftsti busy-"Not one' of the gretit German
for arson here was ths "cream" of
'li
"was a Prussian. r
j i
plunder of both Compiegnt. nnd Sen
five years more.

'
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questions answered below are general
character, the symptoms or dlaeaaea are
given and (he answers will apply in soy
it similar nature.
ca
Those wiahlng further advice, free, may

address Dr. Lewis Baiter. College Bldg.,
streets, liayton, Ohio, enclosing
HtamDed envelope lor reply.
Full name and addreaa must be given, but
or
Initials
fictitious names will be used
only
in my. answara. - The ureacrlutlons can ba
il
filled ai any
drug store. Any
urugglat can order of wholeaaler. .
Adels writes: "My hair Is combing out,
my scalp Hchea and dandruff la much an-

study-room-

...

1ti

In

"Nerves" writes: 'la It poaalhle
find a
medicine which by Us tonlo or nutritive
th
will
of
health and
slow
powers
hrlng
ambition bark to a man vho haa everything
In the worM
hut health and happlneaa? I
am dull, forgetful, deapondent, weaR, trembling, ahort- of breath and Buffer more or
leas with pain In apine and back ot head."
Answer: . Tou
Indicates the
condition
need of a atrong, harmless tonic nutritive
to restore nerve equilibrium, which In turn
fortifies and etrengthens the organa ot
thus vitalizing the 'blood and promoting new cell and tlsicie to take care of
the waste forces. Three-grai- n
cadomene
tablets, packed In aealed tubes with full directions .are recommended In M such cases.

""

e

e

noying, and X want aometlitng to cure theae
condltiona."- Anawer: For hair and scalp troubles I
have never found anything to equal the
beneficial results of a thorough treatment of
It la cooling, cleansplain yellow mlnyol.
ing and Invigorating, and thousands now uae
It regularly aa a hair and. acalp tonic.
S. E. writes: "Two years ago I used your
great prescription for kldneV trouble, snd It
I want medwtrolly. overcome the trouble.
icine now for constipation and Impure blood,
for I am ft sight with pimples that make
big, lumpy sores."
Anawer: I. would advise the taking ot
three-grnl- n
sulpherb tablets (hot sulphur)
for seve.-a- t
montha to purify the system,
a

J. R. M; asks: '.'Can I safely reduce my
,
weight, and howt" , ,
Anaweri Oo to a
druggist and
arbolone tablets In sealed
get five-grai- n
tube with complete directions. Take as directed, and van should soon feel the relief
you desire. Many of my patients report quick
results without any harmful action whatever.

'Mk husband Is aurely
kl.lneV'-diseaiHe baa
become weak and suffers with hcadaclva and
NOTE: For many years Dr. Baker has
In
his
are
back
Snd
Pains
like been giving free advice and prescriptions
pains
groins.
rheumatism. His ankles swell and Ms feet to nr.' lions pf people through the press colSeem 'to be tired alt tire tlm. Borne days he umns, and doubtless haa helped In relieving
-- 'lease
has chills and no apHetlte.
illness and' distress more than any single
prescribe." Individual in tire world's history.
Thousands
have written klm expreaslona of gratAnswer: The' symptoms Indicate dorsnge-meitude and confidence similar to tha follow
of kidneys and. should not be neglect"
ed, t would advise balmwort tablets, a comDr. tswls Baker, Dear 8lr: I am glad t
pound well suited to such cases. Ohtsln In
sealed tubes with directions for home use. was recommended to your prescription for
medicine. I was pretty well run down, nera
:.
, ;
loss of unbitlon; felt tired all ths
"Friend writes: "I have recently had ter- vous and
time: could not aleep, loss of appetite, felt
rible rheumatism all ths time. Please ao.vlas weak
end
trembled fr"rn weakness. I find
me what to take!"
,
, t ..
three-sralCadomene- - Tablets are helping
.
Anawer: For your rheumatism I recom- me ver;' much. 1 was
writing to my slater
mend the following treatment! I drama of about my run-dod;
.condition- - and she
Iodide of potassium, 4 drama sodium salicyme to take your preacrlptlon of medwine of colchlcirm, 1 r. comp.
late,'
she waa aa had as' I was ana "ths
tor
icine,
essence Cardiol, i ok. ;tirimp. fluid balmwort Cadomene built
nerves up. and also ream." syrup sstsaparflla oomri. Mix stored her .hjealflr.hf Tm'rh6r
awl
than thank'
and .talie sv teaspoonful at tne&l time and ful, etc., Yburs' trulv,
oim.
t
'
-agate, be five colug t bed; i.Toa-ahouget
v ttHORiM fiemu.a
,"'"
this prescription, and ur.
good results from
.
ean;
"
',
aw.
manent relief:
Mra. L, O. wrltea:afflicted with aome

'":
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MADE GY CROWD ER
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JOURNAL SPECIAL LtASffD Wilts)

Washington, June 27. A .school
rail for 6S3 draft registrants was
made tonight by Provost
Marshal
General Crowder on New York, Texas
and Iowa. New York will send 100
qualified for military service to LeRethlahem.
high university. South
Pa., and 185 qualified for limited
service to Oswego board of education,
N. Y., both entralnments to
New York, June 27"! Speoul "tive Qswego,
be on July 15. Texas will send 100
stocks, particularly, secondary, indus- for limited
Bervice to
of
trials, equipments, oils . and1 a wide Texas. Austin,. Tex., on University
- variety
Jifly 18, and
of unclassified, issues, aug- Iowa 300 for
general service to Unimented recent
advances in today'
of Texas, Austin, Tex., on
broader trading, but standard 'shares versity
25.
were irregular, when not Actually July
... ,,.,
,
heavy,. .,
r.vThe demand (or falls was asain re- 87 :ckrt:
Louisiana and Arkansas
stricted to Heading and a few sacked .Triumphs, $2. 40 ru' 2.7 5 : sumo.
unimportant c transportations, wlute. I2.2a2.50:
Virginia barrels,
while transcontinental
.
were, '.under
further pressure and United States I6.SO0C.S-O- Alive,
higher.
Fowls,
Steel reacted from its new maximum 2 7 Poultry
i c ; sprin gs, J3 4 2c,
for the current movement of 110.
closing at a loss of a substantial fractNEW YOISK MKTAL.
.
, ,,
, ;;,
ion.,;.- ,. ,.
y
,,. Kales,- 050,000 .shares,.,.' . ;
Now
York., June
Quiet.
::r,The general . bond
market , was
easier but, Liberty 4's and 4?4 were Hiot, J7.90.
Firm.
St.
Louis
East
Spelter
aton
spot.
distinctly strong
purchases
......
8.408.ti0,,
"
tributed, ,to corporations.! ssekiliB in'
vestment of surplus profits.
Total
ales (par value) $9,275,000.
NEW YORK SIOXEY.
Old United States bonds unchanged
on ,eall.',.
New York,. June i 27. Mercantile
,,
"
paper, lour ana six. mouths. 6 per
Closing 'prioes:
American Beet Sugar , ..
6814 cent; sterling 0 day bills, 4.72 Vi per
American Can ,..
cent; eommercia. ,60 day bills on
American Smelting & Refining.
banks, 4.72 per cent; commercial 60
American Tel. .&. Tel.
day bills, 4.71
per cent; demand.
. IS i
American Zinc
4.76
per cent; . cables,
.iii
per
..
,
69
Anuconda Copper
centj
84
.
99
..
Rar
14c.
Atchison
silver.
,
, . . .. 64
Baltimore & Ohio
Mexican dollars, 77c.
.. 24
Butte & Superior
Government bonds, firm.
.. 20
Railroad bonds, easy.
California Petroleum
Time loans Fisier. Sixty days.
..147
Canadian Pacific
.. 71 614 5 per cent; 90 days.
Central Leather
5 14 8 5
.. 6t per cent; six months, 5
6 per cent
Chesapeake & Ohio
Call money Steady.
Chicago, Ml. & St. Paul.... .. 43
High, 4 pfr
Chino Copper
cent; low, 314 per cent; ruling rate,
..'39
4
4
3
..
&
Colorado Fuel
per cent;
bid,
Iron.,
per cent;
.. 68 offered at 4 closing
Crucible Steel
per cent; last loan, 4 per
.. 1 V4 cent.
,
Cuba Cane. Sugar
.

frame,

rel-tlve-

.

.

i

.

,

Seal Estate, Insurance, Loam
111 South Fourth Itreet

OUT

'

.

v

;

,

..... .......

..... ............

..........

.

,

..1514

t'tfs.... ... . 32
80
: .. 63
inspiration Copper
Int.. Meiv Macine Pfd. Ctfs.. ..102V4
.. 32
Kennecott Copper
Great Northern Ore
Great Northern pfd

Nashville
Louisville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific. ,
Montana Power
Now York Central

...

LIVESTOCK SrARKETS.

IJvestocJi Markets.
Chicago. June 27 Cattle Receints
10.000.
Market steady
to strong,
..U4V4 most
kinds;
Jin
. .100VS calves strength
opened steady with yesterday's
. .
2814 best time.
V4

'.

.

..
, .

14

Hogs--Recei-

61

24.000.

.

MorniiiR

black lea her pur.se on Third
n
between
and iluzeldlne.
Went Hazeldiue.
LOST
BptwpenKiHtlCulHlMcr'a and the
letters. Please
Kiit National bank two
return to l
West Cuid. I
LOrtT

A

street,
to

I

31

WANTEIV
vv

Fosltion.

A. i bU- - iiy eottipetulll Antei'iculi wiinii
wurk by ttic day or cliamher work, M.

vA

N'l'KLi

c'liiiipcU'iii
lady btetloffrapliur
lu or out ul town. L. C. L.

drlri5 puiUtlon
Journal.
a .VI tli Man

and wile wllti.jul tlilluirn
cow ranch. Write V. F.

wurk on
wih8
Hcl.
N. M.

''nn.

nC

ANTKO

f

1'onltiuii

t'l. t.r' Raraffe work.
MX Joninal.

BUY oil leases near
drilling wells or on favor
structures
able geological
or anywhere there are oil indications. Can finance drilling proposition. Want to get in touch with
men who will do ' leasing on' commission.
Uot 38. East Lus Vcgns, N. SI.

a

boiler mak'T lii'lj-Ultioulh Wllllmna,

h"il". ,Ih rncH.iti's Kailltarlum.
I'lJlt SAI.K Uarhor ulior. and pool luunl
e.'inblned, baths. 18:5 Wct Central avo
Hi Town,
.OH 6tLK Owlnn lu 111 lifallh 1 will nll
'
my
wagon at "H" thoalcr. Hie
Parker. Kims Hotel, friim 14 to H a m.
FOR HUNT One or i.i oc.l uoubia atore
bulldlniri and best located fur ueneral
rherchandlae In the city. Hee J. D. Eakln at
Waahlnsion Apartmenta 10ui Weat Central.
Phono J02J.
Ol'tt limiiK-Huaft atartcd two yftala altu
with a cah canllal of
..j0(l. (Jur assela
now ahow 113.
our llablltiiea. We
have earned net In two .wars $14,060 or 400
per cent on our ..orlirlnal capital of
Our bualnesii haa' grown to that entent.$3,r..
that
It Is nnressary that wo Increase our work-lu- g
capital to 120.0110 and we want a sood
live
man to put IIO.ouo chi.Ii Into
ulne
the bpalnesa and lake one-haInterest, anil
take nn active iiart In the mailaKYinent "f
Hie buslneaa at a good salary.
The. oppor
tunity of a llf,, Mine ft,r tlio right iftud of
a man". T'lrist cIbhs references an to hoiMMity
and nlilllty will lot reijulred. and
will
furnlali the very best of banking refirrencs
to the party we are willing to take In with
All communications'
.uk.
will he treated
strictly confidential. A'Wrene P. O. "Box :tU2,

t

HELP WANTED.
Male.
flU'l E Uu Angeles V. M.
Train for service.

C.

A. a ulo ttchou..

Matthew
TANTKI
Man fur milk route.
Dairy Company. I'limie '.'.
a tarm tiand. Ap.
WANTED A milker; a
ply Beiemek'a Dairy, 190J North fourth.
WANTED A"lHniaker that understands
o'Nrlll. Hallup. N. M.
machinery. John
WANTKD-- M
act up farm m. .lOnery.
io.
Apply at J. Ivonier and u., S.'o Noun
WANTED Woman cook, S0; carpenters and
laborers. Employment Agency, 110 Bourn
.
Third. Phije 64.
WANTED Young mall to do office ami janitor worm. Apply National Life insurance
Company of the Southwest.
WTWTte lExpcrleiTc(ir" cierk to wait on
0118101111'
and uo clerical work. Apply to
Hahn Coal Cninpany In person or by letter.
WANTED Good clerk to work ill general
store, who can speak Spanish. Send ref
erence. (. W. llond & Uro., Mercantile t o.,
nucino. V M.
iVANTKD
Kxperienced bookkeeper. In
give referencea. experience, age, mar
ried or single, andan-larexpected. Gruhnau,
Gruhnau. I.os uerrtHns. N. M,
tlryant
JTemare.
Wantkd Competent atlawoinaa, 'i'bb
Economist.
AKTKD Girl fur general hoitaework. Apply .1403 Kant Sliver.
Girl
vv'ANTKD
for general i housework.
:ni
Hi.iuii Kit tii.
no launGirl for housework;
vv'A.T.JI
dry; good wagee. Phone 1315.
IvA.VTKD
A girl for general
liousewo''k.
HoKentek'a
Dulry. Phone HMVV'ANTKD -- A maid for seneritl lj"UScWQi'k.
I'hono till, GOO North Fourth.
WANTJT.K-Dressmaker.
to Mrs. C. V.
Appl
Kills.: .100 Forrester. I'lione Llim-.WANTKD A eapauie.. woman for general
housework Inquire 500 North ICIeveulh.
WAlSTKD
for KuiMa.F''. ttml lO f"
mountains laU?r. Apply 1M..North Twelfth.
Ttcat references only.
VANT15D
ConilM'teut holisekeejier and cap-I- t
lite of taking full charge of house and
'.'it llasy Central. .'
ilnln cook.
WANTKI- i- tty two Keutieinen-'"nv- ii
healthseekera, a uomnotelit American cook
and liouaokeep.T. Apply at HID South Walter.
WANTED Kxperlenced clerk ln wall on
cttstomera and do.cierloal work. Apply to
"aim Caal Vnipany in person or by letter.
WOMAN
For general house ork; no cook.

trade on. good to best light and butcher, hogs steady to 5c higher:
others
.. 87 slow,
, .
.
Northern Pacific
mixed and. heavy Albu'Uierriue, New .Mexico.
:
.. 4.V4 pscking common,
Pennsylvania
grades tending, lower. Bulk
, . 24
Jtay Consolidated Copper
sales,
liutchers,
$16.35fi16.9.0;
FOR SALE,
ftanchea.
.. 93 of
.. . .
, Reading
$16.55rrt,lfi.5:
light..
$tfi.70(fi 17.00:
&
sell, a tial'Kaill, "small
Steel...
..92
Republic Iron
$15.75
$15.35 F'OIt SAIiK MtlMt
packing,
10.50;
rough.
nlfalfn.' Irnulre
.. 83
ill In acbeat-anSouthern Pacific
ir.."n; pigs, good and choice, 16.25 17ranch.
or 67.1
Wesf Copper". Thlme li!S-.. Z4
Southern Hallway
016.75.
..154
Texas Company
Sheep Receipts 17,000. Best pring
CHIROPODIST.
..121
Union' pacific
lambs, steady: others slow to. lower;
, .125
U. S. Industrial Alcohol,.
Idaho lumbs,' $18.75; best na- S7fKbtVliSrTie
prime
..108
United States Steel ......
moved wlthoul pain. No soreness after retives. tis.60; some plain range weth
.. 7914 ers
. ::
movingpunloTie Irented. liiKiowiug nalta
Utah Copper
hid 50c lower.
etirad. Tour feet examined free. Satisfaction
Call and see nie. C. K Chase,
guaranteed
TRADE.
OF
BOARD
riUCVafrO
. Kansas
.
City I.lv'sUx k.
West Central. J'hom
Overfand Hoe'., 309
Kansas :ity, June 21. Cattle Re- 6114.
27. Severe
hot ceipts 3,000. including 800 southerns.
Chicago, June
weather southwest and a dangerous Market' strong. Prime fed steers,
PERSONAL.
in.
lac(. of moisture there brought about $17.25fil8.00;
dressed beef' steers,
TELEGRAPHY, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
advances today In the corn maraet, $13.5017.O0; western steers, $10.50
Board, room and tuition may be earned.
Prices; closed nervous, 14 c to "4 c net H18.nO; ?ows, $0,7513-.B0- ;
heifers,
Maokay Business College!, Los Angeles and
hisher. with Julv $1.4614 to $1.46
and
feeders
14.00;
storkers
$j.00iSi
Freano,'
FOR SALE
Estate.
kn.1. AuBUsf tl.49 to $1.4914.' Oats $7.50 ffi 13.60:
7.00 (f 1 1 .60;
bulls...
c to
In provisions the calves. $8.00S14.60.
. ' '
gained.
S A Lis Lot on North High 16
FOR
feet
DvJeiiirigs
outcome ranged from 10c decline to
from Central Ave. east front. Phone IRIt-- J
Market
10,000.
Hogs Receipts
a rise of lSc. '
hiprher.
Bulk,
heavy
$16.4016.65;
FOR
HA1.K
eilx
acrea
of
land
cultlva.ted
Kortn.
r
Anxletv prevailed over the small $16.55fff.l-.70;light,
16.30lfi.55; and
bt.uae,- 3 mliea north of town.
ness of stocks of corn available in pigs, $16.00
Furnished""
.
'OH KfclNT
16.75.
Cash price jSolDO. On terma f 850.09. Phono
modern
.
.
'
Chicaeo for . delivery on June con
, ,
Market
eottagej mi sick. Inquire Lt North Hceoad.
2,000.
Sheep Receipts
tracts, especially as a reduction of the- steady. Lambs, $15.00 18.00; year
room
furnlsheds house
foil RENT su
movement from rural sources appear- lings. $13.0016.60;
after July 1, Modern, plenty large ahade
FOR SALE
wethers, $12.00
ouses.
i nrnbahla a wincr to the greater ne
tree. 411 West Marble.
V
a.sseW-y..arnshMB14.50; ewes, $10.0013,50.
b'OK tfAL,Ui
la Dnivorlty
My
cessity of 'cars for newly harvested
Soutlu
HelftWii.
fltifri-- r pdTcrituaK, ta
however, - sentiment
wheat; "i.lteiV"
S69 or
Denver
Terms
If
IJvestock.
Phon
tiftcetwary.
,
One
FOR
furnished
became more.-- or less nsettled as a
RKNT
four.room house1
Denver, June' 27. battle Receipts FOR
modern
i
ungalow,
403 South Seventh. Apply at 214 West
result or goeo rains .in
Beef
2,000: - Market"- - 10c
will consider car in trade: monthly Day- - Oold. .Alao
higher.
busiof
.unfurnished
house at
export
Unconfirmed talk
steers, tl2.D0$cl 1S.00; cows and heif menu If deilred. Phone 2244 or address H. 411 Bouth Seventh.
ness gave' an upward slant to the oats ers,.
$8. oo 13. oo; stockers and feed- - carp Journal;
'
market.
Highlands.
calves,
tu.oogp
.
Strength of hogs and grain made 15.00. (j.oofoill.oo;
FOR RENT
snodero
Desirable
provisions, average .higher.
21.00.Market
Receipts
Hogs
iVANTBD
Rooms forhght '"lousekcepingr
furnished cottage. Phono J139-Closing prlcei:
$16.00
children.-Phonbulk,
No
$16.40;
steady.
Top,
elck or
255.
FOR RKNT Brick bungalow Ul Eaal Cen
a CornrrJuIyt'
14614; Aug.. $1.49.
i
16.25.
t Market
tral. Cull at IMia or 1307 Kaat Central.
Aug.. 68c.
t' OaHHJuly.
' 300.
Receipts
Sheep
' FOR RENT Furnished two.room cottage
Pork July, $43,35; Sept., $43.65.
steadv. Lambs, $16.0017.50; ewes, CAVALRY TROOPERS
with
sleeping porch. 1023 Bouth, Walter,
$25.65.
July, $2&.40; Sept.,
12.60.
$11V75
RENT
house two glaased
Rilis July, $2X35;. Sept... $23.90.
"..GET. ARIZONA REWARD FOR,
.
la pvrchea. Water paid, 114, Phone
ITold
Binoculars.
Up
FOR RBNT
furnished
. KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
cottage.
27.
Camp Kearny. San lego, June
lev MOKNINO JOUeAL OPOC1AL liaud wish
Inquire 17 South Broadway, Phone
No more field glasses will be Issued
N, M., .June 27. A cav
.'OR RENT New. threerroom cottage furnKansas City, June 27. 'Butter and troops now In the United, States des alryHachlta,
ished. Sleeping porches. 1400. South High
stalipned here is enjoying
,
,
tined for service 'abroad until ..their all oftroop
poultry, unchanged.
the luxuries obtainable. The street City Realty Co., Phone 776.
Eggs Firsts, 34c; seconds, 26c..,.. arrival at, an overseas port, it is an troop was the one that
O
R, RKNT
Fa r n ish e d ToTTa gi
F
moder nT
crossed the
nounced net's. in a ,,transcript of a war border of Mexico and
glassed porches; University car lines,
...........
Tom
.i
captured
JTEW YORK COTTON.
t
.
,
1534
Phone
East
Central.
IRI, mornings.
j
and John Powers and Tom. Sisson,
uuyai iiii.oiifr uiua.
modern bungalow.
who were fugitives from justice and I'OR RENT
New Yerk, June 27.- -r Cotton futures RHEUMATIC AJJO KIDNEY ILLS. who
furnlahetl; two porches; deslr- Completely
were
murlater
the
convicted
of
Oct
2.
Call
114
closed steady.
July.
Bouth Cedar.
Are
troubled with rheumatism.
of Sheriff McBride and two of his qhle neighborhood.
Jan $24.36; Kidney you
r bladder effeetlons? Any, such der
$25.14; Dec... $24.67
FOR RENT Modern
coinplete- in
Graham
Arizona.
deputies
county,
March. $24.29. ,
ly furnished house with sleeping porches;
symptoms as swollen muscles or joints, Rewards totalling $3,000
1128
Ideal
location.
East
Central. H. A.
backache, headache, dizziness, nerv- for their capHure and the man hunt Thorn. Phtine 68t
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
ousness, played-ou- t
feeling, urinary Ir- the Chlrlcahua mountains was a sen'
General.
.
regularity, puffiness under the eyeat sational oie.'..,- f.
Chicago. June - 27. Butter eMarket You need Foley Kidney Pills. Mrs.
The cavalry troop tooh up lie trail FOR RBNT Eight room- modern house,
R. F. D. 2, Morrill, near' the i border and
uncharged.
Wood,
Frank
P.
the heat, gas ami garage. Phone (111.
.
unchanged. Receipts Maine, writes: "I faund relief as soon three outlaws across the followed
border,. The .'iR
rn
furnished
,.
a I began taking, Foley Kidney Pill.
18,766 cases.
were
"
deback
and
fugitives
brought
'
houee. sleeping porch,, garage anl good
Old My husband also received much- - benee
Potat6e-Markunsettled.
..
to.. the civil officials.' .The re- location. Phone 1174...
livered
,
receipts- go cars;', .Wisconsin.. Michigan
fit from them. "" He wu so lame he ward was
paid to tho troop
utt
house, furnished or
sacks, $1.75 1. 85. could not stoop over; now te feels no mess fund recently
ejn4 Minnesota
from
the Arizona state unfurnished, elose In. Newty papered-anam bulk, $1,601.65, ' New receipts pain." ' Sold SYcryvbero.
treMUry.
tMA painted. City fUtitr Co, Phong 7T,
.
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H34--
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RENT-Mode-
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RKNT"-t-rno-

1
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four-roo-

STAR FURNITURE CO.

coT

THIRD AND GOLD.

TMIE

CAOFOKNflA

Ueautlful corner 100 by 1 C! 'feet. In I'acl-fan Dieco. worth about II, "oil,
Reach,
will tra.ln for properly here, would asume
some difference.
,
R.
W.

roiuns and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from Went Central. Close
In. Some cunIi and $18 per mouth,
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

Room.

-- looon.
l''01t RENT
211
North Second. Albuquatque Hotel.
OI HUNT .Three rooms
with Mceuiuu
porch, I10.no. .l;tllO North Second.
FOR ItENT-Mon- em
rurnlsnea rooms; 53
Icki running water. m
West Central.
FOR RENT Rooms m o. week, oatnT
sumiiier. rutoa; nu aick; oyer Golden Itulo
Store.
FOR RBNT KurnlMned rooms
bust Keep,
lng and
lugle rooms, lai lNorth
Third.
.lu ttt! A N Ub3 ilOTKI-Roo- ms
and apart-tueniem West Central. Mra. Richard
West, F'roprltrehs.
IMt'KRIAl, ROOMS
Nrcv
clean rooms;
rates by day or week; over Woolworth't,
West Central.
Kelt ItliNT Nice clean sleeping room and
light housekeeping ifpartnicniH. Tho American Hiitel. r.03
West Central,
Fui'ii I HlieciT
FOR RltfNT Two "nice
winii
light housekeeping or bedroom; board near
home
by; good
cooking; reasonable. No sick.
no children, ao.i West Fruit. Phone 1IH4-uTni.ed outside
room.
i FOR 'RBNTNioTiTf
. .h.
,. .....
,i
for light housekeeping. Elms Hottl, ooraer
First and Tljera.

..

Bouttt.

THE LATFST OIL EXCITEMENT
HOLBROOK, ARIZ.
I will locate parties on
or 14 or
whole sections of oil land within the
peet.ir approved of by i.exerul eminent
Alao Ingeoli.RlHta at $1.50 per acre.

dividual looatl-mof
same figures. Address,
llollirook, Arlt,

FOR SALE.

Hlgtliarina.

FUR RICNT Fumlslied room wilh Bleep
lug porch, gentleman pretoreiL lot Mouth

waiter.

FOR JtENT Rooma furnished for hon
Keeping, large sleeping porch. 110 South
walnut.
FOR RKNT II'miiiis With sleeping porch
with or without board, phone 671 1123
East Central.

General.

FOR

furnished
modern
Nicely
light MomeKeeping. phone 1773.

SAUljvestock.

FultKAJ.K Jersey milch cow 'Phone iii.
I'OU SALB Freeh, Jersey Jieifer. Pho.no
.
zfvr;i

Sa15b A few gaud Poland
China
owe, bred or onen.
One
rood work
Irorse. reasonable. Phone. J411.F3.
'OK SA LK Extra- fine, young pedigreed
nrcetung sloaK flemish G ant. New Zen
Innd, and Rufua Red Belgian hares. WilUnfn
vicsirecn. nr., an Norm Eleventh Street,
Alhuqiierouef, N. M
THE Rf6 ORA.VDK DUIIKC HOG COM
PANT Of Albuquerque. N. M., LAROIC8T
breeders of pure bred hogs In the atnte.
FOR

BARGAIN PRICES FOR JUNK
20.00

One 7.'.6 lb. Durnc Boar ,
l One
400 lb
One 150 lb
One 1!S lb, ,
One 100 lb
PUftB BRED WEANBD PIGS

1

at'....

.''.

00
S5.00
so.00

ll.tO

'I 00
Native scrub Mexicen pigs
City office 121S South Third. Phone 128.
Ranch 5 miles south. Phone 340a-FBank
reference. FIRST NATIONAL.

PASTURAGE.
RKNT
Paaiura
limit. $1.54 per
Phono JI78-W- .

FOR

wun water In eity
month ' la advanoe.

SEVENTY acrea of pasture, M Vr hea
month.
Dolde'a Banab. 4 miles eoutl
town. Phone 142S.

TO TRADE.
WANTED To 'trade, 320 acres In Guinea
county. Texas; for land In or around Al
buquerque. Address Boa' 601, Atbuquarque.
..
M.

FOR SALE

Furniture.

FOR SALB Cheav. oak table, chairs, kitch
en cabinet, sewing machine. Leaving town.
Phone 1330-.M
FOR SALE New find second-han- d
furniture
sold
arid exchanged,
bought,
Herryhill
Furniture Co,, 124 North Second. Phone 405.
FOR BALE Dining table, buffet, bureau.
large oval mirror, kitchen stove and other
articles.
fasntlnA tenk and about 40
i
W. L. ehlckenq.
Houtl Edith.
SALE
Roll
FOR
top desk, combination
book eaee and desk, library tahle. dresaer.
Iron, bed and springe and mattresses. Jewel
Kus range and amnll refrigerator anil kitchen cabinet, Sl goutu Arno, .. . ;,
t
.i'H

PROFESSIONAL

v'

"

CARDS.

ATTOKNKTB

IOUN W. WILSON
.

Room

II,

attorney

.

and Is.
Cromwell Jn11ln
Phone 1171

17

RODKT

KOOKY

I.

B. KRAFT

nn

.

DKNTTSTS
OR.

Aooma

Dental Rnrceoa
Paoaa IM
Barnett Building
Appolntmente Made by Hall

i

T'l

7.

B7T."cbi'p

acres at the
L. KKNCHKIt

MUcellaneous.

t

'

Dentist
Mellnl Bulldtnc

Boon.
rilVSICIANS

AND aiTKORUNf

rK. MAROARFT O. CARTWRK1HT
rrnrtlce Limited to Won en's aa

Ohll-dre-

Dlseaaea
Central Phone (71. Albuimerajse. N la?
I1AKF8
UK. TIM.
rrectlre limited to Fve, ar, Noae sse
THROAT
Office Hours: 10 to 1(; I to I
State National Bank Building
DR. SARAH COR RR
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooma 1 and I, Wright BIJg.
Fourth and Oold.
Routs I p. m. to B p. m.
1
Residence Phone J07S.
Office Phono
II 13 m.

I.'lllt SAI.U A Jewel gas range at iOt! West
T! i ras, cheap.
FOR BALK Morse, buggy and harness.
t Mi. ulh 11.11.
cneap.
FOR SAI,
Second lianO; fuiiuluie;
Livingston. HIH South Second.
;
FOR SALl-.eiinia aiu v. ta.lt rlieriy plant.,
30 cents a dozen. Phone I107.F3.
W'A NTBD
curlaloa
.Lace
washed and
stretched, .tr,c per pair. Phone ti'MI.
i''iilt HALL: lee imx; .".0 pounda ca"paoify"
Price, u.00. It VV. Fee, ;ls West Lead FOR SALE
Poultry and
avenue.
l ill K.VI.K
e
l
10 thoroughbred
inn
rooslcr,
First-class"
UP'Tg ill
Foil SAL IS till RKNT
II. I. red laying pull,. la. I'hono
x7.
Piano. Ad'tresa T. C. lloolev. 1. O. Uox
A
FOR KALE
One fin' turkey gobbler and
't.'ll. llitl(llertlie. N. M
six
Huff
714
hem.
Souili
Orpington
j
laying
oAl.l-Doeivns, o.eai binder for lliO; Arao..nil
Is practically
uew. Frank A. Huhbei Oo
C.
FOR SALK-- H
R I. rteds. Heat In stale.
'lomo
Stock, eggs, and chicks. C. I. Hay, i.M
FOR SAL15 GlasHcd In aieeplliK porch sUo
High.
RxtO can he moved very easy. Phone -- Ola,
FOR SALK
Aildresr 210 West New York.
Entire flock Navajo.,
rose
comhed R. I Red. Mra. L. K. Thomas,
ROOF t" A INT
717 Faat Haxeldlno.
ear
our
under
will
Roofs
per
gallpn.
,o
Improve from year to year. We oan put on UAiir Cilli'KS
Barred
Thoroughbred
2
RedH, 13
cents. Mrs. Kate
a. new roof that will last as lone a the ''O.I.Itoeks.
a. IfilR Lincoln street. Topeka. Knn.
building. ; The Maniano Co. Phone l&li-.10 South Walnut.
For BALE "Layer end Payer" White Leg
horn baby chicks, $18 for 100; 19.(1) for (0,
ERIE carbon root paint and root oement
M for 35. Yotfe Poultry Ranch, P. O. bog
Use
lasts
five
leaks:
Devoa
years.
slope
107,
city; Phone 1777.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lacold water kalaomloe, and be satisfied.
Thoe. F. Keleher, 401 W. Central. Phone 410.
FOR REN1

Eg.

Foil RENT

ments and

House.
FOR RKNT

Apartments.

Two

and
sleeping

apart?

three-roo-

rooms.

Highland

furnished lioimckeeplns apart-ment- s.
North
Albuquerque Hotel. 314

Second.

Oil KENT Furnished housekeeping
and
'iigle , rooma. new modern building; nn
si.-North Seventh.
FUR KENT
Three or
U'AN'IFD T" buy u good Vlctr,
furnished
apartments, modern; the 200 hhu-Addresa Vlctrola, f"x (14,. Aniiiiii"rttic.
B'.ulh
Slxlll.
hotel
office.
Savoy
Inquire
siTm
WANTi';il--TiII
ie
'ciilliireii, evecnreof
FOR RKNT-- At
Mrs. llrook-lintho Washington, lllo'j W e- -t
nlnga after 7 o'clock phono
Central. All readv for tennaut. flue small
Oun partVVANTKD--lllglieil
M apartment, completely furnlelied.
..Id
for
prli
paid
'
and pliitlnum. tools of fill kinds and ly furnished. J. D.iEakln. pr..pi ie.,r.
.
lUHl-JnT
Ctaus-S.
slightly used clothes. Phono
THE WASHINGTON,
Weat-Cea ii.
tral. The finest modern family apart-mer- it
ne.'llllltUr
awet-FOR
house In he elate. For well people
assorted colors only.
long steinnied, fragrant,
Phone 202.
furnished
7Ftc per hundred. "Order
In advance, Rio or partly furnished J.Apartmenta
I J. Eakln. Prop.
Phone J40S-FJ- .
Grande Indus! rial
iriclHEHTT?AsrtPltlCri PA if) FOR JUN K
FOR SALE Automobiles.
BY Til VI SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
Sm7Tn'""Fma""-Tru-.
f14 WEST I. HAD. PHONS tit. WB ALBO
"It K ,f,
k
,
BIT OLD AUTOS.
takes It. Address Box 7, cure
HAV63 your mattress
renovated. Special f.'Urnal.
.'summer rel.ee, Juno only, ttt up. Aihil-1- 0 FOR BALK lam SMoleoakor,
spare lire and extras, run
It South Pec. nd. 1300
querque Mattreea Co,,
miles. Il.ooo no .cash. term, to re.
Plrone 47 1..
partlea. Vholie (is.1 for Martin or
and repairing. All worn .ponslble
PIANOTHNINO
first-clas- s.
J. H. all r,0 1. West Ceiitrtl.,
guaranteed
strictly
Edwards, wit!) Albuquerque Mnsla Co., Ill
West Central, Phone 7.
FOR REN1
Miscellaneous.
WANTED-Beaond-'imen a and ooyeV'
Hh.T Garage. Inquire Dun West G..I.I.
clothes, ahoea and underwear. Alio trunks
HOUSES i'urRiga'to Jemepprmge, eaea'p
and suit cases, Call III. Chicago Second
rates. 8. Oarcto, 1803 N.irth Arno.
hand store, 117. South First
'it N T-- C.e
n t iedrl vTnT"nreend-- b ug-e- v
WANTF.D-is7.0- no
bags. Pay from 2c to to FOR IIBeo
foe a horn-.- .
Phone r.04-.- t
each.- 600 tons acrep-lronPar from
to 3'4o per th. Patriotic duty, Ht. Louis
Junk Co., 40S Sonth Fltsi street. Phone 171.
MONEY TO LOAN.
vv A.s'i'KD
Caretul kodak finishing by masMONEYToTSANCm'Te
ter photographers.
Twice dally service.
sot w..t ontd n R.eitr rv. pa on. tn
Send
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
. TYPEWRITERS
Henna a Hanna.- master phntaeraphera.
IIS All maaee. ovelliaule d and
Ttl'IC
WRITE
For Rent
With Board. repaired. Itlbbona
for every machine, ATypwrtter Exchange. Phote 14
full RENT Room, with aleapvig. porch alio lbuquerque
131 SnulH Wonrtsi
board. 4J0 East central.
1 Kill
ardltnd sleeping poroh wub
class
room at Jitrtio..! rates. I3t. 431 South Arno.
"MffiltsiSoffii
.
. Plume 151-DAILY AUTOMOBILE STAGS.
R RKNT- - Very dealraoTe ro,m. aleepTing
porchj hot and cold water, 1st class table
Pas.enger Service
board. Case de Oro 813 Weat Oold.
Leave HI Ivor City 1:30 p. m.
FORWENT
Mogollon 1:00 p. m.
8 feepi nvifc hand" "f u rnTihed
room: tahle board. Mra Abbett. 101 North Cars meet all trains. Largest ami best
Walnut. Phone ISO.
equipped auto livery In the .uthwest.
BENNETT AUTO CO.
ROOMS with or without board. Large airy
Silver City.
New Mexlo.
rooms, good hoard. Hot and cold water.
04 South Third. Phone 109.
"EL JARD1N ESCONDIDO" For colivaloa- TIME CARDS.
4nis. Bometlnng a little better. Coolest
oloee In city. Pleasant surroundings. Rates
reasonable. ISO I Went Central. Phone lllJr
8HADTNOOK ranchoffera excellent'roora
and board. Just the olsoe to get atrnng.
For rates phone t4f0F-4- : free transportation
Accommodation now available. Mra. H. B.
Thomaa
KAIL.
ATCUISO.V, TOPRRA
SANTA
MRS. W. H. RF.RD. of the Lockhart Ranch
wAt cry.
boa moved to 107 South Arno street, when
sl.e 1a prepared to take health seek ere
Weatbemnat.
Phone t3l.'
No.
Clasa
Arrives
Depart
1. The Scoot
7.10 pm. 1:30 pin.
FOR RENT Of Hce Rooms. 3. California Limited ..11:45 am.
13:45 pm.
7.
Fast .......,10:4ft am. 11:15 am.
FOR KKNT Offices In euile or single. Call . Fargo
The Navajo
1:30 am. 1:30 am
bpataira over Wooiworth'a etore
Snnlhbeund.
FOR RENT Downstairs office room, fine
01. Kl Paao Expreae ....
10:15 pm.
location, next - to vPostoffice. Ill Bouth 107, El Poso Express .,,
, 11:45 am.
Fourth.
..
.. .. .,. Baatbaeiod. "
,
office 19. The Soout
FOR RENT I 'front connecting
7:1 am. 1:05 am.
rooms over Ooldes Hula Store. Zonulra
1 The Navajo . . ... ... 4 00 pm. " 5:40 pm.
r
,r
Rai.sS Id.
4. California Limited, ,.
pm., T:0 pm.
. Santa
F Bight.... : pm. 10:30 pm.
DRESSMAKING.
)
t Frnea Smith.. '"
i,
til. Kansas City and Chicago,; f:M am,
$. Ksaau Clgf x
Caltiace, T:li pax,

WANTED

FOR RBNT Furnished" rooma
u akiuth
Walter. Phone aU
. lilt RK;fT Light lioU"ekoe'lngol'iXTiVo
South Arno.
FOR RENT targe room with slepln
porco; iqeaj ror two. ei6 mast Centre!
RKNT
Room wiilr sleeping porch and
roil
hoard for woman. 112 North Walter l'hone

118 W. Gold Ave.

Attonwyi al law
Suite I, Lew Library Building

FOR RENT Furnished room 414, West Silver; no elck, no children.
FOR RENT Nicely luiinsned loom. f.o aick.
First class board. 70 West Silver.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front bed
room; close ID. Phono 1436-(08 Boulh
Fifth.
Pint HUM'-Th- ree
furnished rooma 1J- -'
West Lead. Inquire at residence or nt the
Krwood Hakery.
FOR RBNT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Coal stove and gas. 7 a
toiith Second.
FOR BALM
FUR RENT Two beds,
p..rolr,
sleeping
0NI3
Centrifugal pump and
dressing room ami other rooms 414 West
motor.
With pressure control. ApHold. Phono 1932-.
D. Weinman, care Economist.
ply
Fill; RENT Nicely furnished room, Willi
larce sleeping porch; first class board
next jlo..r. 60S West Gold.

kbni
rooma ror

Phono 409.

Merl.tfillAN

(iolil. I'hoiie M7.
Plre and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public
910

SPECIAL

ness these days.
Come In and see us..

'

plication.

Three-roo-

three-roo-

mi

fiviwirmi biingalw.-s- , iii thf
lowlands. Price and terms upon ap-

'

Ird

Selling Coal Oil Stoves and Refrigerators, and buying Second
Hand Furniture is our main busi-

kn

,

1

0

too::

-.- 1

.

One of the best built, II JLI
test located, most convenient and

"FOR, SALE

NorUv,

ILL

LOST.

,

57.-Le-

u

"iwji

FOR RENT

.

i

n'l

.

i

.

V

YOU

WANT TO

CLASSHHEP COL013M S

modern, 2
sleeping porches, completely fur
Why no' buy .a sftiall ranch,., move
for 2 families,
nished, suitable
to it and cud your living expenses
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd on
to a minimum during those war times.
ward
We have a tract of 7 acres, with a
$2,600.
frame, bath etc.,
house, adobe lin.ru., fine
Bleeping porch, line shnde trees, ce good
trees Just comment block garage, good barn; cam youngintoorchard of 250Land
is on main
bearing.
ing
pletejy furnished; 4th. ward.
ditch and is all under cultivation, only
$2,300.
bungalow, 2
shlnglo
miles from town. Owner must
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood leave inside of a week and will throw
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch, in household furniture, farm Implegarage; 4th, ward.
garden tools, horse, buggy and
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow in ments,
harness, everything goes. For price
University Heights, modern, " fire- and terms, see
.
place, t ....
$2,600
adobe, pebble dashed,
modern.'lot 75x142, cement walks,
$1,700- briok, city water, in- aide toilet,, electric lights, new REAL ESTATE,' FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
floors, newly papered and painted;
near ahops; easy terms.
Phone 166.
.216 West Gold.

'

'

'n
u&iuwuuj

fois? satlip.
12,000.

B85 REGISTRANTS

Speculative Stocks Are Mostly
in Demand; U. S, Steel Reacts and Closed With a
Fraction Loss.

i

--

McMANUS

f

OVER',

J011ML

MORNING

VERY IRREGULAR

OS

GEORGE

-

HiuiiHiiii

I I

'

OH! HELLO
YOU DON'T

I

'

PTHlininn Piinnrn Imniinni

'

r

BY

mamJmm

1

Erie

:

TAKE TOO
FOR A

MAi,IE!

SEVEN

International Newi Bervtoe,
, Oopiright,

FlNO
IN

YOO

1918.

Miscellaneous.

'k.

Roras

Sakr

f

'

..

.(

f

V

EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
518 WEST CENTRAL

HIM

ROBBED

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLITELV GUARANTEED.

BT

A LB I'QC ERQC E, N. M.

315.

i

SHOUT

LOTTERIES

OE

at Tin;
STURGES HOTEL
v.ithi;ssi;s

Exici'lciiecd, None Other Need..
A'll.v.

...10c

can

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AND
BABY BONDS
-

WARD'S

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES'

STORE

II. WABD
815 Marlile Avenue.

nOMKR
Phones

T

JL4

TODAY AND TOMORROW

TYRONE

.

m

POWER
the Famous
From
Special

Super-Featur-

THE PLANTER

BUY

t
I

w. s. s.
TODAY

at-th- e

Matteocci, Palladino&Co,

groceries and meats
(iOl

V. Tljerii.s.

I'liones

0FFIcSsEtECTED

court yesterday afternoon on a charge
of placing hot ashes in a wooden receptacle. The ashes started a blaze
which in turn developed Into a fire
in the highlands Thursday afternoon.
Lynn H. Fox, secretary of the Y.
M. C. A., has gone to San Antonio,
Tex., to attend a national conference
of Y. M. C. A. workers.
Plans for
holding a Y. M. C. A. campaign for
funds in October will bo discussed

l!."i-4- 1

Strong Brothers i
Undertakers

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
75.
STRONG liliK., COFFER
AND SECOND.

I

conference.
The team composed of Miss Florence Weiller, Miss Belle Barton, Miss
and Miss Viola
Uillian Kempenich
Skinner won the record In the sale
of tickets for the Red Cross dance
Wednesday night. The team sold
worth of tickets in one hour.
George N'eacles, Camp Cody confectioner, was tried by the state food
administrator here yesterday on a
charge of making false and misleading
statements regarding his use of sugar.
He was ordered to suspend business
from midnight of June 28, to July a at
5 a. m.
. Mrs. B. Myer, for years a resident
of this city, left last night to remain
indefinitely with her daughter at
Kans. Her son here, Will I1'.
Myer, will leave Saturday night for
( amp Cody, having Joined the army
Mr. Myer was the city salesman for
the Charles Ilfeld company, a position
he resigned a short time ago.
Cha-nut-

LOCAL ITEMS

e,

ASTROLOGER GIVES
Pullman Cafo.
ENTERTAINMENT IN
Martin & Thorn.' Taxi. Phono 273.
Miss Cleda Bans hus returned from
BUSINESS COLLEGE
a month's stay In southern California.
A. ft. Me.Millen
will leave
this
Mrs. Allie H. Hazard Moore, noted
trip.
who is spending
woman,
morning for Santa Fe on a business some timeastrologist,
In Albuquerque, last night
It. P. Barnes returned
yesterday gave an informal lecture and entermorning from a trip to Silver City, tainment for students of the AlbuX. M.
Business colloge.
Bob Adams, the oil well driller of querque
From the birth dates of the stuMountuinair, Is in the city on busi- dents Mrs. Moore drew character
ness.
her accurate dcaring of
William KprinKrr is here from Calevents i and predictions for the
ifornia.
He will return to that state past
future won the hearty approval of
in a short time.
present. She aroused much
left last ninlit tor! everyone
lr. U O.
wonder at her ability to tell the- - stubusiness, dents past events
Magdalena on professional
in their lives.
lie will return toninht.
Mrs. Moore
the science of
Oddio Thomas, movie actress, wife astrology nnd explained
declared
that while
of Jack piekford, was in Albuquerque
phrenology and physiognomy somelast night en route east.
not
to
if
fail
times,
give the true
often,
James Mines of South Walter street, character
reading, that astrology nevenlisted in the engineering corps of er fails, being
a sort of "fixed science"
the army here yesterday.
He left for which does not
vary and Is not govEl Paso last night.
erned
"bumps on the head" and
Miss Josephine
I.eswuirth, who physicalby peculiarities.
spent her vacation of several weeks
Both Mrs. Moore and
husband,
with friends in TIJeruij canyon, has re- Virgil Moore, entertained her
the students
turned to the city.
with
comof
own
their
songs
unique
Work was started yesterday on the position. Mr. Moore sang
the state
Improvement of the Soldiers and Sail- song of Kansas, which he nnd
Mrs.
ors park at Thirteenth street and Moore
composed, and the state song
West Central avenue.
of Missouri.
,
L. P. Walker? Jr., was fined $10 in
police court yesterday morning for
operating a motor car with the mufDEATHS AND FUNERALS
fler open. He paid the fine.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wilde, who visited their son, an officer in the medPatrlwo Turreta.
Patrlsco Turreta, 75 years old, died
ical corps of the I'nited States army
at Nosales, have returned to the city. at his home in mh Padillns yesterday
The Mizpah sewing class of the afternoon. He Is survived by a wife,
Congregational Sunday school will two daughters and one son. Funeral
meet tonight at the home of Miss services will be held In Los Padillas
Fred Crollott will
Marie Pies. 811 North Fourth street. Sunday morning.
Albuquerque Camp No. 1, W. O. V, have charge of the services.
will meet at 8 o'clock tonight The
Sofca Armljo.
Uak Grove Woodman Circle will enSofea Armljo, infant daughter of
tertain the lodge after the huninom
'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Patrosino Armljo, died
meeting.
Francis M. McCloskey left yester- at the family residence in Atrisco
Funeral serv
day afternoon for Itochester, Minn., yesiernay atternoon.
where he will enter the Mayo hospital ices will be held In the residence
some
Internal
afternoon.
Fred
Crollott will
to be examined for
Sunday
be In charge.
trouble.
W. B. S.A special convocation
of the l!io
Grande chapter No. 4, It. A. M.. will
NOTICE
A
be held at 7:30 o'clock tonight.
lunch and smoker will follow the deTo all French people: Natives of
gree work.
France. and Canada of America you
will
leave are requested to attend a
Miss Lillian Williams
meeting at
Saturday for Jcmez Springs to spend 401 West Central avenue, Sunday,
the summer. Thence she will leave 7:30 p. m.. in regard to making arfor Chicago to resume her studies at rangements for the celebration on the
Northwestern university.
Fourth of July. Six nations will be
Harmony Lodge. I. O. O. F., will represented In the celebration.
meet in regular session tonight. All
A.CHAUVLV.
Odd Kellowjj and Rebekahs are reChairman of FrencTi Booth.
as
attend
to
the
quested
entertainment will be held.
NOTICE.
"
Frank Wilson, who wag arraigned
All bonds of the Third Liberty Loan
in police court on complaint of the
health department yesterday was dis- paid for in full at time of application
charged by Judge W. W. McClellan. are ready for delivery.
He had been charged with selling
STATE NATIONAL BANK.
tainted meat.
W . 8. H
was
in
fined $15
J). H. Loiuas
police
Livery and saddle horse. Trimble'
Red Bam.
Tourist lunches.

Ire

-,

semi-month-

SPRINGER
HAULS: ANYTHING

,

FORSALE
, DOZIER DELIVERY,
319 WEST GOLD
GENTR VVeGGS '

-1

!

1

Storm Country'
From the book of the
same name by Grace Miller White. Picturized by
Mary Murillo and Courtney Ryley Cooper. Directed by Charles Miller.

.

McMillen

.1

REEL LATEST PATHE WEEKLY
Children,

5c

..Adults, 15c: Children.

10c

...Adults,

.'
MATIX EKAdnii-frloirAdmission
EVENING
TIME OF THE SHOWS
.

1

4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00.

2:0,

:00,

10c;

'TH1EATE R
LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

"Ruggles of Red Gap"

EYES

FITJED
RIGHT

Mal-bel-

le

-2

t;

i

,

I

I

,

ntiiifriitinc

I

'
TaylorHolmej in Ruocllt"

Rid Gap'.

Ultra" Feature Special in This Picture, Outdoor Scenes
Taken in "The Grand Canyon of theyrlzoiia." Better Tlitm a
Trip, the Ciuncru Sees It All.
Six-pa- rt

WILL SELL FOR
CASH
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"THOSE ATHLETIC GIRLS"
TWO-PAIt-

aWrado eggs.
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Katzenjammer Kid Cartoons
All Day
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Matinee, 10c;
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Night, 15c

Man for Milk Route
Matthew Dairy Company
'
Phone 420.
.

.

Household Furniture'.

.

WANTED

.

v

.5 cents

. .
1

Let Us Send a Man

Bryant's Delivery

.

.

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
COf
ALBL'Q.CERQ I'E . LCMBER
423 N. First.
Phono 421.

'

-

,(

"THE RICHEST GIRL"

.

..$1.00

COMEDY

will surely please

ANN MURDOOK in

And Help Buy Socks
For Sammies
ARMORY
Saturday Night,
June

Admission

It

IDEAL THEATER

DANCE

-

T

to 6,' Admission 10c; 6 to 11, Adults 15c, Children 10c

1

WANTED

n,k.

PARAMOUNT

MACK SEXNETT
NOTE: This is a projfrcim
all who m'C It.

.

...

HAY FEVJ2R

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Offlije 55. Residence, SIS
'

.

Notice to Our Freight Customers
RcKlmiiiig July 1st, the minimum charge for delivery of
,
freight will, lie

Gallup' Lumpy
Cerrillos Lump

assenger
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SUITS CLEANED,
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$1 CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
$?3. ) tilVi FHOIR Ml'3
X' rhdne-- ' ttO.'45-5Cleaning Co. PREE ' CALL Aim DELIVERY
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'
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35c

SPRINGER TRANSFER CO., Inc.

--

Hawking, gkfnner, Champion. Ooav Contract plan. Columbia
Delivery. Phone
roy aod San Jose Market; 55c doten,
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The Secret of the 8
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NORMA TALMADGE

,

:
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Norma Talmadge

i

X

HOTEL HALL

,

Novel by Herman Whitaker
e
in Seven Reels

"BY THE SAD SEA WAVES'

Also a Comedy

IBMraiBMiwrwiwww

perway robbery or larceny from
son and each pleaded not guilty.
be
held
will
hearing
Their preliminary
But little local Interest was display- at 10 o'clock
this morning. The bonds
ed in the lottery at Washington were fixed at $250 each. The men
which determines for the time being were unable to find bonds and were
the military liability of. the men who committed to the city Jail to await
Two Heavy Team!-- .
reached their trial..
registered as having
4 Two
Light Team.
majority since June 5, 1917,
The robbery, according to Cramflll.
)
Twenty Well Broken, Gentle
The numbers as drawn yesterday occurred Tuesday. The man said hoj
Saddle Horses.
do not indicate, definitely, the order met the lads at the railway station
Must be sold at once.
in whicli the men are to be called. and that
enticed him to Barclas,
they
That will be determined from
the whore they introduced him to a girl.
questionnaires which the local board He said when they reached a lonely
B.
is mailing to the men for answers at spot on Pacific avenue, near Barelas
present. For the questionnaires the road, two of the men seized him and
men will be classified with regard to threw him down, holding him while
class.
the third rifled his pockets of the
The only significance
which the money. They did not take a watch
numbers bear is that they will de and other artichs he had.
termine, after a man Is classed, his
Baca was arrested by Patrolman
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
order of service. That , the man in Pablo Lujan Wednesday and yestereach class with the lowest number day morning Lujan arrested the other
-- W. S. !.- will be called first and so on.
two.
'.
Orders
taken
hit nervlce flags.
The first number drawn which af
one
the
of
According to the police,
fectcd a local man was the number lads confessed to the robbery, saying Women of American Army, 223 Weal
Gold
Avenuo.
10.
This was the number of Antonio that Sandoval took the money. SanJose Padilla and places htm first In doval Is said to have admitted this but
the local list.
declared the others .forced him to riThe names of men as drawn, with fle the man's pockets by threats of
JEW AND MODERN
order of killing him.
their number Indicating
f
SERVICE
service, are as follows:
Cranihill is en route to Texico, N. M.,
1.
Antonio Jose Padilla.
where ho is going to visit a brother
Attention
and
Rates
to th
Special
!!.
Sanchez.
Malquiadec
whom he has not seen for twenty
3. Tony Olesak.
Traveling Publio
years. He will complete the Journey
4.
Harland Whalcy.
provided the police recover his money
C. A. Jamison.
5.
for him.
6.
Guinn W. Newton.
7.
Arthur Aldcrete.
B S. HALL, Owner and Manager
8.
I.eo Anthony Culkln.
9.
Herman Kutzschor.
Magdalena, Wew Mexico
BY NEW DIRECTORS
'
10.
Frank Luccro.
Hotel's Free Auto Meets all Trains
11.
Samuel Montoya.
OF Y. W. C. A. HERE STEAM HEATED,
ELECTRIC
12. Carlos Griego.
LIGHTED, VACUUM
13. Leonard Tartaglia.
CLEANED
AntllV
14. Hugh William
The ne"wly elected board of direct15.
Andonisio Flores.
ors of the Young Women's Christiun
16.
Emit Kleinworth, Jr.
Assockitlon met Wednesday evening
17. Herbert Evans.
and elected the following officers:
IS. Arsenlo J. Annijo.
President, Mrs. William Henry Long;
19. Clarence Ilnmre.
Frisble;
vice president, Dr- Evelyn
20. Alfred Thelln, Jr.
secretary, Misil Hildegardo Erstad:
21. Nick Albany.
F.
H.
Lahelle.
Mrs.
treasurer,
22. Carlos Pin.
The following were appointed aa
2,1.
Romulo Salazar.
chairmen of the different committees
Tartoval.
24.
Abclescio
do
through which the association will
25. John Korhnyak. Jr.
most of its work: finance, Mrs. P. G.
2K.
Garcia.
Miss
Alajandro
Redington; membership,
DR. KING.
SPECIALIST
27. Adolpho Baca.
Williams;
headquarters, Mrs
28. Orville C. Havens,
Roy D. Strome: recreation, Mrs. The- Mil he In Ills office
TllfRSD.W.
Miss
29. Anthony Sapienza.
odore W. Cady; "educational,
FRIDAY and SATl'RDAY this week.
SO.
Joseph Sihreiber.
Margaret Savuge; religious work, Mis. 508
Puouc
Aveuue.
West
Central
31.
A. E. Parker; cafeteria- Miss Frances
Thomas Mann.
32. Ismael M. Duran.
aid, Mrs. J- G. 685 for Appointments.
Lathrop; travelers Mrs.
Anna Strum-Onls:i:t.
I'itrio orrico.
Uould; publicity,
J. Hcighes.
33'aSanford
extension, Miss Mamie Radcliff:
34. - Ben Dimas.
girls work, Mrs. Roy A. Stamiri: em
ALONSO
DR. MARRON
35. Severo Padilla.
ployment, Mrs. John Milne; residence,
Mrs. Chnrlei Porte.'.
36. Preclliano Garcia.
821 Vt WEST CENTRAL
37. Verne Lcroy Smith.
The following were elected trustees
Phone t:H-.
37 V4 Richard Kutzschcr.
for the association: M. E. Hlckey, A.
II. Stroup, C. M, Barber. G. S, Klock, j
38. Luis Maria Baca.
39. .lose Soto.
and Mrs i ncoooro v. i.auy.
T40. Santiago Garcia.
Maca.
41. Antonio
PIONEETiESIDENWar Stamp Special
4 2.
Beckwith.
L.
George
4 3.
Vefter.
Saving Stamp, I
Sundae,
Oscar
J.
AT
74
SUCCUMBS
.
. .
Tit l.lrlnmlwf
14. Iteuueil uuuuciiuw,
AT.
Lunlf TliHU
1
F It Wollflnor. 74 vears old; died 9
46.
Harold Edward Johnson.
yeso'clock
4 7.
2:30
at
home
his
here
at
Montoya.
Henry
2
Second and Central
48. Eucenio Lucero.
terday afternoon. of Mr. Wollking had
"Grlmhaw Wants to See Yon" 4
Albuquerque for
been a resident
49. Ernest Sehnellc.
the past fifteen years. He came here
50. Christmas Martlno.
from Kansas where he was engaged
51. Leo Caire.
in farming.
52. Russell Huggins Shoa.
by two
Mr. Wolkinpf Is survived
53. Harold Russell.
of Cordova,
54. Manuel Turrieta.
sons, H. B. Wolklng
of this
65. Juan B. Martinez.
Alaska, and John F. Wolking
.
Dodds
56. Joe Rivera.
city; two daughters, Mrs.
$1,000
of Summerville, Kans., and Miss Mary
57. I'rbana Jarammo.
Ireland.
C, Wolking of San Diego, Calif.; five
58. William Bryan
New, 1918 Model, Dodge
59. Heniy R. Tafoya.
Cur, $150 worth of exbrothers, William and Silas Wolking
H.
C. Wolking of
of Albuquerque,
IIus'Hccn
60. Ismael Garcia.
Run 2,000 Miles.
tras;
Garden City, Kans., C. R. Wolking of
61. Antonio Hernandez.
Owner. Lcuving City, Must Sell.
of
62. Marcellio Averio.
Chamois, Mo., and Fred Wolking
CALL OR TELEPHONE
Owensville. Mo.; and three sisters,
63. John J. Bolger.
Garcia.
Mrs. Louise Jlelde of Bland, Mo Mrs.
64. Ramon
KANSAS
CITY LIFE OFFICE
M. D. Pehle of New Haven, mo., aim
65. Phillip Dickerson.
No. 4.
Mrs. John Pcterroeyer of Morganvillo,,
Armljo Rldg.
66. Otto Martin.
Kans.
.
67. Harold Moss.
me
t
a
was
Cudabac.
man
member
A.
The dead
68. Horace
1
K. Warren post, G. A. R.. and was
69. Trinidad Padilla.
n elder of the Presbyterian church
70. Pedro Duran.
here. Tno runerai
rnmitii!
71.
Augustine Terrazas, Jr.
services will be held in the Presby
72. Harold C Perry.
3 o'clock tins anei-nooat
73. Ignacio Lopes.
terian church
A Woman or Girl for GenDr. J. R. Gass officiating. Ac74. Neil Gee.
tive pallbearers will be C. E. Vaughn,
75. Rafael Reyes.
eral House Work. Apply
E. B. Cristy, fit nuns.
76. .lack C. Rockefeller.
ii
buries Hewitt., The
., . . . . . - nrl
77. Donsciano Lopez.
112 North Edith
,,'ui., n..no
k.
78. William McDonald.
following members of the G. A. W.
will act as honorary pallbearers:Mur
79. Solomon Ortiz.
W. McDonald. E. S. Stover,, J. C.
80. Alfred Baca.
'"
iiaicn
81. Benjamin Mann.
phy, Charles Dtcni, a.will
be in tair-r.- ,
Burial
B Caldwell.
82.
Juan B. Padilla.
mtfirv C. T. French will be
83. Clarence F. Fogg.
In charge of the funeral.
84. Chrlstobel Garcia.
85. Benjamin Rudolfo.
86. Mike Richardi.
POLICE SEEK MOTHER;
87. Homer Lloyd Weathorbce.
88. John Tabacchi.
CHILDREN HOMELESS
89. Phillip! Padilla.
90. Ramon Montoya.
91. Theodore T. Gatlin.
ij n xfoiiiok la In tail on a charge
92. Petro Giannlnl..
of fighting with his wife. The police
93. Luis M. Bnca. '
also hold a warrant for the arrest ot
A patrolman weni uu
94. Joe Napoleon.
Mrs. Mallick29
ha was living but
95. Fletcher Short.
96. Alberto Mora.
she is said to have escaped through a
e
Thirty-piecMilitary
'
97. Rumaldo Sanchez.
.
window.
Band
'
98. Felipe Aragon.
Yesterday two nine S"
to
the
police99. Francis Cyril Smith.
,
family were turned over
in1M0.
Francis Bronnan.
. .
and probably will be Bent to an
cldhlren.
101. Juan B. Montana,
stitution for
LADIES FREE
102. Senolon 8anchcz.
103. Juan Candelaria.
Dance given under the
104. Leslie Collier.
On sale by loading
105. Alfredo Garcia.
of the Women of
grocers the
auspices
106.
Fred P. Higgins.
morning after they are laid; ooc.
American Army.
107. Lester W. Welty.
108. Carlos Sanchez.
M
109. Reglnio Garcia y Annijo.
110. Arthur Wcsterfeld.
FOR QUICK SERVICE
111. Moses Padilla.
JPhone 501.
223 West Copper.
'
112. Manuel A. Chavez.
W. 8. B'
113. Reuben F. Coffee.
Women of the Amer.lcnn Army will
USED. CAR SALE
114. Vicente Melendros.
give a shirt waist donee at the Armory
115. Mark E. Goodman.
Saturday night, for tlie purpose of
116. Thomas Jefferson Lloyd.
raising funds to purchase socks for the
Look Over the LLst You May
117. Vivian Savedra.
"Sammies," our boys in. the army.
Find Just What You Want.
The muskj for the occasion w ill lie
118. Melqulados Aragon.
119. Jesus Navarro.
rendered by the Camp Cody military
120. Jose Anaya.
bras band orchestra. Admission will
One Oakland
Touring,
'"
he charged, but ladles will be admit121. Archer Crisp.
5- ...$150
passenger
122. Bryan' Reets.
ted Ires,
Overland
One
Touring,
,
8. rj.
123. Roy Fowcl.
6 - passenger
9300
B. M. WTLLIAM8
124. Francisco Griego.
Overland
One
Touring.
125. Chester O. Sharav.
Dentist
6 passenger
$275
Rooms 1 and S. Whiting Building
Eusevio Salas.
126;
One Overland Roadster. .. .$450
127. Nestor Papia.
7- Phone No, 684.
One Buick
Touring,
128. William Nichols.
Corner Second and Gold.
$050
passenger
129. Frank Romero.
One Buick Touring (Light
130. Theodoslo Sanchez.
Persons who wish to renew or take
$900
6)
131. JCmillo Baca.
out memberships In the Red cms
One Siudebakar Six, 7
132. Candelaria Urioste.
Book
ran
so
at
do
....$850
Strong's
by railing
-- W. s. a.- AMONG
Store, O. A. Matson Jt Co., Grlnishaw's
MANY
BARGAINS
or
TELL HENRYS.
Mrs.
B.
DELIVERY
U.
THE, ABOVE. CALL AND
Ferguson, or by phoning
t
LOOK THEM OVER
of tee Mennersbip
Your haxease trna
boM tSt. l be chairman!
iNo. 1,SI-it
-- w.

or J. Pence.

YRIC THEATE R

Tjero

Presents

'

LADY'S PI 'RSI1!
CoiilainiiiK
check for $15 and alxuit $7 in
currency and silver. Reward for
same at 108 John Street.

See A.

Coal and South Walter.
576
Flume.

fi'ful
4i of

Joseph M. Schenck

Horses for Sale

Some people have Itoiislit SAXON EOOl) and MON ARCH HK)D
OF WHF.AT liy tin- - doen. Have you got yours? 20c per imckase
Xo more after tliis lot is sold.
V. S. Pood License No.

rona

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

BARELAS

with the theft of $140 from
Little Local Interest Shown in 1). Charged
11. Cramfill, an aged traveler, SalSandoval, 17 years old; Simon
Drawing of Numbers Which vador
Iterrera, 17, and Emilio Baca, 22 years
were
old,
arraigned before W..W. McIndicate Order of Service Clellan
in police court yesterday afternoon. The specific charge was highfor New Registrants.
the

Ready to Eat, per

MILK

AND

!ai

il-- ai

TODAY AND TOMORROW

LOST,
RICE

.i

.

WANTED

t

REPORTS 3 BOYS

JEW DRAFTEES

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PHONE

Friday, June 28, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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GaUnp Stoye
CerrUJos Suits

1

f

ANTHRACITE, Ahh SIZESj fTEAM COAJU
Coke,' Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Coird Wood, Natlv Bundling. JUrna!

CO,

D

'".".
j

p."

Central.
.

nouse to rentf. furniture to sell; something lost 'or found:.
an a in ine ciassuiea columns or me journal will ormg results
.

